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Abstract

This study is an examination of the Aristotelian elements of Alasdair

Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology as tradition-constituted enquiry.

Given Maclntyre's claim that philosophy is â tradition-constituted enterprise, it is

important to determine whether Maclntyre is actually consistent with the tradition he

claims to represent, namely the tradition of Aristotelianism. I attempt to address this

question by means of an examination of the following four objections which are

commonly raised against the claimed Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-

constinlted enquiry. The particularism vs. universalism objection claims that

Maclntyre's emphasis on particularism conflicts with Aristotte's more universalistic

conception of philosophical enquiry. The incommensurability vs. realism objection

a¡gues that Maclntyre's willingness to entertain the phenomenon of

incommensurability conflicts with Aristotle's realist conception of truth. The

authority objection maintains that Maclntyre subordinates reason to authority in a way

that actually reverses the Aristotelian order of things, since Aristotle subordinates

authority to reason. And finally, the insufficient historicism objection claims that

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry has significant universalistic elements, but

argues that it nevertheless conflicts with Aristotle's conception of philosophical

methodology which is not to be seen as universalistic, but rather as thorougtrly

historicist. In order to improve upon the overly brief and caricatured interpretations

of Maclntyre and Aristotle on which these objections tend to be based, I offer a more

llt



extensive interpretation of both Maclntyre and Aristotle on the various issues raised

by the four objections. In doing so, I argue that each of the four standard objections

to the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is significantly

flawed in some way, and that a more appropriate understanding of their respective

conceptions of philosophical methodology reveals that Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry is, in fact, consistent with the conception of philosophical

methodology advanced by Aristotle.
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1
Alasdair Maclntyre in Context:

His Contemporaries and His Critics

1. Defining the Context: A Return to Aristotle in Contemporary Philosophy

Since the late 1970's, it has become increasingly coÍtmon for theories which

are characteristically attributed to Aristotle to be cited in defense of certain positions

in the debates of contemporary philosophy. For a long time, of course, he has been

accorded an appropriately significant place in the history of philosophy. Further, it is

not uncornmon fo¡ his name to be invoked in order to provide rhetorical support for a

particular aspect of a contemporary theory,' although such uses are all too often out

of context, and in any case could hardly be said to constitute any kind of substantial

reappropriation of his characteristic teachings. But much of the recent preoccupation

with Aristotle is of a different sort. In contrast to such historical or ¡heto¡ical interest

in his thought, a growing number of contemporary thinkers are turning to Aristotle as

a primary source of argumentative defense in support of an attempt to construct a

genuine alternative to the more dominant themes in mainline contemporary

philosophy, especially in two areas, namely ethics and philosophical methodology.

, rSee John R. Wallach, "Contemporary A¡istotelianism, " Potiticat Theory 2O:4 (1992): 613-614, for
a development of this point.
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Most frequently, in the context of this contemporary situation, Aristotle is

appealed to as the historical exemplar par excellence, in defense of a theory of virnre

ethics which promises to provide a viable alternative or at the very least a necessary

supplement to a more dominant Kantian or liberal conception of ethics. In general,

virn¡e theorists object to whât they take to be the abstract and disembodied nature of

contemporary ethical theories which aspire to a high level of objectivity and

universality and focus merely on people's actions in isolation from their characters,

stressing the concepts of right and wrong. That is to say, such theories are seen to be

concerned with answering the question of what one ought or ought not to do as if this

question can be answered in isolation from the consideration of what kind of person

one is. In response, virn¡e theorists argue that a proper moral theory must pay

greater attention to the concrete social and historical existence of the moral agents

themselves, focusing primarily on people's characte¡ and on those special qualities of

character--the moral virh¡es--that are characte¡istic of good people.

In addition to the more conrmon appeal to Aristotle in the specific field of

virtue ethics, there is also a handful of contemporary philosophers who have turned to

his philosophy as a source for more general epistemological and methodological

considerations, especially insofar as these are related to the area of moral philosophy.

Characteristic of these thinkers is an opposition to those approaches which claim to be

able to produce philosophically fruitful results on the basis of mere logical analysis or

by the appeal to principles somehow independently justified outside the realm of

human experience. As an alternative to such theoties, it is claimed that Aristotle
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provides a method which rejects any conception of an Archimedean point outside

human experience from which we can begin the process of theory construction.

Instead, the only proper methodological starting-point is with the phainomena, ihe so-

called "appearances" which belong in one way or another to the domain of common

practice.2

It is in the context of such a contemporary turn towards Aristotelian themes

that the work of Alasdair Maclntyre is to be properly situated.3 Although much of

the recent interest in Aristotle's philosophy is undoubtedly a result of the efforts of

Maclntyre himself, it would be naive to think that Maclntyre's own position was

developed in an intellectual vacuum, in isolation from other contemporary thinkers

with which there has been a relationship of mutual influence. Thus, in an attempt to

define the context for our study of the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry, it is appropriate to begin with a representative survey of the

various Aristotelianisms that are fast becoming a fixture of the contemporary

philosophical discussion in the two main areas we have mentioned.

1.1 Aristotle in Contemporary Virtue Ethics

It is generally accepted that the contemporary renaissance of interest in

Aristotle within the context of contemporary virtue ethics is in large part due to

_^- 
2Cf. Stanley Hauerwas, "Can Aristotle Be a Liberal? Nussbaum on Luck, " Souttd.ittgs 72:4 (1989):

683, who makés a simila¡ but mo¡e ¡est¡icted point in the context of an exarnination ofÏhe Arisiotelia¡
positions defended by Maclntyre and Mafha ñussbaum.

_311 is wonh noting at this point that Maclntyre's own characterizâtion of his work places it in the
tradition of Thomistic Aristotelianism. Conseouéntlv. a mo¡e o¡ecise descriotion ofhis ohilosoohv musr
take into consideration its relationship to the wôrk oi Áquinas ín addirion to Arisrorle. Ñevenhéleís, our
discussion of Maclntyre's project wiÎl be more modest i'n rhe sense that it is rest¡icted to a¡ examinátion
of the Aristotelian elements of his philosophy.
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Elizabeth Anscombe's ground-breaking essay, "Modern Moral Philosophy. "a

According to Anscombe, the standard concepts of modern moral philosophys are no

longer intelligible, because the conceptual framework in which they have their proper

meaning no longer survives. The concepts of moral obligation and duty, or more

generally, the notion of the so-called moral " ortght," to which, Anscombe claims,

Hume rightly objected,ó can be understood only in the context of a "law conception

of ethics, " as responses to an authoritative lawgiver of some kind.7 However,

Anscombe argues that the belief in God as a lawgiver, which the traditional law

conception of ethics presupposed, has not been considered a viable option in moral

philosophy since the work of Sidgwick.s Furthermore, subsequent attempts to retain

the law conception by introducing such notions as laws of nature, societal noûns, or

some conception of contract, are all prone to internal difficulties which render them

incapable of furnishing a consistent substi¡rte for the notion of a divine legislator.e

Consequently, Anscombe argues that the law conception of ethics must be simply

abandoned, suggesting instead that we concentrate our efforts on reviving an

Aristotelian virn¡e-o¡iented approach to ethics, which stresses the notion of human

. oÇ. E.M, A¡scombe, "Modem Mo¡al Philosophy," Ph¡losophy 33:124 (1958): 1-19. For rhose who
take Anscombe's work to be a "starting-point " fbr- the conterirpórary inteiest iil Aristotle as a virtue
theorist, see, for example, Wallach, "Cóitemporary Aristoteliaiism,'' 619; Roben B. Kruschwifz and
R.oben C. Roberts, "lntioduction to The Virtues': Coitenporary Essayi on Moral Character," chap. in The
Virtues: Contentporary Essays on Moral Character (Belnîont, CA: Wádswonh PubliShing Compari, 1986),
3-5;.Gre.g Pglc-er "Vj4ue Theory," in A Companion to Ethics, ed. Peter Singer (Cam-bridge', Me: SasiÍ
Blackwell, l99l), 250; and Gregory Triairosky, "What i! vifue Erhiõs Àll eboui?n Aneican
Philosophical Quarterly 27:4 (199õ): 336.

. . 
5By "modem moral philosophy, " tulscombe mea¡s "the moral philosophy of all rhe well-k¡own English

ethicists since Sidgwick-" (lbid:, i9), ciring, in panicular, Mooré a¡d H'aré as representative examplis.
6tbid., 6-8.
1bid., 5-6.
Elbid.,9-10.
,tbid., i3-14.
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flourishing, and does not contain the inherently legal notion of the distinctively moral

ought.r0 Given the situation of contemporary philosophy at that time, Anscombe

recognized that an ethic of virn¡e would require, as a prolegomenon, some significant

advances in the philosophy of psychology, in particular a development of such

concepts as "action," "intention, " "pleasure," and "wanting."r' While the extent of

Anscombe's Aristotelianism is thus appropriately characterized as largely

programmatic, not consisting in a fully developed theory, her work has nevertheless

figured prominently in the more recent revival of Aristotle in defense of a theory of

virtue ethics.

Another recent philosopher who has made a significant contribution to the

contemporary renewal of interest in Aristotle in the context of a discussion of virtue

ethics is Philippa Foot, though she, too, is best seen as setting the stage for

subsequent work to be done, and not as offering a comprehensive Aristotelian system.

Foot's appeal to Aristotelian themes, like that of Anscombe, is motivated by an

attempt to develop a viable alternative to the law conception of ethics. Although Foot

focuses more specifically on the Kantian interpretation of moral judgements as

categorical imperatives, she presumes that a general version of Kant's distinction

between moral judgements and hypothetical imperatives is held by virtually any moral

philosopher who does not advocate a virtue-oriented approach to ethics, thus opening

up the possibility for a more Aristotelian approach if the Kantian thesis can be

roibid., l-2, l5
rrlbid., 15.
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disposed of.12 Against Kant, Foot claims that moral judgements are not categorical

at all, but rather are to be understood as hypothetical imperativesl3 in the sense that

they provide reasons for acting only when combined with interests and desires.ra

Once Kant's doctrine of the categorical imperative has been rejected, Foot claims, it

becomes possible to free ourselves from the Kantian conception of moral worth, thus

paving the way for a refum to virh¡e ethics. Whereas it is a consequence of Kant's

theory that ignorance of the "should" of morality must be somehow irrational, i.e.,

always inconsistent with one's own self-interested purposes, Foot claims that "the man

who rejects morality because he sees no reason to obey its rules can be convicted of

villainy but not of inconsistency, "rs since, as she has already claimed, there is no

reason-giving force for morality in isolation from an agent's other interests. Further,

in opposition to Kant's related position that there are actions which can be said to

have "positive mo¡al worth, " namely those done out of a sense of duty, Foot argues

that an account of the virtues can rescue Kant from his notorious difficulties. As

Kant himself recognized, his conception of mo¡al worth leads to what Foot calls the

"curious" conclusion that in contrast to the philantfuopist who "takes pleasure in

spreading happiness around him," moral worth is nevertheless conferred on the person

,. ^-nPhilippa 
Foor, ."Morality as a syslem of Hypothetical Imperatives, " The philosophical Review gl:3

(rvlr)i .reprrnt rn PhrllPPa Fool, V¡ ues and Vices and Otlter Essays in Moral Philosoohv (Be¡kelev:
u_niversity ot califomia P¡ess, 1978): 157 (page references are ro repr-int edirion). cf. ¡rt'truí ÈtemmlnÊ,
"Revjving the vinues," Ellics 90 (1980): 5891wlo also recognizesìhe imponaice of this assumption fõr
Foot's general argument in favour of vinue erhics.

. - - 
t3lt is significant to nole that Foot now recognizes that her rejection of Ka¡t would have been betterifit had not rerained the Kantian terminology of tñe "hyporheticat imperative,ii since shtd*r;ói;a"¡t;;

position to^be restricred ro Ka¡r's means-énds modelïf practical rèasoning lttriiippã noo¡ iinrü å\i¿
Vices and Other Essays itt Moral Ph¡losophy, xiii-xiv).
_ raFoo¡ "Moraliry as. a System.of Hypotheticat Imperatives," 160-161. See also philippa Foot, "A
$gply. t-o. Professor F¡ankena," Philoso¡ihy 59 (1975); ìeprint in virntes and vices and oìlier Essays itt
Moral Philosophy, t'17 (page references úe to ìepriii edition).

IsFoot, "Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives,,' 16l.
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who acts out of respect for duty.16 Foot, however, p¡oposes an alternative criterion

of moral worth, according to which an action may be said to have moral worth if it is

in accordance with moral virtue and if it is an action fo¡ which a virfr:e is required,

claiming that this properly reinstates the mo¡al standing of Kant's philanthropist. t7

It is through such an attempt at constructing a viable alternative to the more dominant

Kantian conception of morality, which itself camot be done without a careful

consideration of the work of Aristotle,ls that Foot seeks to make good on her claim

that "a sound moral philosophy should start from a theory of the virtues and

vices. "le

One of the first post-Anscombian attempts at developing a more systematic

theory of the virhres which can appropriately be called "Aristotelian" is that of James

Wallace. Acknowledging a debt to Anscombe,2o Wallace seeks to provide an

alternative to the narrow focus on moral rules or laws in modern moral philosophy,

but ur ike Anscombe and Foot, he denies that they can be entirely exorcised.2r

Rather, Wallace argues that the moral virh¡es are to be understood in the context of

social norms and conventions, thus claiming that it is possible to recognize the

important role of rules in morality, while at the same time avoiding the problems

involved in reducing all of morality to the following of such rules. It is at this point

.^¡6PhilippaFoot,"VinuesandVices,"chap.inVinuesandVicesandOtherEssøysinMoratphilosophy,t2.
r7Ibid., 14.
rTbid., 1.
teFoot, Virtues and Vices and Other Essays in Moral Philosophy, xi-
2oJames D. WaJIace, Virtues and Vices (Ithaca: Comell Universily Press, 1978), 9.
2rlbid.
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that Wallace draws heavily on Aristotle's ethical theory. Wallace claims to follow

Aristotle in offering a functionalist account of the moral virnres, arguing that humans

have a characteristic function (ergon), and that human excellence is realized in the

acquired capacity to perform that function well.22 However, Wallace does not

follow Aristotle in locating the function of humans relevant to moral virh¡e in

"activity in accordance wilh logos."z3 Rather, Wallace suggests that the

characteristic human function is living a "social life informed by convention.,,2a

Accordingly, he claims that the individual moral virnres are each related to a certain

function that individuals are required to perform in a society, and collectively the

virtues are what is necessary for any society in general to flourish.2s While he thus

attempts to reinstate the functionalist form of Aristotle's theory, Wallace himself

claims that such an Aristotelianism is viable only if one disregards much of its content

by offering a different location of the characteristic human function relevant to moral

virtue.26 Wallace's heavy emphasis on social convention has suggested to some

commentators the problem of historical and cultural relativism, despite his own claim

that his theory is naturalistically grounded insofar as it is representative of cny human

society.2T Nevertheless, what is significant about Wallace for our purposes is his use

of Aristotle in comection with a theory of the virtues which stresses the importance

,,lbid., 36-37 .
23lbid.,37.
21Ibid.

-._ :ry!q., 3?-38. See also G¡egory Pence, "Recent Work on V intes," Anerican ph¡losophical euane y
2l:4 (1984): 282,.1or a simila¡ siatement of this interpretation of waìlace's individufu and õollecriv'e
conception of the vinues.

26wallace, Vinues and Vices, 36.

__. 
2iPeqce, 'Recent Work on Virtues," 282. For Wallace's argument against relativism, see Virtues and

Vices, 159-16l.
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of social context.

More recently, Martha Nussbaum has defended a conception of virtue ethics

which follows the pattern of much contemporary moral philosophy by turning to

Aristotle's theory of the moral virnres as a result of a dissatisfaction with certain

aspects of a Kantian approach to ethics. In particular, Nussbaum objects to the

excessively abstract and deductive character of Rawls's neo-Kantian conception of

libe¡alism.28 However, in the end Nussbaum's use of Aristotle is not as radical as

that of Anscombe and Foot, who turned to Aristotle as an alternative to Kantian moral

philosophy. Rather, Nussbaum's work is best seen as an attempt to supplement the

"scientific deductivism" of Rawlsian liberalism with an appropriate recognition of the

social realities of concrete human experience, nevertheless retaining the characteristic

liberal ends of freedom and equality.2e Like Wallace, Nussbaum's respect for social

context leads her to a conception of the moral vimres in terms of their "appropriate

functioning in each human sphere. "30 However, unlike Wallace, Nussbaum is not

convinced that this constitutes an abandonment of the content of Aristotle's theory. In

fact, she claims that a proper understanding of Aristotle can be used to combat the

kind of relativism that has been linked to Wallace's account. According to

Nussbaum, Aristotle's theory of the moral virnres is based on "grounding

-. 1M.nÞ N¡ssbaum, Aristotle\ De Motu A¡imalium (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press, 19?8),
210-2ll; The Fragility of Goodness: Luck and Ethics in Greek Tragedy and Philosoph¡, (Cambridge:
Cambridge Univer¡ity-Préss, 1986), 31 1.

2eNussbaum, Arislotle's De Motu Animalium, 219. Fo¡ a characterization of Nussbaum's use of
Aristotle as a means of supplementing a Rawlsian conception of liberalism, see Hauerwas, "Can Aristotle
Be a Liberal? Nussbaum on Luck," 675-691, esp. 678-681; John R. ÌVallach, "Contemporary
Aristotelianism, " 621.

- sManhaNussbaum, "Non-Relative Virtues: An Aristotelian Approach, " Ml dwest StudÌes in Philosophy
13 (1988): 39.
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experiences, " which figure "in more or less any human life, and in which more or

less any human being will have to make soze choices tather than others, and act in

some way rather than some other. "3r Though such grounding experiences suppon

only a "thin account" of each vimre, which will have to be further specified in order

to reach a more substantive "thick" definition,32 Nussbaum claims that reflection on

such experiences is sufficient for the development of a conception of the moral virtues

and of rational choice for all of humanity, regardless of the other significant

differences that may exist between societies.

In summary, the contemporary turn to Aristotle in the area of vim¡e ethics is

typically motivated by a dissatisfaction with what Anscombe has called the ,'law

conception of ethics." Whether in the form of an objection to deontological ethics in

general, or directed more specifically at the moral philosophy of Kant or of

contemporary neo-Kantian liberalism, defenders of virtue ethics argue that the law

conception's exclusive focus on moral duty and obligation, with its excessively

scientific conception of practical rationality, is too narrow and abstract to fulfil its

promise of providing a universally binding morality. Rather, it is suggested that an

ethical theory must pay more significant attention to the contingent situation of moral

agents, whether psychologically, by recognizing the ethical significance of antecedent

interests and desires, or socially, by being sensitive to the various spheres of social

life. Just as Kant is taken to tepresent much of what is wrong with modern moral

philosophy, it is to Aristotle's theory of the moral virfues that those whose work we

3'lbid., 35.
32For Nussbaum's terminology of "thick" and "thin," see "Non-Relative Virtues, " 35
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have briefly examined, as well as many others,33 are turning with the hope of

constructing a more adequate ethical theory.

1.2 Aristotle and the Question of Methodology

Although it is primarily in the context of a discussion of vim¡e erhics that

Aristotelian themes have been reintroduced into contemporary philosophy, there are

also some scholars who have turned to Aristotle as an alternative to a more o¡ less

foundationalist conception of philosophical method especially as it pertains to the area

of ethics. One of the more prominent representatives of such an Aristotelian

approach to methodology is Martha Nussbaum. Nussbaum contrasts her

Aristotelianism, first of all, with what she describes as Baconian empiricism, which

sharply distinguishes between theory-neutral perception-data and conventional or

communal belief, basing philosophical method on the former,3a and also with a more

rationalistic conception, according to which philosophy begins with a priori principles

which "can be known to hold independently of all experience and all ways of life, all

conceptual schemes. "35 Despite their obvious differences, both accounts see

philosophical method as beginning with that which is theory-neutral or free from

3rAmong the other contemporary mo¡al philosophers whose work has contributed to the ¡enerval of
in-terest in an Aristotelian approach'to ethici are John casey, Pa?an virtue (oxford: clarendon press,

f990); pdmund L.-P^incofß,' Qu.andries and Virtues: Against'Éeduciivisnt in Etitics (Lawrence: University
Pres-l of Karsas, 1986);_Bema¡d Williatns, Ethics and lhe Linits of philosopå1' (Harvard Universiry presí,
1985), and more recently Shane and Necessiry (Berkeley: Univé¡sity of CaÍifòmia press, 1993). For á
helpful _survey.of cgnlqqlporaly Aristotelian vinue ethicí, see Chrisópher Cordner, "Ariirotelian Vinue
and Its Limitations ," Philosophy 69 (1994): 291-316; and Wallach, "Côntemporary Aristotelianism, " 613-
641. For a very_ different ac¡oúnt oi the iecent inte¡êst in Arisrorélian morai philósophy in the conìext of
contemporary German thoughr, see He¡bert Sch¡ädelbach, "lVhat is Nêo-Arisiotêlianism?" pratis
International '7:314 (Oct. 1987/Jan. 1988): 225-237; nd a response by M. P. d'Entrèves, "Arisrorle or
Burke? Some Comments on H. Schnädelbaôh's 'What is Neo-A¡iitoteliariism?', " Praxis Inteinational 7 :314
(Oct. 1987/Jan. 1988): 238-245.

sNussbaum, The Fragility oJ Goodness,244.
35lbid.,254.
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interpretation. In contrast to such approaches, Nussbaum argues that we should

follor.v Aristotle by beginning philosophical reflection with the phainomena, which she

refers to as the "appearances" in the sense of cornmon beliefs collected from one,s

linguistic community.36 Having collected the various relevant cotrtmon beliefs in a

particular area of study, the philosopher proceeds to set out puzzles or disagreements

that arise from conflicting opinions, and it is in the resolution of such conflicts that

the work of philosophy consists.3T Consequently, Nussbaum claims that Aristotle

defends a conception of philosophical method which is interpretive ,'all the way

down," always "bounded by the experience of the group, "38 and not based on a

foundation which is in some sense theory-neutral. At the same time, Nussbaum

denies that the heavy emphasis on the role of appearances is incompatible with the

realist conception of trurh generally attributed to Aristotle. However, against the

standard interpretations of Aristotelian realism, Nussbaum claims that Aristotle is to

be understood as an internal realist in the sense defined by Hilary putnam, whereby

36For Nussbaum's defense of her translarion of "phainomena" as "appearances, " where this refers to
common beliefs collected from one's community, and her rejection of áliernative ira¡slations, see ibid.,
243-245-. Although such a translation is primúily of "phainonena" as ir appears ¡n e¡isioiieli eitriðal
works, Nussbaum maintains that,_ to a cenain exteni, it is ä fitting rranslation of 1'phainonena" 

as it appears
in some of his other non-ethical works as well. Nussbaum'i reference to tlie role of communiiies in
pro'vidi-ng phainonlela is somewhat puzzling. Although she indicates thar her and Arisrotle's philosophical
method draws thephainonena from specifiõ locd coñmunities and t¡aditions (The FraeitirybJ Gooãiiesi,
249), it does nol appear that Nussbaum thinks it possible for such traditions to differ subitaítiailv f.om one
another. For.in her own application of this'method in the consrruction of a theory of tÉe vinues,
Nussbaum builds on what shè-calls "grounding experiences, " which a¡e common humán ex¡eriences in
general (Nussbaum, "Non-Relative Viñues," 34--36f. Nussbaum mav accounr for this aooarent air"."nàn"t
by arguing thal we start with such common human qroundins expé¡iences as orovidihä 'ttrln; cónð.orí
but that these require tunher specification in orde¡ ro"become rthic'k" o¡ su¡staniive ionõepir. -¿ iÀãiiljii
process ol funher-slecification is undenalen in mo¡e local fo¡ms of communal discourie (ihis seems to
be the- argument of "Non-Relarive virtues, " 35-36). However, if this is her position, it is stiÌl nor the case
that plilosophical method åegirrs with the phainoner¡c gathered from specihc linguisric communities, as
she often seems to claim. Ai most, she cair claim that iuch communitiés have an-imoortanr ¡ole snelÍine
out or aPplying lhe phainonena which are gleaned from rhe experiences of the wideihumân .ór"iunirvl
As such, we shall assume that in referrin! to the notion of â linguistic community Nussbaum meairs
something like the cornmunity of linguistic-beings in general.

31rb1d.,245-246.
3Elbid., 256.
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what is real can be determined only internally, within the confines of some

antecedently accepted theory, and tfuough the resolution of conflicts in the manner

described above, and not in any external, theory-independent way, for there simply is

no such thing.3e Thus, it is appropriate to see Nussbaum as appealing to Aristotle in

order to defend a conception of philosophical method which denies a sharp distinction

between theory and practice, yet which does not assent to the position of the sceptic

or relativist, who dismisses the possibility of truth altogether.

Another recent defense of an Aristotelian approach to methodology has been

undertaken by T. H. Irwin.ao Like Nussbaum, Irwin is interested in defending an

account which stresses the role of phainomer?d or common beliefs, yet which is able

to achieve a ¡ealist conception of truth. However, unìike Nussbaum, Irwin's account

of philosophical method remains significantly foundationalist, in the sense that it starts

from necessarily true first principles, and also retains a metaphysically realist, i.e.,

extemal, conception of truth.ar Whereas Nussbaum argues that there is one

philosophical method, in which the appearances "go all the way down,',a2 lrwin,s

basic claim is that there are two methods, one for the establishment of the first

principles themselves, and a second foundationalist or demonstrative method in which

one constructs a substantive theory on the basis of the previously and independently

established first principles. For Irwin, it is in the establistnnent of first principles that

3erbid., zsl .

4See esp. T. H. Irwin, Aristotle's First Principles (Oxford: Clarendon press, 19gg).
arFor this interpretation of the difference between Nussbaum and lrwin, see D. w. Han yn ,,Aristotle

on Dialectic," Philosoph¡,65 (1990): 470.
a2Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness,25l.
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phaínomena come into play. However, Irwin's phainomena are not mere coÍtmon

beliefs. For he claims that a set of common beliefs, even when internally consistent,

is unable to support a claim to have established objective first principles.a3 Rather,

Irwin claims that first principles can be established only by an "appropriate subset of

cofirmon beliefs, " namely those whose denial would undermine the possibility of there

being objects of scientific study at all, and which opponents could therefore not

consistently refuse to accept, whatever their particular theoretical assumptions.44

Thus, it seems that Irwin draws on Aristotle to defend a conception of philosophical

method that is based on the very notion of a theory-neutral foundation that Nussbaum

rejects.

2. Maclntyre's Approach in Comparison with The Above Reappropriations of
Aristotle

The task of the previous section was to provide a representative sample of the

ways in which a growing number of recent thinkers have turned to the doctrines of

Aristotle in support of positions which are genuinely relevant to the contemporary

philosophical discussion. Although it would be an obvious exaggeration to claim that

this current interest in Aristotle takes the form of a unified corporate project, it is not

inappropriate to speak of a general movement, which is loosely connected by a dislike

lrlltri:n, Aristotle's First Principles, 18.
4¡lbid., 19. Central to Irwin's account, is a distinction between two accounts ofrhe iustification offirst

principles in Aristotle. The fìrst, which Irwin calls "pure dialectic," is characte¡isric ôf Aristorle's early
period, or the Aristotle of the Categories and Posteioi An¿lyric, and is unable ro yield the obiecrive resulis
that Aristotle's conception of truttidemands (lrwin discusse! pure dialectic a¡d iís deficiencies in parr I of
Aristo¡le's First.Prirlcþles¡. However, Irwin claims that Arisiotle himselfdevelops an altemative äccounr,
qalled "strolg diatectic, " which he sets ioflh in the Meraphysics, a¡d which is able to establish objective
f,-lrs principles wilhout succumbing to the weak¡esses óf þure dialectic (see pan tI o1 Aristotlers Fírst
Principles).
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for a common opponent, namely, the Enlightenment and the overly positivistic

conception of analytic philosophy which it gave rise to. Despite the differences in rhe

solutions they propose, the various approaches we have examined sha¡e a coÍmon

aversion to the excessively abstract nature of much mainiine contemporary

philosophical thinking, which in the area of ethics results in the neglect of the

concrete psychological or social existence of ethical agents, and in the area of

methodology results in an attempt to abstract from, ¡ather than to start from, the

appearances.

At the forefront of this recent revival of interest in Aristotle lies the work of

Alasdair Maclntyre. Although he claims to differ from such contemporary appeals to

Aristotle in constructing a more systematic approach, Maclntyre,s project is

nevertheless not entirely incompatible with any of the contemporary appeals to

Aristotle we have considered. Rather, it is perhaps best seen as an attempt to

incorporate into a unified account what he claims amounts merely to a series of

independent recove¡ies of various aspects of Aristotle's overall system.

consequently, it will be profitable to introduce Maclntyre's own account in terms of

the other contemporary appeals to Aristotle that we have already considered.

Like Anscombe, Maclntyre begins with the thesis that the characteristic

concepts of modern moral philosophy are unintelligible, since the conceptual

framework in which they derive their significance no longer survives.as However,

^ 
a5Fo,r Maclntyre'-s o-wn recognition of his indebtedness to Anscombe, see Afier Vir-tue,2d ed. (Notre

9ane:. Universiry of Notre Dame Press, 1984),53; "Moral philosophy: ll'har Next?'i in R¿vjsio,s;
changiìtg Perspectives i Moral Philosophy, ed. Stanley Hauerwæ and Àläsdair Maclnryre (Notre Dame:
university of Not¡e Dame Press, 1983), 718; "The Rerirm to vinue Erhics, " in Ttrc 25'th inn¡iersai or
vatican II: A Look Back and a Look Àhead, ed. R. E. smith (Brainrree, MA: The pope Joh¡ celiei",
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whereas Anscombe claims that this unintelligibility is a result of a single ethical

tradition having been left behind, namely the Judeo-ch¡istian divine law tradition,

Maclntyre offers a more complex explanation, arguing that contemporary ethical

discourse has i¡herited its core concepts from what is actually a variety of inherently

conflicting conceptual schemes whose contexts have long since been discarded. Thus,

whereas for A¡scombe, the single general character of modern moral ph osophy

consists in its rejection of the Judeo-christian context for the law conception of ethics

while retaining its deontological concepts,a' Maclntyre claims that the characteristic

unintelligibility of modern moral philosophy results from the fact that it is essentially

absffact and fragmentary in nature. Further, Maclntyre adds that the abstract and

fragmentary character of modern moral philosophy arso leads to the further problem

of interminable disagreement and a subsequent lack of progress on substantive

issues.aT In summary, then, Maclntyre may be interpreted as applying Anscombe,s

"survival thesis" to explain the essentially unintelligible character of contemporary

ethical theory, but with an attempt to constn¡ct an historical explanation which is

much mo¡e sophisticated, insofar as he maintains that the fragments which have

1990) ' 243;. "An Interview wirh Alasdai¡ Maclnryre, " cogito 5:z (1991): 67. For a mo¡e exrendedanalysis ofthe relevanc€ of Anscombe to Macrnryrers projeal sãe-Þenôe, "Vinue rniorvl"'äj0:2;ìiËñ;Hardane, "Mactntyre's Thomisr Revivat: what ñ"xd,;1írÁjiü-uãïüìyrii'òi¡iäí plìrr'"íi¡rtrí'àïiä)
work _of Atasdair'Mactntyre (None o-r"i ü"l"eiiìrv ;l ñåì;; öa';-i;;!rl'iööäj,'si:í¿; 'Ë^il "r!ííil
'Macrntyre's Çritique of ûriliia¡ia¡ism," |ne1er uàänryri: òritia rerspàiiirïi"iÅiilwòk'if\tà]-,íä¡ì
Maclnryr.e (f.t_otr-e-Dame: University or Nót¡e oamé'p;d; lóõ4t, r2s. mai'lî i;;;;,";ï-;fi;,
re-cognizing Maclnrvre's bheritance lrom Anscombe is, as H-¿¿a¡J¡ái ætiv *üu'iri, ,¡ää';;;ì"ä:";;of "the extenr to wliich Mâclnrvre hæ been carrying oi ipr[äãiããay'ù;ñ;ï Gi;'d;ä'ii\iäi;i;;"ï;Thomist Revival, " 93-94).

a6Alscombe, "Modern Moral Philosophy,', 9-10.
aTsee esp. Maclntvre, After virtue, 6-ll,l l0- l I l. see also Alasdair Maclnryre, wose Justice? which

4aîionality?^(NoÍe óunei University or ñot¡e 
-D"ili;r*;; 

iô8Bi 3; rnreá-nlrai'iiriîåi.r- 
"ìr 

¡üiìît
P!'quiry, 192: "Moral Philosophy:_wh_at Nexr?" 1-5; "Trre nerum tóVinuì'Èiñiôi,irä+1ì';'ü¡üuiíråi,väi
H.appengd in Morat philosophy,ñ rhe yate lountat i¡f crli¡üini s Cissj)i-isZì';ä û,i'ãåruLiötiä,jii
short Histom of Eråícs rNeiv York:ì4acMilla¡, tgtíø),iøiø,zseiar;,d sec;ta;izaii;;;a;;d'it4";"Ici,;,;;;
(L,ondon: Oifoid Univeisiry P¡ess, 1967), èip.'q,i-ü'.' ---' ---' -
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survived originally belonged to several incompatible moral traditions, and that they

are not merely the incomplefe remnants of a single moral tradition which has been

abandoned, as Anscombe has suggested. However, while this is an appropriate

interpretation of Maclntyre's analysis of the predicament of mode¡n moral philosophy,

it is significant to note that Maclntyre extends his thesis even further, using it to

account for the problems of modern philosophy in general. Just as he suggests that

one of the general characteristics of ethical theory is the interminable character of its

disagreements, Maclntyre also claims that the excessively abstract and fragmentary

character of contemporary philosophy in general ¡esults in its inability to reach

agreement on substantial issues and that this results the same kind of lack of progress

thât he takes to be typical of contemporary ethical debate.aB Nevefheless,

Maclntyre's claim is not that such disagreement and lack of progress are necessary

features of philosophy as such. Rather, it is precisely his point that they can be

overcome both in the specific area of moral philosophy and also in the area of

philosophical methodology in general, but only by adopting an Aristotelian standpoint.

It is in his attempt to overcome the abstract and fragmentary character of

modern moral philosophy and the subsequent problem of interminable disagreement

that this engenders that Maclntyre develops his influential account of virnre ethics.

According to Maclntyre, an Aristotelian conception of ethics, with its recognition of

--. 
aESee. esp.-Alasdair Maclntyre. "Are Philosophical P¡oblems Insoluble? The Releva¡ce of Svstem a¡d

Ilirory' " in Pl¡ilrsophical- lnaginarion and îlitural Menory,: Appropriating Historical rradítions, ed..
Patncia cook- (Durham, NC: Duke universiry press, 1993), itÞ-72. seð also Alasdai¡ Maclnivre."Philosophy: Past conflict a¡d Future Direcrioñ, " proceedings and Addresses of the Anerican ca íolii
Phílosophical association slppl. 6!,(198i): Bt-83: wrcse "lust¡cez whiin noi¡oriã¡¡¡r I (ñiirJöáü",
univer.sity of Notre Dame Press, 1988), l-6; Three Rival versions of Moral htauin;: Encyclooaedia.
Getrcalogy, and rradition (Notre Dame: universitv ofNor¡e Dame presi. l99o). 5-i. li: Fir.çí príncintcí
Final Ends And coÌ enporary Philosophical Issues (Milwaukee: Marquiue uliveriiry Þress, lssOji jl.
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the centrality of the virn:es, offers a viable alternative to this predicament of modern

moral philosophy, but only in a more systematic and comprehensive version than any

of those we have depicted so far. Maclntyre shares the general aversion to

Kantianism that is so characteristic of those contemporary ethicists who have furned to

Aristotle in order to defend an account of the moral virfues. However, in contrast to

those, such as Anscombe and Foot, who defend virR¡e ethics as an alternative to a

morality of rules or laws, Maclntyre claims that an Aristotelian conception requires

that the moral virnres be understood in terms of their interrelationship with rules, and

that both rules and moral virtues cannot be properly understood in isolation from the

teleological notion of the ultimate human good.ae As such, Maclntyre,s objection to

Kantianism does not concern the idea of a morality of rules as such, but rather the

more specific notion whereby rules are valued for their own sake, "independent of all

relationship to goods."50 Maclntyre's vimre theory is thus equally intended as an

alternative to utilitarianism, which, he claims, either values rules only insofar as they

are causally effective in the achievement of goods, or does without rules entirely.sr

More specifically, Maclntyre claims that although the version of utilitarianism which

has a place fo¡ rules as a means to the achievement of goods is better than those

versions which abandon rules altogether, he nevertheless maintains that such a view

conflicts with the typical utilitarian recognition of a multiplicity of competing goods,

oeAlasdair Maclntyre, "Plain P€rsons a¡d Mo¡al philosophy: Rules, Virtues and Goods,,. Anerican
Catholic Phitosophictít Ç\tartertv øa:t (lsol¡: t-i9, ilt. l0:ií. iee aiso À¡tri viüt;,-ilo\i;;'wt;;;;
.lustice? Which Ra onaîíty?, ixl

soMaclntyre, "Plain Pe¡sons and Moral philosophy,,, 12.
5¡lbid., l2-13.
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such that "the actions necessary for the attainment of some particular good violate the

rule or rules necessary for the attainment of some other good.,,52

In addition to his use of Aristotle to address the standard question of the

compatibility of rules and moral virtues, Maclntyre's attempt to overcome the

problem of fragmentation in moral philosophy also picks up the other strand of

contemporary virtue ethics, namely the emphasis on social context. Central to

Maclntyre's project is the claim that a morâl philosophy characteristically presupposes

a sociology, and that it therefore constitutes a decisive refutation of a particular

conception of moral philosophy if it could never be socially embodied.s3 As we

have seen, what is characteristic of modern moral philosophy, according to

Maclntyre, is the essentially abstract nature of its central concepts, which he takes to

be mere fragments of larger conceptual schemes, whose overall context, including

their social context, has been abandoned. According to such an interpretation, then,

the project of modern moral philosophy is necessarily inadequate. In its place,

Maclntyre follows those other contemporary thinkers who have turned to Aristotle in

providing an account which is sensitive to the more concrete social condition of moral

agents. In one sense, Maclntyre can be seen as siding with Nussbaum over Wallace

in claiming that Aristotle himself appreciated the social context of the virtues, and

thus that a contemporary account of the virtues need not constirute an abândonment of

the content of his ethical theories. However, whereas both Wallace and Nussbaum

5rlbid., 13.

-. 53Maclntyre, Afier Yirtue,23; See also Alasdair Maclntyre, "P¡actica.l Rarionalities as Forms of Social
Structure," Irish Philosophical Journal 4 (1987): 3-4.
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restrict their appreciation of social context to universal human experiences, Maclntyre

defends the importance of the more particularistic aspects of social embodiment as

well. It is at this point that Maclntyre bases his theory of the virtues on the concepts

of narrative and tradition, which themselves cannot be understood in isolation from

their exemplifications in particular social contexts.5a However, it is his emphasis on

the particular, and a recognition of the problem of relativism with which such an

emphasis is typically associated, that ultimately leads Maclntyre to the restatement of

the Aristotelian conception of rational enquiry or philosophical methodology in which

such an account of the virn¡es can be properly defended.

Although it is no doubt through his account of virn¡e ethics that Maclntyre has

been most influential, the core of Maclntyre's philosophical system is his theory of

tradition-constituted enquiry. As we have seen, Maclntyre claims that an A¡istotelian

ethic of virtue cannot be ultimately defended in isolation from a corresponding

Aristotelian conception of philosophical methodology in general. In contrast to the

essentially abstract and fragmentary character of contemporary philosophy, Maclntyre

argues that philosophical enquiry must begin with the historically contingent context

of a particular tradition in which there is a shared background of belief concerning the

soSee esp. Afrer Virtue, 180-225. In AJter Virtue Maclnty¡e introduced the notion of na-rrative as a
nec€ssary coneclive to Aristorle's "metaphysical biology" (AJier virtue, 162). However, Maclntyre has
slnce recarted thls cfltlclsm of Aristotle, claiming that his reiection of Aristotelian naturalism was â result
of his-own failure to. recognize the_ connêction beiween metaþhysics and virtue rhar Aristotle had propeily
identilìed (Alasdair Maclntyre, "Nietzsche or Aristorle? lCoirvérsation with Giovarina Borrado¡iì.'" ii ?7l¿

4tlt?ncq Phtlosopher, trans. Rosa¡¡a Crocitto (Chicago: The University of Chicago press, 1994), I4g).
Alrhough he has nor enrirfly rejected the imponance õf narrative, Maólntyre has-recently ptacúí moíe
emphasis-on _lhe notion of tradiiion, arguing-that this is more compalible ivith the p¡opei inetaphysical
¡Il-ecls of a theory of the vinues. We sñall éxamine this developmeirt in more detail ìn óur inte4ireíârión
of Maclntyre in Chaprer 2.
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authority of certain texts and voices.ss That is to say, Maclntyre rejects the

possibility of a theory-neutral beginning to philosophy which we have also seen in

Nussbaum. However, although he shares with Nussbaum the idea that philosophy

must begin with the phainomena as present in the concrete setting of a social and

cultuÍal context, what Maclntyre's concept of a tradition adds is an appreciation of the

essential historical situatedness and incommensurability of different philosophical

movements.56 Nevertheless, Maclntyre denies that the admission of

incommensurability between traditions precludes the possibility of rational progress,

and even follows Irwin in upholding the possibility of constructing a universally valid,

demonstrative or deductively ordered theory on the basis of first principles which

have been established dialectically.s? In contrast, however, whereas Irwin introduces

the essentially theory-neutral notion of strong dialectic, Maclntyre claims that the

dialectical justification of first principles is to be understood in terms of a dialectical

encounter between different traditions of rational enquiry, thereby rejecting the

conception of a theory-neutral foundation, In fact, Maclntyre argues that the

lendency to frame such a discussion in terms of a debate between foundationalism and

anti-foundationalism, as Nussbaum and Irwin are inclined to do, is itself a significant

betrayal of Aristotle, since his was not an essentially epistemological enterprise in the

. s5Maclntyre, lUhose Justice? Which Ratio atity?, 35; Three Ríval Versions of Moral Enquiry', 63. 5""
also Maclntyre, "T¡aditions and Conflicrs," Libeial Education 73:5 (1987): 9.'

56Maclntyre, AÍ|er Vi ue,265-272. See also, Whose Justice? llhich Rationality?, 35Oi Three Rivat
Versions of Moral ùtquiry,65; "The Relarionship of Philosophv to irs Past," esp. 47; "Are Philosophical
P¡oblems insoluble? fheR'eleúance of Sysrem anO H¡story,"'ZÓ.

sTMaclntyre, Firsr Princ¡ples, Final E¡tds, and Contenporary Philosophical Issues, esp. 34-38. See
dso, Wose'Jui¡ice? llltich Rationaliry?, 360; Three Riva'l Veríions of Uoral nnquiry:, 64, tZS.
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first place.58 Finally, Maclntyre is interested in upholding a realist conception of

truth that is characteristic of those who tum to Aristotle on the question of

methodology, defending a version of metaphysical or external realism that has also

been attempted by lrwin. However, what is characteristic of Maclntyre's approach is

the claim that it is onJy when truth is understood teleologically, as the final goal of

enquiry, that such a realist âccount can be defended.se

In the context of the contemporary turn towards Aristotle, we have suggested

that the primary significance of Maclntyre is the comprehensive and systematic

character of his project. As we have seen, the core of Maclntyre's system is his

allegedly Aristotelian conception of tradition-constituted enquiry. Therefore, an

analysis of the Maclntyre's relationship to Aristotte should begin with an examination

of his account of philosophicat method, Although an investigation of his conception

of virtue ethics would be required in order to complete any comprehensive evaluation

of Maclntyre's Aristotelianism, such an examination would be considerably less

interesting if the account of tradition-constituted enquiry which Maclntyre claims is

presupposed by his ethical theory is found to be significantly problematic. Thus,

while it may be impossible to do so in complete isolation from his account of virtue

ethics, our examination of the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's philosophy shall focus

almost entirely on his conception of philosophical methodology as trâdition-constituted

enquiry.

__ 
s€Maclntyre, First Principles, Final E¡tds, and Contenporary Philosophical Issues, lI-13; Three Rival

Versions of Moral bquiry, 69,74-75.

-_ 
s\4aclntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rat¡o ali,y?, 360-361; Three Rival Versions oJMoral Ertquiry,65-

67 , t19-t26.
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3. Four Standard Objections to the Historical Accuracy of Maclntyre's
Aristotelianism

Perhaps the greatest testimony to the significance of Maclntyre,s account of

tradition-constituted enquiry is the fact that he is being taken seriously by his

contemporaries as a representative of the Aristotelian tradition, even though they may

not always be in complete agreement with him. There is by now a substantial

collection of literature in which various tenets of Maclntyre's philosophy are

compared to their respective statements in Aristotle. However, while much of the

criticism of Maclntyre's Aristotelianism appears on the surface to be legitimate, it

tends to take the form of a fragmented examination of certain isolated aspects of his

larger project which is precisely the kind of approach that Maclntyre identifies as

problematic with contemporary philosophy, and which thus raises the question of

whether his work has really been examined in the kind of extended and constructive

manner that it deserves.o In light of this apparent problem, our study is motivated

to a conside¡able extent by the need to provide a more comprehensive examination of

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. we shall therefore begin by outlining four

objections, or, in some cases, clusters of objections, that have been directed against

the historical accuracy of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry as an Aristotelian

theory. Together, these objections cover the central features of Maclntyre,s tradition-

constituted enquiry, and will therefore be taken to constitute the key issues of the

question of Maclntyre's relationship to Aristotle, to which we shall attempt to provide

^. ..n'fht, que¡1ion- has been ¡aised by Thomas S. Hibbs, ,'Maclntyre, Tradition, a¡d the Christian
Philosopher," The Modern Scltoolnan 6g l19lt¡: Zt t.
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an answer in the remainder of our study.

3,1 The Particularism vs, Universalism Objection

Perhaps the most common cluste¡ of objections to Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry focuses on the tension between particularism and universalism.

According to the "particularism vs. universalism objection,', Maclntyre's claim that

rational enquiry must be restricted to the historically contingent context of a particular

tradition is incompatible with Aristotle, whose conception of rational enquiry was

essentially universalistic. That is to say, whereas Maclntyre,s recognition of the

diversity of traditions commits him to the claim that there are "rationalities, rather

than rationality, "6r Aristotle believed that there is such a thing as rationality-as-such,

which is universally available to everyone, regardless of their membership in any

particular tradition. One of the clearest statements of the particularism vs.

universalism objection has been advanced by Irwin, who claims that the tension

between the particularism of Maclntyre and the unive¡salism of Aristotle is most

evident in their respective accounts of the discovery of first principles. According to

Irwin, Aristotle did not unde¡stand the correctness of these principles as consisting in

the fact that they are the outcome of their particular tradition of enquiry, as Maclntyre

does, but rather as being derived from grounds that exist independently of any

tradition.62 Further, Irwin not only claims that Aristotle believed in such a thing as

rationality-as-such, but also argues that this was ',exactly the sort of thing they hope

órMaclntyre, Whose Justice? Wlich Rationatity?, g.

..^^t:T.-! Irwin, "Tradition and Reason in the History of Ethics," Sociat philosoph), and policy 7:l(1989): 57.

24
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to give account of in a successful philosophical inquiry. "63 Consequently, Irwin

concludes that there is a "basic disagreement" between Maclntyre and the Aristotelian

tradition that he claims to represent.e A similar statement of the particularism vs.

universalism objection has been offered by Robert George.ós According to George,

Maclntyre's particularist claim "that the rationality of one's choice among traditions

will necessarily vary with'how one understands oneself"'6 represents a point of

view which is decidedly unAristotelian. Instead, George maintains that for Aristotle

one's grasp of first principles does not depend on any antecedent commitment to a

particular tradition, but is based upon a kind of rational reflection which is universally

available to any thinking person.ó? Taken together, George, Irwin, and others who

have defended a version of the particularism vs. universalism objection, claim that

Maclntyre's conception of the role of particular traditions in rational enquiry is

incompatible with the universalist conception of rationality-as-such that can be found

in Aristotle.6s

3.2 The Incommensurability vs, Realism Objection

A second objection, which is somewhat similar to the particularism vs.

ólbid.
óllbid., 58.
6Alrhough George's version of the particularism vs. universalism objection is specifically stated in

terms of a comparison of Maclntyre and Àquinas, it is nevenheless suggesied by his oþening rema¡ks that
his version of the panicularism ví. universalìsm objection may be takenä an arg'ument ãgaini Maclnrv¡e's
Aristotelianism as well. See Robert P. George, "Moral Panióularism, Thomisrñ, a¡d Trãditions, " Reïe¡,
of Metaphysics 42 (1989): 593.

6lbid.,600.
6?Ibid.

óEThomas Hibbs has cited Russell Hitringer, "After Maclnryre: Natural Law Theory, Virtue Ethics,
and Eudaimonia, " lrnentational PhilosoÐhicai Q,uanerly 4:116 (i989): 449-461 , as defeídina a version oi
the particularism vs. universalism objection (Hiblbs, "Máclnryre,'T¡adition, and rúe Chrisrian Þhilosopher, "
2ll,2l2n5). See also, Ma¡tha Nussbaum, "Vinue Revived," Tines Literary Supplenent (July 3, 1992):
l0-1 1 .
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universalism objection, focuses on the question of whether Maclntyre's conception of

incommensurability is compatible with his defense of Aristotelian realism. According

to the "incommensurability vs. realism objection, " Maclntyre's willingness to address

the distinctively modern philosophical problem of incommensurability is incompatible

with the Aristotelian realist conception of truth that he ultimately wishes to embrace.

For example, Jean Porter has argued that in spite of his attempt to defend a realist

account of truth, the centrality of the concept of incommensurability in defining

Maclntyre's project places him not in the Aristotelian tradition that he claims to

represent, but in the tradition of "late liberalism, " in which she identifies Mead and

Peirce as formative figures, and which, she claims, has been more recently

represented by Quine, Rorty, Rawls, and Stout.6e A similar version of the

incommensurability vs. realism objection has been raised by Janet Coleman, who

argues that Maclntyre has to a significant extent "distorted" Aristotle in o¡der to

address the question of incommensurability.?0 More specifically, Coleman claims

that Aristotle had an understanding of reality as fixed and ordered, which can be

uniformly conceptualized by all human thinkers, such that ,,it makes no difference to

the reality or occurrence of a thing whether when one person has affirmed that it will

, - 6eJean.Porter, "O-penness a¡d Consfraint: Moral Reflection as Tradition-Guided Inquiry in Alasdair
Maclntyre's Recenr_Works, " Jounnl of Relígion 73 (1993): 524-525. Cf. ciovanni diorgini, "Crick,
tlqmPlhjIg alld Maclntyre, or Does an Ënglish- Spea.kinþ Neó-Aristorelianism Exist?" Prais ínernationai
9:3..(1989): 269, who,. although nor in t-he speðific cõntext of a discussion of incommensurability and
realism, also characterizes Maclntyre, not aia neo-Aristorelian, bur as a "liberal nalgré lui." For a
somewhat different analysis-o_f Ma!l¡1yr9's defense of both incommensurability and reaÏism as it relates
to h_is Aristotelianism, see Ma¡uel M. Davenport, "T¡adition and r¡a¡rslatioá, " southrvest phitosoph¡,
Reviev l0:l (1994): 87-95.

.. 9anet_Coleman, "Maclntyre and Aquinas, " in AÍer Macht¡îe: Critical perspecrives on the Work oJ
Álasdair Macht\'re, ed. Joh¡ Honon anã susan Meñdus (Not¡jDame: university of Norre Dame press",
199.4),66. Again, Coleman's objection is "ofhcially" stated as an objection ro rlie continuity Maclntyre
with_Aquinas, .How.ever, as with George, it is cleär thar Coleman cbnsiders her objecrion'to apply to
Maclnt¡,re's Aristolelianism as well.
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happen, another should have denied it."?r Accordingly, Coleman's interpretation of

Aristotelian realism leaves no room for Maclntyre's claim regarding the existence of

incommensurable conceptual schemes o¡ traditions. Therefore, like po¡ter, Coleman

ultimately concludes that in order to be a legitimate representative of the Aristotelian

tradition, Maclntyre must refine his account of realism by abandoning the conception

of incommensurability with which it now tenuously coexists.?2

3.3 The Authority Objection

Another objection which is generally related to the particularism vs.

universalism objection focuses more specificalty on the role of authority in

Maclntyre's tradition-constifuted enquiry. Briefly put, the "autho¡ity objection,, states

that Maclntyre's conception of ¡ational enquiry as requiring the prior acceptance of

the authoritative texts and voices of a particular tradition is profoundly unAristotelian.

That is to say, the authority objection claims that, contrary to Maclntyre, Aristotle did

not require the acceptance of any kind of authority as a precondition for rational

enquiry, but acfually upheld a sharp antithesis between authority and reason.?3 For

example, in the context of a discussion of rational definition, coleman has argued that

Maclntyre's conception of the role of authority "places definitions in the hands of

cultures with conventional codes of self-expression, " whe¡eas for Aristotle definitions

7rlbid.,68.
TzHaldane, "Maclntyre's Thomist Revival: What Next?" 104-105. has also exo¡essed rhe "worrv" rhar

Maclntyre's appeal to.realism is incompatible wjth his claim relarding the'existence of rivâ and
lncommensuraþle tradlttons.

,^ ?rSe9 lrlgnha Nussbaum, "Recoiling from Reason, " N¿ry yo* Review ofBooks 36:19 (Dec.7, 19g9):
40, on the disrinction berween ¡eason and authority in Arisrotle. Coleman, l,Maclnty¡e a¡d equinâs," gí,
attributes a simila¡ distinction between reason and custom to both Aristotie and Ariuinas.
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"grasp the nature of something thought of which is, as a thought, not conventional,

but species specific, universal and timeless. "?a Thus, Coleman claims that

Maclntyre's conception of authority as a prerequisite for rational enquiry actually

reverses the Aristotelian order of things, according to which authority is subordinate

to timeless definitions which are themselves grasped by a kind of reason which is

independent of any kind of authority-governed initiation into a tradition of enquiry.7s

A more restricted version of the authority objection has been stated by Nussbaum,

who opposes Maclntyre's "sympathy with Church authority. "76 According to

Nussbaum, not only is there no role for religious authority in an Aristotelian account

of rational enquiry,77 but Maclntyre's emphasis on authority in general makes a

virnre out of simplicity and homogeneity in rational enquiry in a way that is

incompatible with Aristotle, since unlike Maclntyre he neither saw the beginning nor

the goal of rational debate as consisting in universal agreement.?8 As such, although

she seems to focus on the authority of the Church, Nussbaum offers the same

objection that Coleman has stated more generally, namely that Maclntyre,s conception

of authority as a precondition for rational enquiry is an inappropriate distortion of

Aristotle.?e

?alanet Coleman, "Maclntyre and Aquinas," 8l-82.
?Ibid., 82.
?6Nussbaum, "Recoiling from Reason," 37. See also, "Virtue Revived," 10. '
?TNussbaum, "Recoiling from Reason,,' 40.

... _t'lÞ1d.,41. Fo¡ Nussbaum's claim regarding Maclntyre's defense of simplicity and homogeneity, see
ibid., 37 and 38 ¡especrively.

... TeAccording to Hibbs, a funher statement of the authority objecrion ca¡ be found in Thomas Nagel,
"Agreeing in Principle," Tinrcs Líterary Supplentent oùlv á-14: lggg\:74't-.148 lHibbs. .'Maclntíre
Tradirionl and the'Chiistian philosopier,'r'2ir, itüøj. H;*;;;;; wtrle ñæä'-ãõäs ;j;ili"ih;ì
"Maclnryre's. religion is driving his phitosophy" (Nagel, "Ágreeing in piinciple," ?48), which is similar
to Nussbaum's dissatisfaction with Maclntyie'! sympãthy forthurõh aurhoriti, ñagel áôes nor relare rhis
objection either to Maclntyre's Aristoteiianism oi to-his Thomism, which is õrecisely what makes
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3.4 The Insufficient Historicism Objection

A radically different line of criticism against Maclntyre has been advanced by

Joh¡ Milbank. In stark contrast to the particularism vs. universalism objection,

Milbank has argued that Maclntyre differs from Aristotle by being foo universalistic

and not sufficiently sensitive of the contingent historical situation of the traditions he

takes to be the central unit of rational enquiry. That is ro say, whereas others have

criticized Maclntyre as being un-Aristotelian in his conception of the role of particular

historical traditions in rationatity, Milbank finds his tradition-constituted enquiry to be

insufficiently historicist or particularist. s0 Rather, according to Milbank's

interpretation, Maclntyre's "perfectly contingent starting points progressively but

negatively struggle free of the historical chrysalis and float upwards to

universality. "8r Whereas this is precisely what the previous objections we have

examined would indicate as an appropriate movement towards an Aristotelian

standpoint, Milbank argues that such accounts tend to ignore the ¡ole of rhetoric in

Aristotle's conception of rational enquiry, and that an adequate appreciation of

Aristotle's rhetorical perspective would show that his account leads to a potentially

more historicist understanding of the notion of cultural situatedness. consequently,

Milbank claims that in o¡der to be consistently Aristotelian, Maclntyre's recognition

of the diversity of traditions needs to be radicalized, so that shifts from one tradition

Nussbaum's objection relevant to our study.

-, iJoF Yt)pl^r_Thgo!o$' atd Sociat Theo4,: Beyond Secular Reason (Cambridge, MA: Basit
tslackw-eff, l99o-),327. It is perhaps signihcant to note that Milbank's use of the le¡m "hiíróricism" does
nol 0llter srgnlllcantly fÌom the understanding ofpanicularism as it has been used in the panicula¡ism vs.
unlversallsm obJectlon. As such, Milbank's insufficient historicism objection may be see-n as the opposire
of lhe particuìarism vs. unive¡salism objection,

E¡Ibid.,328.
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to another are interpreted not in terms of the inherently universalistic notion of

rational or dialectical progress, but rather as essentially rhetorical or persuasive

victories.s2

4. The Plan of This Study

It will be helpful at this point to state more precisely the primary goal of our

study and to offer a brief summary of how we shall try to achieve it in the chapters

that remain. As we have seen, there are several objections that have been raised

against the claimed Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry.

However, what seems potentially problematic is that these objections tend to be stated

in highìy generalized terms, as though the relevance of the central concepts used to

describe Maclntyre and Aristotle as well as their precise meaning is somehow obvious

or at the very least undisputable. For example, the particularism vs. universalism

objection simply describes Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology as

pârticularistic and Aristotle's as universalistic, without considering the possibility that

their respective conceptions of philosophical methodology may actually be best

understood in terms of a combination of particularistic and universalistic elements of

some kind. Or, to take another example, the incornmensurability vs. realism

objection is based on the assumption that there is a basic incompatibility between the

concepts of incommensurability and realism, but it appears to be unaware of the fact

that there are different senses in which the two concepts can be understood, such that

Ezrbid., 346-347 .
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it is inappropriate simply to refer to Maclntyre as attempting to combine the notions

of incommensurability and realism without some kind of qualification. And it seems

that there are potential problems of overgeneralization with the other two objections to

Maclntyre's Aristotelianism as well. Thus, it seems that excessively general nature in

which the objections are stated renders them ambiguous as they stand, such that it is

not clear exactly which of the various aspects of Maclntyre's and Aristotle's

conceptions of philosophical methodology are taken to conflict with each other.

Consequently, the primary goal of our study is to offer a more extensive

interpretation of Maclntyre's and Aristotle's respective conceptions of philosophical

methodology, so that we may ultimately be able to settle the question of the

relationship between them in light of the various issues raised by the four standard

objections noted above.

It is in the next chapter that we shall offer an interpretâtion of Maclntyre's

conception of philosophical methodology as tradition-constifuted enquiry. Although

the primary concern of our sfudy will be with his more recent work, we shall find it

instructive to begin with an examination of Maclntyre's intellectual development,

since this involves a crucial move from an early period in which Maclntyre gives

particularism or historicism the last word in ethics, and is thus unable to avoid the

relativistic consequences that this entails, to his mo¡e mature period in which he

stresses an anti-relativistic commitment to truth. It is in this more mature period that

Maclntyre comes to recognize the need to develop an explicit account of philosophical

methodology, and therefore devotes much of his energy to the project of constructing
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an account of philosophical methodology which starts with a recognition of the

existence of diverse and even incommensurable traditions of enquiry, but which is

nevertheless able to provide a system according to which one such tradition can be

justified as universally true. In order to do so, we shall see that Maclntyre develops

a conception of traditions, and the authorities which serve to distinguish among them,

that is dynamic rather than static, and thus that his conception of the role of authority

in philosophical enquiry cannot be understood in isolation from his doctrine of

fallibilism. Finally, we shall argue that a proper understanding of Maclntyre,s

argument for the existence of incommensurable traditions of enquiry must recognize a

distinction between two distinct versions of incommensurability, namely

incommensurability of understanding and incommensurability of evaluation, as well as

a corresponding distinction between internal and external ¡ealism. Having done so,

we shall see that it is not problematic for Maclntyre to combine a doctrine of

incommensurability and a realist conception of truth, so long as his concept of

incommensurability is seen as a problem of evaluation and his realism is understood

in externalist rather than internalist terms.

Following our examination of Maclntyre,s tradition-constituted enquiry, we

shall turn in the third chapter to provide an interpretation of Aristotle,s conception of

philosophical methodology. Here we shall find that, even if some of the key concepts

may not be as fully developed in Aristotle as they are in Maclntyre, there is

nevertheless a sense in which Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology

turns out to look quite similar to that of Maclntyre, at least insofar as it concerns the
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issues raised by the four standard objections. Regarding the questions of

particularism or historicism, we shall argue that Aristotle's concept of dialectical

justification is significantly particularistic or historicist, in the sense that it requires a

consideration of various competing points of view and the conflicts which arise among

them. Further, we shall see that contrary to many contemporary interpretations,

Aristotle's concept of dialectic does include a significant role for authorities or expens

as constituting certain relevant standpoints which the process of dialectical justification

must take into consideration. Nevertheless, even though he does not develop an

explicit doctrine of fallibilism such as Maclntyre's, it is evident that Aristotle takes

such autho¡ities to be dynamic rather than static, since there is always a possibility

that they might have to be revised or rejected altogether. In fact, such an latent

conception of fallibilism is perhaps best understood in the context of the more

universalistic aspects of Aristotle's philosophical methodology, such as his concept of

truth. As we shall see, Aristotle's conception of truth is universal in the sense that it

is independent of the standpoint of any particular person or group of people. In a

related manner, we shall argue that his conception of truth is externalist, and is

therefore not to be understood in terms of the doctrine of internalism that has also

been attributed to him. For it is only insofar as it can be determined that a certain

position is not an adequately representation of reality and thus cannot be seen as

universally true that Aristotle tâkes us to have a sufficient basis for its rejection or

revision.

Once we have completed our interpretations of Maclntyre and Aristotle in
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chapters 2 and 3, we will be in a position to rerurn to a more explicit discussion the

four objections noted above. The tâsk of this chapter will be to evaluate each of the

objections to the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry by

examining the respective interpretations of Maclntyre and Aristotle on which they are

based, In doing so, we shall argue that although there is a sense in which each of the

objections is correct, none of them is satisfactory in its entirety. For in one way or

another, every one of the objections to the relationship between Maclntyre and

Aristotle is guilty of either oversimplifying various aspects of their respective

conceptions of philosophical merhodology, or of failing to observe crucial distinctions

which are to be made in order to properly understand them, each of which results in a

significant distortion of Maclntyre or Aristotle or both. Having thus identified the

errors made by each of the four objections, we shall conclude that if they had

understood Maclntyre and Aristotle more appropriately, they would have seen that it

is not problematic for Maclntyre to claim to be a representative of the Aristotelian

tradition of enquiry.



2
Tradition-Constituted Enquiry

in Alasdair Maclntyre

It has been claimed by some commentators that in retrospect Maclntyre's

philosophy can be seen as an attempt to come to grips with the problem of relativism

which is inevitably raised by the recognition of the existence of rival and even

incommensurable conceptual schemes or traditions of enquiry.¡ On the basis of our

cursory presentation of Maclntyre's project in the previous chapter, this does not

appear to be an unfair generalization, especially given his insistence that rational

enquiry begins in the contingent historical context of a particular tradition. However,

putting it this way tends to conceal the fact that there has also been significant

development and change of direction in Maclntyre's thought. Further, such a

tendency to look at Maclntyre's project as having remained essentially unchanged

throughout his career obscures the importance of examining the accuracy of his

tradition-constituted enquiry as an Aristotelian concept, which is the primary goal of

our study. As we shall see, it is only when Maclntyre's conception of tradition-

. ¡James Bohman, "lntroduction to Alasdair Maclntyre," in AJter Phitosoph¡,: End or Trattsfornatíon?,

åti5.-"n 
Baynes, James Bohman, aad Thomas M¡Cafihy (õambridge,'MA: The MtT píess, 1987)i
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constituted enquiry is properly seen in contrast with some of his earlier efforts that

the question of his continuity with the approach of Aristotle becomes important in the

first place. Thus, in addition to our attempt, in the previous chapter, to locate

Maclntyre in the context of the contemporary turn to Aristotle, an examination of his

intellectual development will prove to be helpful as background to our interpretation

of his more recent account of tradition-constituted enquiry.

1. Maclntyre's Intellectual Development

According to Maclntyre himself, any adequate narrative of his intellectual

development would have to emphasize a "radical change" which took place around

1977, aftet he had written Against the Self-Inages of the Age and ten years before

After Virtue was published.2 Although there are admittedly many significant concerns

which have remained constant throughout his career, studies which merely assume the

continuity of Maclntyre's thought are nevertheless somewhat inadequate.3 In an

attempt to overcome such a problematic assumption, we shall begin our account of

Maclntyre's development with an examination of his early, pre'197l, period. We

shall begin by identifying some of the more notable feâtures of Maclntyre's early

work which have remained constant, even if they have become more fully developed,

.. 2AÞ1dair_Maclnl¡I_ç, "An Inrerview wirh Alasdair Mactnryre," Cogito 5:2 (1991): 67. See also
ålasdair Maclntyre, "Nietzsche or Aristotle? [An Inrerview with Giovan¡ã Borradori]," \n'l-he Anerica¡t
Philosopher, trans-. Ros¿nna Crocirro (Chicago: The University of Chicago p¡ess, lþ94), 144-145; and
"The Claims of After Virtue," Analyse u d l(itik 6 0984): 3.'
.- 

3Although he appropriately reads Maclntyre's later work in the context of its relationship to the earlier
effons that it grew out of, Peter McMylor, Àlasdair Maclnnre: Critic of Moderni¡v û_ondón: Routledse
1994), tends tó overstate ihe continuiry oivactniyrét ttroúgtrt. 

-séé 
eiiécia t rË ,;îi",r"',;iù;irTi;-iiy

and Marxism: The original Posirion," 4-30. John Doody, "Maclntyre ani Habérmas on p¡aitical Reason,"'
Anerican Catholic Philosophical Quarrerly 65:2 0991): l49nl3. has a.lso stressed the '.continuitv óf
Maclntyre's project. " However, it is imponant lo nole that what Doody refers to as an "ea¡ly worli" in
this continuum, namely Maclntyre's "Episremologica.l Crises, Dramatic'Narrative and the philosophy of
Science, " Marisf 60 (1977): 45i-472, aciually belo,-ngs ro the eally pan of Maclnryre's more marure ¡ierÍod.
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into his mature period. However, what is more important in examining his early

stage is a depiction of what Maclntyre evenfually came to recognize as a serious

limitation of his early period. After identifying this problem, we will turn to a

summary of the argument of Afier Virtue, which represents Maclntyre's first large-

scale attempt to overcome the deficiencies of his early work. Finally, in orde¡ to set

the stage for the more extended interpretation of his tradition-constituted enquiry

which is the primary goal of this chapter, we shall conclude our examination of

Maclntyre's intellectual development with a brief account of his more recent

concentration on this conception of philosophical methodology insofar as it ultimately

required in order to defend the position developed in Afier Virtue from the problem of

his early period which had not yet been sufficiently resolved.

1.1 The Young Maclntyre

The work of the young Maclntyre is best understood as having been informed

by two distinct and largely negative lines of enquiry, which, despite his initial

tendency to treat each of them in isolation from the other, are towards the end of his

early stage related to each other in a way that indicates his interest with a third type

of concern, which is the most important for the purposes of our present study.a

Therefore, we shall briefly identify each of these three questions which represent the

main concerns of Maclntyre's early period, before we go on to consider some of the

problems that he later came to identify in this early work.

aSee, e.g., Maclntyre, "The Claims ot Afier Virtue," 3,
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In Maclntyre's own words, one such line of enquiry concerned the elucidation

of "the nature of those intellectual enquiries whose subject-matter is constifuted by

human actions and passions. "5 This type of concem is expressed, for example, in

The Unconscious: A Conceptual Analysis, in which Maclntyre argues against Freud

that although the notion of the unconscious might be somewhat illuminating for the

description of human behaviour, its role as a concept for the explanation of action is

problematic, since human behaviour and experience are far too rich to be forced into

a rigid conceptual framework such as this.6 More generally, his interest in questions

regarding human actions and passions finds Maclntyre participating in the debate

concerning the question of action explanation that was philosophically fashionable in

the middle part of this cenrury, and which is perhaps best seen as having started with

the debate between Carl Hempel and William Dray.7

A second area of consideration that Maclntyre has pursued from the very

begirning of his philosophical career finds him stressing the impofance of history and

social context for philosophical enquiry in general, and moral philosophy in

particular, against a more dominant conception in which philosophy is treated in

abstraction from its social and historical situation. For example, in Manism and

5Ibid.
óAlasdair Maclnryre, The unconscious: A conceptual Analysrs (tondon: Routledge and Kegan paul,

1958),79.

, 
?See,.Carl Hempel, "The Fullction ofGeneral Laws in History,', Journal oÍ phitosophy (1942):35-4g;

and _wrllram Dray, I'aws and. Etplanation in History (t¡ndon: oxford universitv Þróss. 195?1. For
Maclntyre's contribu¡ion to the debate concerning the êxplanation of action. see. e. e.". Alasdáir MaóIntvre
"Purp_ose and lnrettigenr Acrion, " ,4/istotetian sãciery sìppiirÃ"itàrt iaihlilq-iidðôiìiô-96i ldtä¡;;¿
a.s a. Rgas.or_r. {9r Action," Monist 49:2 (1965): zt5-233i md "Thê Artecedenrs of Áction,"'in B¡irrst¡
(lSllljSrl Philosophy,-ed. Berna¡-d williams a¡d Ala¡ M'ontefiore (l.Iew york: Humanitiei Ér.si, ls6oj,
2u5-225. For a helpful, even if somewhat oversimplified (see supra, n. 3), account of some of the
imponant,aspects of Maclntyre's-interest in questions rêgarding humañ aciions and passions. see McMylor,
Alasda¡r Machúyre: Critic oJ Modernity.
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Christianity, a slightly revised version of a work originally written when he was only

twenty-three, Maclntyre generally agrees with Marx, despite his rejection of Marx's

deterministic view of history, that philosophy must become "conscious of its historical

basis"s and that " [t]he thinker always belongs to some one social class. "e This

concern is continued in A Short History of Ethics, in which Maclntyre attempts to

provide an answer to the question of "how the history of philosophical ethics should

be written. "10 Not surprisingly, Maclntyre's answer to this question itself amounts

to a defense of the approach of those who appreciate the essential social and historical

context of morality against the more analytic contemporary conception of moral

philosophy, which assumes, either implicitly or explicitly, that mo¡al concepts are

timeless and ahistorical and that there is therefore only one available set of such

concepts which provide moral philosophy with its subject-matter. rr

Both his interest in human actions and passions and his emphasis on the

importance of social and historical context for philosophical enquiry are pursued in

Agaínst the Self-hnages of the Age, a work which represents the conclusion of

Maclntyre's early period.12 However, in order to integrate what he had so far

treated as two distinct lines of enquiry, Maclntyre introduces the notion of an

... EAlasdair Macln-tyre, Maniyn and Christianity (New York: Schocken Books, 1968; reprint. Norre
Dame: University of Notre Dame P¡ess, I984). 6ti (page references are ro reprinr edition). '

Ibid., 64, see also 132, 140.
¡h4aclntyre, "The Claims of After Virtue," 3.
rrAlasdai¡ Maclntyre, A Short History o/ ¿'t¡ics (New York: MacMillan, 1966), 269.

- 
r2Maclntyre himself males this claim about the place of Against the SelÍ Inages oÍ the ARe in relarion

toj]is_ intellectual development in Alasdai¡ Maclnry're, "An Iñterview Witñ AlaaAair Maclníyre," Cogito
5:2 (1991): 68. See also Maclntyre, "The Claims'of .á/ er Virtue," 3.
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"ideology, " for which he offers three defining properties.13 First, an ideology

attempts 10 delineate certain general characteristics of nature or society, which cannot

be adequately investigated by empirical enquiry alone.ra Second, an ideology

provides an account of the relationship between what is the case and how we ought to

act. Third, not only is an ideology believed by the members of a given social group,

it is believed by them in such a way that it is at least partially definitive of their social

existence. Having been thus defined, Maclntyre's conception of an ideology is

properly seen as an extension of his negative claim regarding the barrenness of any

philosophy which does not recognize the importance of social and historical context.

This is perhaps most clearly stated by Maclntyre himself in his declaration that

"ideology not only overlaps with the proper concerns of philosophy, it ls

philosophy. "rs Maclntyre's conception of ideology is also related to the other

question which has informed the work of his early period. As is obvious from his

threefold definition of ideology cited above, the explanation and understanding of

human actions in terms of passions, intentions, and reasons is of crucial importance to

his discussion of ideology itself. More importantly, however, Maclntyre develops his

critique of alternative accounts of human actions by relating it to his ideological

conception of philosophy. Accordingly, he does not reject psychoanalysis, for

example, on the basis of a mere conceptual analysis as he did earlier in Il¡¿

^ 
r3Alasdair Maclntyre, Aglitßt rhe SetÍ lllgget of the Age (London: Duckwonh, l97l; reprint, Norre

uame: Unlverslty ol Notre Dame Press, 1978), 5-7 (page references afe ro reprint edition). 
-

raln an attempt to provide examples of this first criterion. Maclntv¡e claims thar "for Chrisrianirv the
God-created ând God-maintained chà¡acter of the world is just such a óharacreristic" a¡d "fo¡ Marxis¡í rhe
laws of dialectical change are such a characteristic' (ibid.; 5-6).

rslbid., 6.
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Unconscious, but rather as unable to provide an adequate account of ,,the forms of

thought and action which constitute our contemporary social life. "16

So far, we have identified three central lines of enquiry which together can be

taken to constitute the work of the young Maclntyre. While the basic insights

informing each of these concerns survive into Maclntyre's more mature period, they

nevertheless become substantially transformed by his attempt to overcome what he

comes to recognize as a central inadequacy of this early work. Already in Against the

SelfJmages of the Age, Maclntyre expressed a dissatisfaction with his wo¡k, which,

he claimed, essentially amounted to a series of negative pronouncements against

various aspects of modern philosophy, and which, despite the move towards

integration provided by his conception of ideology, nevertheless remained a largely

fragmentary and unsystematic enterprise.rT However, what Maclntyre came to fully

recognize only later was that in order to consistently defend the kind of criticism he

was directing against the dominant philosophy of his age, his own account could not

but be "informed by a distinctive evaluative standpoint, " which he had as yet failed to

acknowledge.ls That is, Maclntyre came to realize that his early work was plagued

by what has been termed "the problem of point of view,,'re in that ir attempted ro

construct a narrative of philosophical degeneration while at the same time leaving his

rqbid., viii, see also 27-3?.

,, r?lbid., x. Ir is significant to note that such an evaluation of his own early work has nof changed in
Maclntyre's more recent reflection on his philosophica.l ca¡eer. see e.g., "Än In¡erview wirh AlädairMacl yre," 68; "The claims or Afier virtue," 3;-"Nietzsche or Aristotlé? [An Interview with Giovarura
Bo¡rado¡i1," 142- 146.

^ 
rsAla-sdair,Macl1tyre, 

.AÍter.Virtue, 2d ed. (Notre Dame: Universiry of Norre Dame press, l9g4), ix.
See also "An Intewiew wirh Alasdair Maclnryre, " 68.

_ "Jgflq S.r9t¡t, Etltlcs Altgl_Babel: The l-anguages of Morals and Their Discontents (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1988). 206; and Srour, "Homeward Boundl Mãclniyre on Liberal sociery and the HiÀtory of Erhics, "
Journal of Religion 69 (1989):221.
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own standpoint essentially unarticulated within the context of that narrative. As

Jeffrey Stout has poignantly observed, it is like Maclntyre was "looking down on his

age from above, while also telling us that this cannot be done.',20 It is therefore not

surprising that Maclntyre was compelled by sheer intellectual honesty to introduce

Against the Self-lmages of the Age with a confession of his inability to "tie [its]

arguments together into a substantive whole."2t Elsewhere, looking back on his

early efforts, Maclntyre claims that far from overcoming the so-called problem of

relativism, his inability to develop a systematic, coherent framework from which

competing standpoints can be analyzed actually leads to a version of relativism

itself,22 because, without having articulated his own distinctive evaluative standpoint,

all Maclntyre is left with, ât this point, is the claim that philosophy consists in a

collection of different incompatible standpoints. Thus, although it may be possible to

identify a degree of continuity running through Maclntyre's work, according to which

his early concern with the three central themes which we have identified more or less

survive into his recent work, what is more important for a proper interpretation of

Maclntyre's philosophy is his recognition of and subsequent attempt to overcome the

problem of point of view, which constitutes a basic weakness of this earlier work, and

which ultimately casts doubt on the consistency of his entire project.

, -2osrout, 
Ethics After Babel,207. see also stour, "Homeward Boundi Maclntyre on Liberal society and

rhe History of Erhic¡,' 221.
2¡Maclnryre, Against the SetÍ-lnnges oÍ îhe Age, x.

.. i9.., e.g.., Maclntyre,. "Nie_rzsche or Aristotle? [An Interview with Giovan¡a Borradori],', 146, where
Maclntyre claims that A Short Hístory a/ ¿'fåics shõuld really have ended bv sivins Nietáiche tÉe final
word, instead of dismissing him æ-Mäclnryre at thar rime'claimed to haíe-donã. roi plãiinrviët
drscussron of Nierzsche iît A short History of Ethics, see 222-226. cf. Alasdai¡ Maclniv¡e.
'lncommensurability, Trurh, and the conve¡iatión Betwéen contucia¡i a¡¿ Àriiiòìeiians 

-Áb;,;itñ,;
vinues,." in culture and Moderti\': East-west philosophical perspectives, ed. Elior Deutsch (Honolulu:
Universiry of Harvaii Press, l99ti, 104-105.
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1.2 The Argument of After Virtue

As he did ìn Against the Self-Images of the Age, Maclnryre begins Afrer Vínue

with the recognition of the inadequacies of his earlier work.23 However, he is no

longer content to merely carry on, having acknowledged his inability to construct a

unified overall argument. Rather, Afier Viftue, although it has been interpreted as

being many other things, is primarily an attempt to overcome the shortcomings of his

early period. Maclntyre retains and perhaps even sharpens his critical stance against

the central tenets of post-EnJightenment philosophy.2a However, his negative theses

now become intertwined with the more positive attempt to explicitly state and defend

the tradition which constitutes the distinctive evaluative standpoint which in his early

period remained merely implicit and apparently unrecognized even by Maclntyre

himself, Consequently, in Afier Vinue Maclntyre writes from an avowedly

Aristotelian2s standpoint, representing the tradition of the virtues. But what is

distinctive about After virtue is not only defense of an approach to ethics in which

character and the virtues are central. This he had already hinted at in some of his

early work.26 In addition, Maclntyre's account of virn¡e ethics is but a part of the

23see Afer Virrue, ix-x.

-- .ltJqlrIr Honon and susa¡ Mendus, "Alasdair Maclntyre'. Af\er vÌrtue and Aí1er. " in After Macln\re;
Critical Perspecrives_on the_lrork ofAiasdaír Maclnryre,êd. Jrihn uonón an¿ suia¡ iøéüdíi inóìiJöåírã 

'U-nlveßrty.ot Notre Dane Press, I994), l-5, nicely show how Maclntyre sharpens his nesative assessmenr
oÏ.modernity iî Afler Virt e. However, they lend to overemphasize ihe nesãrive asoecis of Maclnrv¡e's
philosophy, seemingly localing the diffe¡encè between his eariv and later wõ¡k in te¡ms of rhe desrei:s of
negariviry characreriiiic of eacñ, suggesting rhat whe¡eas the yoúns Maclntvrè waì 'tne¡ilv iiiil¡'oi soniá
lacels of modem^ity" (ibid., 3), what differentiates /Jler Viriue islts "comþlete disenchanrment" (ibid., l)
and lts desPair of "both modern mo¡ality and post-Enlighrenment moral phiiosophy in their entirerf" fiUiO.,3, emphasis added).

, ðlt is perhaps signitcant lo note the absence of Aquinas as this point in Maclntyre's intellectual
development. As we sha.ll see in our discussion of Maclniyre's p ost-Aftèr Virtue di¡ecticín in secrion 1.3,
{Ouina¡ ,þ9c3ge-iqportant for Maclntyre only in rhe foÍtow-üp wórk to A¡er Vinue, iatneli Wliosà
lustice? Which Rationality ?.

26See, fo¡ example, Maclnfyre, A Short History oÍ Ethics, 84-109,265-269.
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more significant claim that the history of ethics "could only be written adequately

from an Aristotelian point of view. "27 That is, Afier vinue is basically ân attempt to

solve the problem of point of view which plagued the young Maclntyre, and is thus in

danger of being misunderstood by those who read it in isolation from the work that

preceded it.

The adequacy of the Aristotelian point of view, according to Maclntyre,

derives from its ability to both explain and transcend the limitations of the dominant

conceptions of modern moral philosophy. Despite significant differences, Maclntyre

claims that contemporary ethical theories share a common inheritance from what he

called "the Enlightenment project, "28 namely, a belief in the existence of objective

moral principles, which are somehow available to all reflective rational agents,

irrespective of their particular social and historical contexts. such principles are

supposed to provide the foundation for a conception of morality r.vhich rejects any

conception of teleology, such as Aristotle's th¡eefold scheme in which moral precepts

and the virtues they enjoin provide the content for morality enabling us to move from

untutored-human-nature-as-it-is to the actualization of our essential natures as

humans.2e Although it rejected the central notion of teleology, Maclntyre claims

that Enlightenment and post-EnJighterunent moral philosophy retained the other two

elements of the Aristotelian moral scheme, namely a certain content for morality, in

this case nonnative principles of some sort, more or less inhe¡ited from the

2tMaclntyre, "An Interview with Alasdair Maclntyre,,, 68.

.zEFor a more in d-epth-ponrayal of rhe Enlightenmenr project ofKa¡r, Hume, Smirh, Dideror, and their
contemporaries, see Maclntyre, AJter Virtue, 43-61.

zsrbid., 52-53.
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Aristotelian scheme, but deprived of any kind of teleological context, and a

conception of untutored-human-nature-as-it-is.30 However, since the content for

morality originally served the purpose of educating and improving untutored (or raw)

human nature towards the realization of its telos, Enlightenment thinkers were forced

to look for an alternative basis for the justification of moral principles. But to see

this, Maclntyre claims, is to see why the Enlightenment project had to fail. It had

inherited "a set of moral injunctions on the one hand and a conception of human

nature on the other which had been expressly designed to be discrepant with each

other."3r In other words, the failure of the Enlightenment p¡oject can only be

adequately understood from the standpoint of the Aristotetian tradition which

historically preceded it, or, as Maclntyre himself would characteristically put it, from

which it ¡eceived only a partial and incoherent inhe¡itance.

Having thus employed Aristotelianism to explain the limitations of moral

philosophy since the Enlightenment, Maclntyre sets out to show that Aristotle's ethics

can also be restated so as to transcend both the defects which more or less

legitimately led to its abandonment, namely its excessively metaphysical character, as

well as those problems which represent the bankruptcy of the Enlighterunent project

which was to provide an alternative. Although he has argued that the central failure

of the Enlightenment is its rejection of the notion of teleology, Maclntyre does not

defend the "metaphysical biology" with which Aristotle's conceprion of teleology is

often linked. Rather, he suggests that the teleological conception of ethics is actually

$Ibid., 55
rtlbid., 55
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older than the excessively metaphysical form in which Aristotle often states it, being

rooted instead in the forms of social life in which the members of a particular society

each have clearly defined roles and functions.32 Accordingly, Maclntyre argùes that

Aristotle's unparalleled analysis of the complex relationship of the virfues to each

other and to the overall human good is to be understood in terms of a social teleology

which can be drawn from the wide¡ tradition of the mo¡al virtues running from the

heroic societies of Homeric Greece through the European middle ages to the novels of

Jane Austen, and which can also be partially gleaned from the political analysis of the

virnres given by Aristotle himself. This "core concept of the virtues', Maclntyre

develops by identifying three distinct stages, which, he claims, are each necessary and

which are collectively sufficient for a satisfactory teleological account of the moral

virn.les.

First, Maclntyre claims that the moral virtues are to be understood as acquired

qualities of character which enable humans to achieve those goods which are inte¡nal

to practices. A "practice" is defined by Maclntyre as "any coherent and complex

form of socially established co-operative human activity though which goods internal

to that form of activity are realised in the course of trying to achieve those standards

of excellence which are appropriate to, and partially definitive of, that form of

activity, with the result that human powers to achieve excellence, and human

conceptions of the ends and goods involved, are systematically extended.,,33 Crucial

3ïbid., 58-59.
33lbid.,. 187. Maclntyr.e offers several examples ofthekinds of activity which count as pracrices. The

games of chess and football, the activities of faiming and fishing, the eniuiries of the a¡ti a¡d sciences,
and the Aristotelian conception of politics as "the crãation and súsraining'of huma¡ communities" are ali
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to this conception of a practice is the distinction between the internal and the external

goods of a practice. Exte¡nal goods are those which are contingently related to a

particular practice, such thât there are always alternativè ways in which such goods

can be secured.3a Internal goods, on the other hand, are those which constitute the

excellences of the practice itself.3s As such, internal goods are necessarily related to

practices, and can only be properly recognized, let âlone achieved, by actively

participating in them.36 Further, according to Maclntyre, practices also involve the

acceptance of authoritative standards of excellence as well as obedience to certain

rules.37 However, such standards and rules are not themselves eternally fixed and

thereby immune from criticism. Rather, they are to be understood as the "best so

far" in the history of the practice in question.3s

While the concept of a practice is a necessary feature of Maclntyre,s socially

teleological account of the vimres, it is not alone sufficient. Since human lives are

typically informed by a muttiplicity of pracrices, whar is needed in addirion ro the idea

of a practice is an over-arching telos oî a human life considered as a unified whole

according to which the respective goods internal to the various practices we engage in

may be properly ordered. According to Maclntyre, it is when human lives are

praclic.es in. Maclntyre's sense of the term. Modern politics, however, and the activities of throwing a
football and planting turnips are not examples of a prâctice (Alter Virtie, l8Z-lgg).slbid., 188. Examples of external goods listed by Maclnìyre are prestige, status, and money.$¡9¡ ex.aylle.l in the game of chess, Maclntyre specifies analytic skill, straregic imaginarion, and
competitive intensity as intemal goods (Afier Vinuè,188). It is signíftcart to note heie that NZaclnrvrã has
also ârtrculated what is essentiâlly the same distinction, nameli, the distinction between intenial a¡d
extem-al goods, in_terms of a disriirction berween the goobs of eícê ence a"a tttã gJoãl ólii¡;;ii;;"ñ.
See Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationality?,10-46.

36Maclntyre, After Virtue, 188-189.
3Ïbid., 190.
38lbid-
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conceived of in terms of a nanative stn¡cture of some kind that such a /¿/os can be

understood. That is, questions such as "What am I to do?', o¡ "Which good shall I

pursue?" are dependent on the conceptually prior story that one finds oneself to be a

part of.3e Thus, Maclntyre claims that the îelos of a unified human life is that of a

narative quest, such that "the good life for man is the life spent in seeking the good

life for man, and the virtues necessary for the seeking are those which will enable us

to understand what more and what else the good life for man is.,,a0 However, just

as practices require the wider context of a narrative which structures human lives so

as to provide them with orde¡ and unity, Maclntyre claims that the concept of

narrative itself must be situated within still wider context of a tradition. As the final

aspect of his threefold account of the virtues, a tradition is required in order to give

nanatives of ordered practices their social embodiment and to provide the medium

tfuough which these are transmitted to successive generations.4r However, contrary

to what this might seem to suggest, such traditions are not to be understood in the

politically conservative, Burkean sense as that which provides stability in the face of

conflict.a2 Rather, Maclntyre defines a tradition as "an historically extended,

socially embodied argument about the goods which constitute that tradition. "a3

Consequently, any worthwhile tradition will include an essential element of conflict,

3Ibid., 216.
4tbid.,2t9.

. . 
arThis asljct of Maclntyre's concept of a rradition has been nicely summarized by Stephen Mulhall a¡d

Adam Swift, liåer¿ls and Connnunitai.i.a,rs (Oxford: Basil Blackweli, l99Z),90, as quotèd by Honon and
Mendus, "Alasdair Maclntyre: AÍter Virtue and After,,' ll.

a2Maclntyre, After Virtue, ZZI-222.
13rbid.,222.
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since it must be defined over and against other such traditions embodying different

narratives of ordered practices.s

In summary, the argument in this section is that the primary role of

Maclntyre's Afier Vinue is that of overcoming the problem of point of view which

betrayed a serious inconsistency in his earlier work. According to Maclntyre, since it

both explains and transcends the defects of competing evaluative standpoints such as

the Enlightenment, it is only from the standpoint of the Aristotelian tradition that

moral philosophy and irs history is ultimarely inrelligible. That is to say, when

Aristotle's theory of the moral virtues is understood in the context of the wider

tradition of which it is an integral part, it can be restated in such a way as to first

understand and then avoid both the problems which originally led to its rejection as

well as those of its Enlightenment and post-Enlightenment alternatives. It is precisely

at this point, however, that the argument of After Vit.lue has incurred its most

profound criticism.a5 For example, Stout has argued that Maclntyre's so-called

Aristotelian standpoint is "too amorphous to play the role assigned to it.',aó

According to Stout's interpretation of Afier Virtue, although Maclntyre uses Aristotle

as his principal spokesperson, what he really defends is the tradition of the virtues,

which includes "anyone who gives sufficient prominence to 'the virtues' and ,the

good' in ethics."aT Further, not only does Stout take this wider tradition of the

*tbid.

- - 4This 
-is not to suggest that lhere have not been any other imponart criticisms of va¡ious aspec¡s of

Maclntyre's aryumenLii After V¡ñ!¿. Norhing could úe funhe¡ irom the rruth. Rather, my cla'im here
is-that when.f¿r-yirtze is properly understood-primarily as an attempt to overcome the piobiem of point
of view, il. is the following-criiicisin which posés the móst significanì threar ro Maclntyie's argume'nt.

a6Stout, "Homeward Bound: Maclntyre on Liberal Society and the History of Ethics,', 224.
4?lbid.
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moral virtues to be significantly at odds with many characteristic aspects of Aristotle's

ethical theory, he claims that it is also too diverse to provide the needed contrast with

the Enlightenment conception of moral philosophy that Maclntyre wants to replace.

Therefore, he claims, it camot provide Maclntyre with the distinctive evaluative

standpoint that he needs in order to ovetcome the problem of point of view.

Stout is correct in pointing out that Maclntyre's restatement of Aristotle is to a

considerable extent indistinguishable from his defense of the larger tradition that

A¡istotle belongs to. However, it is not clear that this is incompatible with

Maclntyre's attempt to specify the standpoint from which his philosophical analysis

takes place as Stout claims it is. In fact, it is precisely because he had earlier argued,

in A Short History of hhics, for example, that phitosophy is deficient insofar as it

does not take place via the interchanges between competing historical traditions of

enquiry that made it necessary for Maclntyre to state his own allegiance to a

particular tradition as well. Therefore, when Maclntyre does come to explicitly state

and defend his evaluative standpoint, it would be problematic, contrary to Stout's

analysis, if he restricted this to an account of the central elements of Aristotle,s

ethics, whatever those may be, and did not do so as a representative of the much

wider tradition of A¡istotelianism to which the likes of Aquinas, Austen, and even

Aristotle's predecessors such as Homer and Plato can arguably be said to belong.

Nevertheless, it is not altogether unlikely that Stout's misunderstanding was to a

significant extent the result of a different shortcoming of Maclntyre's argument,

namely, the relative absence in Afier Virtue of a systematic account of his conception
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of tradition-constituted enquiry. Although the notion of a tradition does figure

prominently in his socially teleological account of the virtues, Maclntyre does not

adequately relate this virtues-based appeal to tradition to his understanding of how

philosophical enquiry is itself a tradition-constinrted enterprise. More importantly, in

the few instances where Maclntyre actually does mention his conception of

philosophical methodology, which at this point he ¡efers to as "historicism" and not

"tradition-constituted enquiry, " it is clear he is no longer speaking as an Aristotelian,

but rather as one who is engaged in the admittedly non-Aristotelian historicist

programme begun by Vico, Hegel, and Collingwood.as Therefore, it seems that

Afier virtue has not completely resolved the question of consistency that plagued his

earlier work as Maclntyre hoped it would. It is not until its sequel, lvhose Justice?

whích Rationality?, th^t Maclntyre more systematically develops his conception of

tradition-constituted enquiry and thus concludes his attempt to overcome the problem

of point of view.

1.3 After After Virtue

It is not uncommon for commentato¡s on Maclntyre to cite two important

differences between Ajter virtue, on the one hand, and more recent works such as

asSee esp. AÍter .Vi ue, 2'17, vtherc Maclntyre notes that "an historicist defence of Aristotle is bound
to strike some sceprical cr.itics æ a paradoxical âs well as a Quixotic enierprise. Fór Àiiiìãii.jÏii"rËti...
was not any krnd ol hjstoricist. " See also, Afier Virtue, 159. That Maclnt¡ire does not see his "historicist,'
account of.phil.osophical methodology in A;isrorelian ierms, bur rattrer aí beins in ¿;;iini;irv *irli-i,'i;.
Il-egqt, and Lolllngwood, is also evident in many othe¡ essays from a¡ound tñis same time. See. e.s..
M_aclnlyre, "EPislemological Crises, D¡amatic Na¡rative and tlie Philosophy of Science, " Mor¡is t 60 (i97i):
457'47 t.i-'Moral Rarionaliry, Tradirion, and Aristotle: A Reply to o'ñié1, caira ancí cwi,; i,taìi¡rv íø(118Ð:.a52i ''The Relationship of phitoiophy ro hs pasr," ¡Å Þn¡øsopnv in uis¡rii. ø. tilt¡äå'i{ón".r rJ. tchneewlnd, and Quentin skinner (cambridge: cambridge univeisiiy press, 1994),47i "Relarivisú,
roìver' anc -Phrlosopr|y," Proceedi.ngs and Addresses of the Anerican Philosophical Associar¡on 59il(lvðJ); r-eprmr' rn Afer Philosophy: End or Transfonna¡ion?, ed. Kennerh Bavnes. James Bohman. a¡d
thomas Mccarthy (cambridge: The MIT p¡ess, lggi),387 (page reference is'to reprinr edition).
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lVhose Justice? Which Rationality ? and Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquíry, on the

other. The first of these is the increased role that Aquinas has come to play in

Maclntyre's thought. Although Afrer Vinue maintained a critical stance against

Aquinas,ae it has been suggested that Maclntyre was misled by relying too heavily

on Aquinas's later scholastic interpreters, and that this led him to an overestimation of

the place of natural law in his moral philosophy.s' Nevertheless, his interpretation

of Aquinas has changed in Whose Justíce? Which Ratíonatíty? which, in Maclntyre's

own words, represents an "emerging Thomistic conclusion. "5r Whereas the

Maclntyre of Afier vi¡tue claimed to speak in an Aristotelian voice, he now purports

to be a representative of the Thomistic Aristotelian tradition.s2 A second feature

which is said to be representative of Maclntyre's more recent direction, and which is

not un¡elated to his turn to Aquinas, is the appreciation he has come to have of the

importance of metaphysics.s3 Whereas in Afier Vinue Maclntyre sanctioned the

rejection of Aristotle's metaphysical biology, it is claimed that the Maclntyre of

lvhose Jusîice? wich Rationality? and beyond defends a more naturalistic conception

aeSee Afier Vi ue, l'16-180.
sstout, "Homewüd Bound: Maclntyre on Liberal Sociery a¡d the Hisrorv of Ethics.,, 224. For apanial acknowledgement of rhe legirimácy of srour's criticisín, whióh paveiitrJ wãï 1ãr .*; of th;

th.anges.made later in whose Justice? which Rationality?, see Maclntyre's "postsciipr ro the second
FÀition," in AJter Viflue, 278.

5f Maclntyre, Wose Justice? Which Rationatity?, 403.

- 
5'zFor-examples of lhose who have emphasized Maclntyre's embracing of Aquinas as a distineuishins

feature of the direction he has been movìng in since After vir¡¡r¿, see 
-Honori 

an¿ ttlen¿us, ;'Al;A';ì;
M3clnryre: aÍ|er vi r¿e ar,d Afler," 3; sroul, "Homewaid Bound: Maclntyre on I-iuerat Sòiiäty anã t'tre
History of Efhics," 224-225.

- 53The co¡rnection between Maclntyre's appreciation of metaphysics and his tum to Aquinas is made,
for example,^by Thom-æ Hibbs, "Mäclntyrq Tradition, and ùrd Chrisrian philosophei,''; n;, 

^i;à;;,;Schoolnnn 68 (1991): 212n2.
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defending his conception of philosophical methodology, and to finally overcome the

problem of point of view by doing so from the standpoint of Aristotelianism. It is the

attempt to satisfy these two goals that resulted in Maclntyre,s development of the

conception of tradition-constituted enquiry which is the subject of the present study,

and in light of which the two changes mentioned above, namely his acceptance of

both Aquinas and metaphysics, are to be understood. First, Maclntyre's increasingly

sympathetic stance towards Aquinas is not limited to his improved comprehension of

Aquinas's account of the virtues. More importantly for our purposes of examining

Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology, it is related to his recognition

that Aquinas helps to clarify that the idea of rationality as operating through traditions

is, in fact, significantty Aristotelian. Thus, while Maclntyre has come to argue that

his tradition-constituted enquiry is based on the conception of philosophical

methodology developed by Aristotle, it is important to recognize that he does not see

it as merely Aristotelian, but rather as one which is developed from within the

tradition of rhomistic Aristotelianism. second, Maclntyre's new-found appreciation

of the importance of metaphysics does not only issue in his contention that there is a

basic connection between metaphysics and the virtues. It is also fundamentally related

to his understanding of philosophical methodology itself. Maclntyre,s tradition-

constituted enquiry is not to be seen as just another option in the contemporary

epistemological debate. It is an essentially metaphysical concept as well. Thus, while

both of these changes are significant to recognize in and of themselves, what is even

more important for the task of understanding Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry
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is that they are more appropriately understood in terms of the attempt to reconcile his

account of philosophical methodology with the problem of point of view.

2, Maclntyre's Conception of Philosophical Method as Tradition-Constituted
Enquiry

In the previous section, r.ve located Maclntyre's recent defense of tradition-

constituted enquiry as an A¡istotelian concept in the context of his overall intellectual

development. Already in his early period, Maclntyre argued that philosophy must be

sensitive to historical and social context, and that philosophical enquiry can therefore

only proceed from a standpoint internal to some particular ideology or tradition.

However, it was only later that he realized that this conception of philosophical

method was inconsistent with some of his own work in the area of ethics, in which he

was attempting to defend a version of Aristotelian virh¡e ethics from a standpoint

which was not only non-Aristotelian, but which claimed to be neutral with respect to

any point of view whatsoever. Afier Virîue represents Maclntyre,s attempt to solve

this problem, which we have called the problem of point of view, with respect to

virnre ethics by developing the Aristotelian tradition of the virtues. However, since

the tradition to which his account of philosophical methodology itself belongs was left

unarticulated in Afrer Virtue, his attempt to overcome the problem of point of view

remained fundamentally incomplete. But Maclntyre himself has come to recognize

this problem as well, and in his most recent work, beginning with Wose Justice?

which Rationaliry ?, he has undertaken the task of finally resolving the inadequacies of

his early period by defending his account of'tradition-constituted enquiry as an
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Aristotelian concept.

In the present section, we shall offer a more extended interpretation of

Maclntyre's conception of philosophical method as tradition-constituted enquiry,

which, to a certain extent, will be guided by the kinds of issues raised by the four

objections outlined in chapter 1. Fo¡ it is to the interpretation of Maclntyre,s

tradition-constituted enquiry that will be developed in this section that we shall appeal

when we later return to an examination of the objections in chapter 4, in order to

determine whether or not they are based on an adequate understanding of Maclntyre's

project. Ultimately, however, the purpose of our study is an evaluation of the

adequacy of Maclntyre's tradition-constifuted enquiry as an Aristotelian concept, For

if the¡e are significant ways in which it is not so adequate, then Maclntyre will srill

be plagued by the problem of inconsistency that was characteristic of his earlier

period. Therefore, the interpretation of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry

developed in this section will also serve as a basis from which to compare his

conception of philosophical methodology with that of Aristotle, which we shall discuss

in chapter 3.

2,1 Tradition, Reason, and Philosophy as a Craft

Throughout our analysis so far, we have ¡eferred to Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry as an account of philosophical methodology according to which

fruitful philosophical enquiry opetates within the context of concrete historical

traditions. Since the primary goal of our study is to detetmine whether Maclntyre's

conception of philosophy as a tradition-constituted enterprise is in sufficient continuity
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with the approach of Aristotle, we must undertake a more detailed interpretation of

his theory in order to provide a basis for comparison. At the outset, it is important to

note that the concept of tradition which provides the basis for Maclntyre's account of

philosophical methodology differs significantly from a much more cornmon

contemporary understanding of the term, thus leading to the risk of potential

misinterpretation. Thus, in order to prevent any initial confusion, it is appropriate to

begin with an examination of some of the more general features of Maclntyre's

conception of tradition-constituted enquiry, before we move on to examine the central

notions of rational justification and truth which constifute the core of his theory.

As Edward Shils has observed, the idea of tradition as a vehicle for rational

enquiry is almost entirely absent in modern thought.s6 Tracing this phenomenon

back to the optimistic Enlightenment belief in absrract and ahistorical universal

rationality, shils notes that it has become customary to contrast tradition with reason,

equating it with ignorance and mere superstition, and therefore treating it as a

hindrance to progress which needs to be avoided.s? This common understanding of

tradition, however, is in stark contrast to the conception of tradition that Maclntyre

defends. First, Maclntyre does not take tradition and reason to be antithetical.

Rather, it is precisely this kind of divorce between tradition and reason that his

tradition-constituted enquiry is to overcome. Not on-ly does he deny that tradition and

reason are incompatible, Maclntyre claims that it is traditions themselves which are

,,_. 
tuE9*rq Shils, Tladit¡on (Chicago: The UnÌversity ofChicago press, Iggl),21. See also, A. S. Cua,

"The Idea of Contucia¡ T¡adition," Revietv of Metapitysjcr 45 ('i992): 803-805.
51 Shils, Tradit i o n, 2-5.
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the "bearers of reason."58 However, this linking of reason with tradition is onJy

ultimately intelligible in light of a second feature which distinguishes Maclntyre,s

from the more coÍtmon conception of tradition. As we have seen, the distinction

between tradition and reason is based on a conception of the former as stâtic and

progress-hindering. Maclntyre, on the other hand, claims that it is precisely these

features which are the marks of a degenerate tradition, while t¡aditions in good order

are always dynamic, open to the possibility of future change and in extreme cases

even abandonment.se In fact, it is only when a tradition encounters serious conflict

with ¡ival standpoints that it can legitimately continue as a vehicle through which

rational enquiry takes place.o Having identified these important ways in which his

conception of tradition differs from the more common understanding, namely that it is

compatible with reason as long as its dynamic nature is properly acknowledged,

Maclntyre offers a definition of a tradition as an "argument extended through time in

which certain fundamental agreements are defined and redefined in terms of two kinds

of conflict: those \.vith critics and enemies external to the tradition who reject all or at

least key parts of those fundamental agreements, and those inte¡nal, interpretive

_ 5sMaclntyre, "Episremological Crises, Dramatic Na¡rative and the philosoDhy of Science.,' 461 . See
also, Maclntyre, After Virne,22li Whose Jusrice? Which Rationaliry,?, 7 -9. ' '
. fha^a9.ll1y1e,_"Epistemological C_¡_ise¡ Dramåric NaÍative, and rhe philosophy of Science, " 461; IVlosa

Jusrice? wich Ralionality?, 354-355; Three Rival versions of Morat Enquiry, i+g: 'n pani¿ Rêsoo¡ie
to My critics," in Afier Maclnryre: critical perspectives on-the work tíf Aitisdair Mactn¡yr¿. ed.'John
Honon and Susan Mendus (Notre Dame: Universìry of Norre Dame ptesi, 1994), Z9l-29í.
,,- 

oMgclltyr^e..]Epìslemological- Crises, Dramaric Narrative and the philosophy ofScience," 460-461;
whose lustice? ,Which Rationaliîy?, , 358-359; Three Rival Versions of MoràlEnqai4,, 23Í. See atso,
Maclnt e... "Relativism, Power, and Philosophy, i' 398; and "Tradirions air¿ conflictí," Iíberal Educa¡ion
/J:J (19ð/): y, 12. lt is significant to note that even when there is no rival tradition that makes conflict
explicit, Maclnlyre claims rhat philosophical imagination may, and in facr, must be appealed to in order
tq elicit pafliciPalion in conflict.- On this, see Alasãair Maclnryre, "Are PhiÍosophical Þrbblems Insoluble?
The Releva¡ce of System and History, " in Phitosophicat Imapinaiion and Cultuial Mentom: Aoorooriatinc
Historical Traditions, ed. Patricia óook (Durhari, NC: Du[e University pres, t9i3), iS.-' -' - "
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debates through which the meaning and rationale of the fundamental agreements come

to be expressed and by whose progress a tradition is constituted.',6r

We have argued that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry presupposes a

conception of tradition which not only is compatible with but which acfually serves âs

the embodiment of rational argument, and in so doing we warned against the danger

of misinterpretation based on a more coÍìmon, but radically different, understanding

of the term. However, there is more to Maclntyre,s concept of tradition than the

mere rejection of the distinction between tradition and reason. As such, in the

remainder of this section, we shall attempt to spell out some of the key elements of

Maclntyre's understanding of how tradition functions as a bearer of reason, which is

perhaps best approached by means of an examination of his conception of philosophy

as a craft. For, according to Maclntyre, it is only when philosophical skills are

developed and deployed in the manner characteristic of a craft that a tradition of

enquiry can be said to progress towards perfection,62

In general, Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry rests upon a rejection of

what he takes to be the characteristically modern notion of rationality as such,

according to which one can be a participant in rational enquiry from a standpoint

outside of all traditions.63 Instead, as we have seen, Maclntyre maintains that one

can participate in rational debate only insofar as one is a member of a particular

,. 6fMaclntyre, whos-e lustice?.which Rarionatity?, 12. on rhe two differenr rypes of conflict, see a.lso
Maclnl.yre, "Epttemological C¡ises, D¡amatic Núrative, and the philosophy of Stience," 461; ánd "The
Relationship of Philosophy ro irs Past," 46-47.

62Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 149-150.
ó3Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Wich Rarionatity?, 36j: Three Riyal Versions oJ Moral Enquiry,,59.
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tradition of enquiry. That is to say, as a precondirion for rational enquiry, Maclntyre

claims that one must become a particular kind of person, having antecedently learned

the central tenets of that tradition though the kind of relationship typified by that

between an apprentice and a master-c¡aftsman. s Thus, although tradition-constituted

enquiry may be said to operate primarily at the level of theory, there is an important

sense in which it is also intertwined with the practice of learning to be a certain kind

of person.ós Just as ptactitioners of such crafts as furniture making and fishing need

to be trained by following the example of the mo¡e experienced master-craftsman, so

participants in rational enquiry must be initiated by a ,,rational teaching authority,,ó6

who enables them to actualize what was previously merely a potential ability to lea¡n,

and from whom they must "initially accept on the basis of his or her authority within

the [tradition] precisely what intellectual and moral habits must be cultivated if lthey]

are to become effective self-moved participants in such enquiry. "67 Notice,

however, that it is orùy initially that such authorities are to be adhered to. For

although he takes them to be indispensable to rational enquiry, Maclntyre,s

conception of authority is more akin to a "point of departure,,ó8 than any kind of

permanent normative or justificatory standard.óe As in his conception of tradition in

general, authorities, for Maclntyre, are not iÍtmune from possible change or even

dMaclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Ertquiry, 61.
. - 

sOn the.unity of theory and praclice, see ibid., ?9-80, 128-129; Maclntyre, "Wïat Has lúot HaDpened
in Moral Philosophy," The Yale Jourttal ol Criticisn 5:2 (1992): 197 -tg9:

6Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 63.
ó?lbid.

6Maclntyre, Whose Justice ? Wtlich Rat ionality ?, 383.

. 6eln_fact, he even ¡emarks that "the appeal ro the authority ofestablished belief, merely as established"
is actually ro be classified as "rhe weakè3t form of argumeirt. " see Maclntyre, 

'wtosí 
Justice? which

Ratio atiD,, 359.
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future rejection. But they are nevertheless required in order to define the first

principles which constitute the core of shared belief within a tradition so that rational

enquiry can get started in the first place.

Related to his conception of authoritative initiation into a tradition of enquiry,

Maclntyre claims that the craft analogy is additionally instructive insofar as it

highlights two key distinctions which apprentices in any craft must learn as a

prerequisite to any further learning. First, practitioners in tradition-constituted

enquiry as in all crafts must learn to distinguish between "what in particular situations

really is good and what only seems good to this particular apprentice but is not in fact

so. "?0 That is, apprentices must come to possess the ability to identify mistakes

made in the application of the accepted standards, standards which are acknowledged

as the "best so far" in the history of the craft in question.Tr A second distinction

which must be learned is that between "what is good and best fo¡ me with my

particular level of training and learning in my particular circumstances to do and what

is good an best unqualifiedly. "72 In other words, the apprentice must be able to

distinguish between the kind of excellence which can be legitimately expected in his

or her existing situation and that ultimate excellence which constitutes the t¿ldr of the

craft.73 Taken together, Maclntyre claims that the cofiect and systematic application

of both these distinctions results in rhe ability to identify defects and limitations which

still need to be transformed in order to become full participants in a particular

T9Vaclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 61.
?'lbid., 62.
?,lbid.
?3lbid.
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tradition of enquiry,7a While we shall come to appreciate more fully the realism

implicit in these two key distinctions later in our discussion of truth in tradition-

constituted enquiry, it is primarily with what they jointly presuppose, namely the idea

of a c¡aft as having a telos that we shall be concerned for the remainder of our

examination of Maclntyre's conception of philosophy as a craft.

According to Maclntyre, "[e]very c¡aft is informed by some conception of a

finally perfected work which serves as fhe Telos of that craft, "?5 and philosophy

understood in the context of tradition-constituted enquiry is certainly no exception.

Funher, Maclntyre claims that given this teleological conception of an ultimate goal,

certain judgements and stândards, whether they belong to philosophy or any other

craft, may be judged as the "best so far" insofar as they stand in the proper

relationship to that telos which informs the craft in question.?6 Whereas those

involved in the craft of fishing, for example, aim at excellence in fishing,T? for the

tradition-based practitioners of philosophy as a craft the telos is truth.78 Thus, there

eme{ges a crucial contrast between truth and rational justification. As a teleological

concept, truth is to be understood as "a goal not yet attained, "7e though nevertheless

one which is timeless and universal.so Rational justification, on the other hand, is

?4lbid.

75lbid., 64.
76lbid., 64.
TMaclntyre, 'A Partia.l Response to My Critics,,' 285.

.,_ 
TEMaclntyre, 

_144i ose lustíce? Which Ratio atity?, 360i Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 65;
"T¡aditions and Conflicrs, " ll.

h,laclntyre, "T¡aditions and Conflicts, " I I .

,,, 
sMaclnf.yre., 

.W7i ose lustice? t hich Ra.tionati4,?,363; Three Rivat Versions of Moral Ertqui4,,66, Z02;
"Incommensurabiliry, Trurh, a¡d the conve¡saiion Berween confucia¡s a¡d' A¡istoreliáns 'Áuoúr tné
Virtues," 113.
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never more than the best rational justification so far, always tentative in the sense that

present nonnative standards may be revised or even rejected if defects and limitations

are discovered which effectively prevent them from being adequate guides for

reaching the goal of truth.8r

What is the general picture of tradition, then, that emerges from Maclntyre,s

analogy of philosophy as a craft? Perhaps the most striking is that of tradition as a

guide to truth.82 While authoritative texts and voices are always required in order to

give expression to the core of shared beliefs which define a particular tradition so that

rationâl enquiry has a point from which to begin in the first place, such authorities

must always be open to the possibility of future change if and insofar as they fail in

their role of pointing towards the telos of truth. Similarly, the justificatory standards

within a tradition are always to a significant degree provisional. If they can be shown

to be defective, whether as a result of internal debates within the tradition itself or as

a result of extemal conflicts with competing traditions of enquiry, they can no longer

be accepted as nonnative, and must therefore be either revised or abandoned entirely

in order to accommodate the relevant criticism. Accordingly, it is truth which

constitutes the central concern of Maclntyre's conception of tradition, and it is in

terms of the notion of truth as a telos thal Maclntyre develops his statement that

traditions are the bearers of reason. Thus, we must clearly distinguish his conception

of tradition from the seemingly mo¡e cotnmon one which sees tradition as a hindrance

å'Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationatity?, 361: Three Rival Versions ofMoral Enauim.64-66.
"Epistemological- Crises, Dramatic l.la¡rai;ve anoini, ptriiorãptty ór Sciãniã,;;-4jj; ;iìelãiiv"i'i'p-o;;;;
and Philosophy," 408-409; "Tradirions and Conflicts," ll. -

E2Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral EnquiD,,65.
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to progress and thus as something to be contrasted with reason.

2.2 Incommensurability and the Problem of Relativism

In the previous section, we attempted to develop a general picture of

Maclntyre's conception of tradition. In doing so, we referred to the centrality of

conflict not onJy among members of the same tradition, but also between rival

traditions taken as wholes, in order to illustrate the dynamic character of Maclntyre's

conception of tradition and to contrast it with an alternative notion which sees

traditions as static and progress hindering. In the present section, we shall examine

Maclntyre's account of incommensurability and the corresponding problem of

relativism, which is raised by his position on the diversity among, and conflict

between, competing traditions of enquiry. As we shall see, Maclntyre,s claim is not

merely that there exists conflict on certain theses between competing traditions of

enquiry, but he is arguing that there are some cases in which entire traditions are in

conflict. It is this second type of conflict which leads to the classification of two

traditions as incommensurable. Thus, the problem of relativism must be taken

seriously as a threat to the very possibility of rational enquiry itself. However, as we

shall see in our examination of his position on rational justification and truth in the

following two sections, Maclntyre argues that the admission of incommensurability

between two traditions can nevertheless be a prologue not only to rational debate, but

also to the kind of debate from which one participant can be said to emerge as

rationally superior, thereby triumphing over the problem of relativism. But before we

conside¡ his proposed solution to relativism, we must examine Maclntyre,s analysis of

64
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incommensurability in general in order to understand why he takes relativism to be a

problem in the first place.

We have claimed that the question of incommensurability is imponant for

Maclntyre because of his claim that any fruitful tradition of rational enquiry must

encounter significant conflict with competing traditions. It is important to note,

however, that it is not just conflict in general, but rather the second of the two kinds

of conflict mentioned above that Maclntyre claims may ultimately lead to progress in

tradition-constituted enquiry. That is to say, it is not merely through piecemeal

conflict on particular issues treated in a problem-by-problem way that tradition-

constituted enquiry is to proceed.s3 Rather, the conflict of which Maclntyre speaks

is the kind of large-scale, systematic disagreement which exists between traditions

taken as wholes.e In such cases, what is disagreed upon, among othe¡ things, are

the very different standards of interpretation, explanation, and justification

themselves, which are internal to each of the respective traditions.ss Further, there

are no tradition-independent standards, shared by both traditions yet neutral between

them, to which recourse can be made in order to adjudicate between them, a position

that Maclntyre has maintained since the very beginning of his philosophical career.

since the only standards for evaluation are internal to the respective traditions, there

is no way that the one tradition can evaluate the other in terms which do not ensure

the failure of that other tradition. However, it is not that what is true according to

8rMaclntyre, "Are Philosophicat P¡oblems Insoluble? The Releva¡ce of System and History,,' 71.
E{lbid.

. . sMaclntyre, "lncommensu¡ability, Truth, and the Conve¡sation Between Confucians and A¡istotelians
About the Vifiues," 109- 110.
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one of these traditions is false according to the other, but rather that "the standards

which determine how the true-false distinction is to be applied are not the same. "s6

Thus, since there is no way to judge between such rival points of view, the two

traditions may be appropriately classified as incommensurable.

In orde¡ to defend this conception of incommensurability, however, Maclntyre

must consider a well-known argument by Donald Davidson, which not only casts

doubt on the phenomenon of incommensurability, but does so because it denies the

very idea of alternative traditions of enquiry, or conceptual schemes, to use

Davidson's terminology, the very thing that is so central to Maclntyre's account of

philosophical methodology. As such, we shall briefly present Davidson's argument,

in order to provide the context against which Maclntyre,s own account may be

properly understood,

Davidson begins by claiming that conceptual schemes may be identified with

the languages that express them, such that the question of the existence of rival

conceptual schemes is reducible to the question of the existence of different

languages.sT In other words, Davidson presumes that the question of identifying the

beliefs of a rival conceptual scheme and understanding them as radically different than

ours requires the prior task of translating them into our own native language.sB

However, based on a holistic account of linguistic meaning, according to which the

meaning of any particula¡ sentence is derived from the entirety of interconnected

Eólbid., 110. See a.lso Maclnryre, Whose Justice? Wich Rationality ? , 3g0 .

, - 
E?Dgn1fd Davidson, 'Otr the Very Idea of a Conceprual Schente,,' chap. in Inquiries into Truth atd

hÌterpretur¡o,t (Oxford: Oxford Universily p¡ess, 1984i, lg5.
t8lbid., 184-t 85.
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beliefs of the linguistic community to which it belongs,se Davidson claims that the

methodology of interpretation is such that in the very act of translating another system

of thought into our own linguistic equivalents, we have come to understand what is

said from that alien standpoint, as governed by the same normative standards which

govern our own scheme.s That is, "charity is not an option, but a condition of

having a workable theory, "er or, in other words, translatability entails

commensurability, and conversely, where translation is not possible, neither is the

recognition of radical difference. Thus, Davidson concludes that thete is ,'no

intelligible basis" which can account for the existence of conceptual schemes which

are radically different from our own, since such rival schemes would be necessarily

untranslatable, and thus unrecognizable and unable to be encountered by us.e2

As we have mentioned, it is insofar as Maclntyre is aware of the challenge

posed by such denial of the possibility of alternative conceptual schemes that

Davidson's position provides important background which is required in order to fully

understand Maclntyre's conception of incommensurability. However, while his

defense of the existence of incommensurable traditions does provide a genuine

alternative to the Davidsonian position on the nature of conceptual schemes, it is not

the case that Maclntyre defends the conception of incommensurability that Davidson

_ 8Ibid.,. 195-196. See also, Donald Davidson, "Truth and Meaning,', chap. in I quiries into Tntth and
Interpretation, 22.

sDavidson, "On the Very Idea of a Conceprual Scheme." 196-197. See also Maclnrvre.
"Incornnensurabilily, Truth, and the Conversarion 

- 
Between Confucians ard Aristotelians About'thé

vinues'" 111-114; and John Milban-k, Theology and social rheory: Beyond secular Reason (cambridge,
MA: Basil Blackwell, 1990), 340.

erDavidson, "On the Very ldea of a Conceptual Scheme,', 197.
,rlbid.. t 97-198.
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rejects. Rather, Maclntyre's account of incommensurability provides an alternative to

Davidson's position precisely insofar as Maclntyre's account of incommensurability is

significantly different from that which Davidson considers. Consequently, in

attempting to understand Maclntyre's defense of the phenomenon of

incommensurability, we must not be misled by the fact that Maclntyre contrasts his

position with that of Davidson, thereby taking for granted that his claim is that

traditions can be incommensurable in the Davidsonian sense of the term. In what

follows, therefore, we shall attempt to come to an understanding of some of the

important details of Maclntyre's conception of incommensurability by means of a

comparison with Davidson's argument against it.

Perhaps the most important difference between Maclntyre and Davidson

concerns the relationship between incommensurability and untranslatability. whereas

it is a central tenet of Davidson's argument that concepfual schemes are to be

classified as incommensurable insofar âs they fail the test of intertranslatability, e3

Maclntyre claims that incommensurability "need not be associated with and arise from

untranslatability. "e4 For, according to Maclntyre, it is possible, even among

speakers of the same language, that there can be two different traditions of enquiry,

each with its own standards of interpretation and evaluation, such that each tradition

is successful according to the standards which are internal to it, yet fails by the

sfandards internal to the other. In fact, Maclntyre maintains that it was precisely this

e3Davidson, "On the Very Idea of a Conceptual Scheme,', 185.qMaclntyre, "lncommensu¡ability, Truth, a¡d the Conversation Between Confucians and Aristotelians
About the Virtues," lll. See also Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Wicþ Rationatiry?, 380-381; Three Rival
Versions of Moral Enquiry, 113-114.
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kind of situation that existed between Galileo and the late medieval representatives of

Aristotelian physics, namely the impetus theorists,e5 and which exists in

contemporary English-speaking moral philosophy between Aristotelian virtue

theorists, on the one hand, and utilitarians, Kantian liberals, and contractarians on the

other.eó

Related to this crucial difference on the question of the relationship between

incommensurability and untranslatability, Maclntyre also distinguishes his position

from that of Davidson on the question of understanding in general. According to

Davidson's argument, as Maclntyre himself appropriately recognizes, the task of

understanding a rival scheme is no more than a matter of translating their language

inlo ours.e1 For Maclntyre, on the other hand, in order to understand an alien

standpoint, we must learn its language in addition to our own, not by matching

sentence with sentence as if relying on a phrase book, but rather, to use an analogy,

by "becom[ing] a child all over again," and learning it as a ',second first

language. "es In fact, Maclntyre claims that it is onJy those who have come to know

the language as well as the culture of both traditions as they are k¡own by a native

inhabitant who are able to identify the existence of incommensurability in the first

place.e Thus, although Maclntyre disagrees with Davidson regarding the analysis

stbid., 113.
sMaclntyre, "A Partiat Response to My Critics,,,294.

- . eMaclntyre, "I¡commensurability, Truth, and the Conversation Between Confucians and Aristotelians
About (he Vinues," 114. See also Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Ettquiry, Ll4.
, 

qMaclntyre,..Ìl4i 
ose Jusîice?.llhich Rationaliry?, 370-388. The quotes a¡e taken f¡om ibid., 3?4. See

also Maclntyre, "lncommensurability, Truth, a¡d ihe Conversation Bètween Confucians a¡d Aiistotelia¡s
About the Virtues," lll, l14; "Relàtivism, Power and philosophy,', 38?-395.

.^ .IMacln^tyre, Three Rival Versíons oJ Moral Enquiry, Il4. See also Maclnty¡e , Whose Justice? Wtich
Rationalig,?,
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of translation and understanding that Davidson provides, this is not essentially related

to his account of incommensurability. For, according to Maclntyre, the question of

understanding p recedes the question of incommensurability.

Despite Maclntyre's care in delineating these two important differences

between himself and Davidson on the idea of incommensurability, it has been objected

that he has not really offered complete counter-arguments to Davidson,s position.lm

However, even though our primary goal is not to defend Maclntyre,s position as

such, but rather to provide an adequate interpretation of it, such an objection is

significant insofar as it betrays a serious misunderstanding of Maclntyre's discussion

of incommensurability.tOt To reiterate, although the Davidsonian position is

important for understanding Maclntyre's account of incommensurability, it is not the

case that Maclntyre offers an argument in defense of the conception of

incommensurability that Davidson claims to have refuted. Rather, Maclntyre

advances a different conception of incommensurability altogether. As should be clear

from the preceding comparison between their respective positions, Davidson reduces

the question of incommensurability to one of translation and understanding. For

Maclntyre, on the other hand, the question of incommensurability is primarily one of

_ 'I¡.ffr.gy Sront, Ethics Aller Babel,2lO-219; Srephen Fowl, ,'Could Horace TaIk With rhe Heb¡ews?'l'rjllrslatability ¿¡d Moral Disagreement in Maclntyri and stout," Joumal oJ Retigious Ethics 19 (r99r)l
l-20, esp. 4. See also Milbal;k, Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Seci¿lar Èeason,340.

rorFowl,_ for example, though recognizing Maclntyre's claim thal "translatability does not enrail
commensurability " (Fowl, "Could HoracãTalkWith the i{ebrews? Translatabilitv and Mô¡d Disasreemenr
in Maclntyre and Stout, " 4), nevertheless concentrates on the question oftranstara'Ultitv a¡A untraniÏãiaUltiiv
in o¡de¡ to evaluate Maclntyre's position as a counter-argunient to Davidson's posiiion.
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judgement and evaluation.r02 It is not the case that traditions are to be classified

incommensurable insofar as they can be said not to understand each other. In fact, as

we have seen, Maclntyre claims that it is only insofar as there is significant

understanding between two traditions that incommensurability can be identified at all.

Thus, as we have seen, Maclntyre claims that the question of understandin g precedes

the question of incommensurability. For, according to Maclntyre, two traditions are

incommensurable insofar as they possess different intemal standards of judgment and

evaluation, such that the central claims of each turn out to be true according to its

own standards yet false according to the standards of the othe¡.r03

Given his defense of the phenomenon of incommensurability, it ought not to

come as a surprise that the question of relativism turns out to be an important one for

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. Maclntyre himself has recognized that the

admission of relativism, understood as the thesis that there can be no rational debate

between traditions and thus that no tradition can claim rational superiority to any

other,re seems to be unavoidable once the kind of incommensurability between

traditions that Maclntyre defends has been shown to exist.1o5 In fact, his account of

r02ln fairness to Davidson, it may be nored that, given his holistic account of linsuistic meanins. the
questions-ofjudgement and evaluation enter into the piocess of translation and undersr-andine. ln fací.'this
rs-preclsely one ot the main points on which his argument rests. As such. imDlicit in Maclñtvre's defense
ol incommensurability is a denial of the kind ofhõlism that Davidson embraôes. Nevenheleis. to so into
the.detarls ol Macl yre's theory of meaning would not significantly add to our interprelation ofhis a-ccounr
or rncomrnensurablltty at this point.

rorFo¡ a¡ interesting attempt at developing a taxonomv of incommensurabilitv theses. see Larce
li¡-nf!ìgns' "Three Kinds of Incomme_nsu¡abiiity-Thesis, " Anterican phitosophical eíanerly 5t,z aggq.\,
I l9-131. Following Maclntyre in taking incoúunensuräuiiitv to ¡e ã óroblém of eñtuaiioí ri äoobl.ã íd
a problem ol understanding, asjt is for Davidson, Simmons þroposes-that there are three disrinci'kinds of
lncommensuraDltlf.y theses put forward in contempoÍafy ethics and philosophy of science. a¡d arsues rhat
It.¡s a lack of sensitivity.lo their diffe¡ences that has léd to much cònfusion ón the ropic, nor rhe"leâst of
whlch is the atrempf to.dismiss incommensurability theses as sr¿cl¡ on the basis of a síngle transcendental
arguments such as Davidson's (simmons, "Three i(inds of Incommensu¡ability Theses,f l2g-l2g).

¡sMaclntyre, Whose Justice? Wttich Rationality ?, 348, 352.
ro5Maclntyre, 'A Partiat Response to My Critics," 294.
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incommensurability is itself developed in the context of a warning to contemporary

philosophers such as Davidson that relativism must not be dismissed too quickly.ttr

According to Maclntyre, the first premise of relativism is the claim that there exist a

number of different traditions each with its own standards of judgement and

evaluation.r0T Since this is precisely what was argued in his account of

incommensurability, Maclnryre admits to being in at least partial agreement with the

standard relativist position. However, in order to establish the impossibility of

rational debate in general, the reiativist must go further, providing grounds for the

rejection of any claims to rational justification and truth whatsoever, no matter what

trâdition they happen to belong to, It is at this point that Maclntyre parts

company.108 Although he follows the relativist in admitting the existence of

incommensurability, Maclntyre maintains that it nevertheless remains possible for

incommensurable traditions to engage in the kind of debate that leads to determination

of one such tradition as rationally superior to the other.roe But in order to properly

understand this, we must take a closer look at the purportedly Aristotelian conceptions

of rational justification and truth that Maclntyre claims are required in order to

prevent the slide from incommensurability into full-blown ¡elativism.

2.3 Rational Justifi cation in Tradition-Constituted Enquiry

Up to this point, we have developed a picture of Maclntyre's tradition-

r6See, e.g., ''Relativism, Powe¡, and Philosophy," 38?-396.
r@Maclntyre, "An Interview with Alasdair Maclntyte, " 71.
I08lbid.

r@For such a general characterization of his arqument. see Maclntvre. Three R¡val Versions of Moral
Enquiry, 5. See also Maclntyre, "The Relationship of Philosophy roirs Past," 4l-42.
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constituted enquiry as a conception of philosophical methodology according to which

traditions and the authoritative fi¡st principles which define them a¡e to be seen as

dynamic and fallible, since the ever possible existence of conflict with rival,

incommensurable traditions always lurks to cast doubt on the absolutist claims which

may be made on behalf of any one such tradition. It is as such that relativism must

be taken seriously as a threat to the possibility of rational enquiry in general.

Nevertheless, as we have seen, Maclntyre wants to defeat the relativist position by

defending a notion of rational justification which is mindful of the existence of rival

and incommensurable traditions, each with its own internal standards of justification,

but which nevertheless allows for the justification of one tradition of enquiry as

rationally superior ro those with which it competes for our allegiance. Accordingly,

the theory of rational justification that Maclntyre develops is central to his account of

philosophical methodology in that it is required in order to defend the very possibility

of his tradition-constituted enquiry against the relativist challenge. Having recognized

its significance, it is to an examination of this conception of justification that we now

turn-

A key concept that Maclntyre uses in order to develop his theory of rational

justification is that of an epistemological crisis. According to Maclntyre, there

characteristically comes a time in the history of any long-standing tradition of enquiry

when progress, as it is judged by the standards of progress which are internal to that

particular tradition itself, may be identified as having ceased.rlo Although any

rroMaclntyre, Wose Justice? Which Rationatity?, 361; ,'Relativism, porver, ald philosophy," 407
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particular tradition will exist for certain periods of time in which there are no good

feasons to question its own existing standards of justification, rr such standards may

falter to the extent that the tradition lapses into an epistemological crisis. Notice,

however, that it is a failure according to the justificatory standards which are internal

and specific to particular traditions of enquiry themselves, and not a failure which is

identified on the basis of some neutral, tradition-independent standards of evaluation

that generates such a predicament. Accordingly, the content of epistemological crises

will vary from tradition to tradition. Nevertheless, in general they are brought on by

the appearance of internal contradictions and incoherences, such that equal support

can be afforded from within one and the same tradition for positions which are

incompatiblerr2 or such that new situations are discove¡ed which cannot be

accommodated given the resources that the tradition happens to possess at the

time.tr3 In short, an epistemological crisis occurs when there is a ,'systematic

breakdown of enquiry in the face of a certain set of intractable problems."rra Not

only is there a recognition of the inadequacy of the previously unquestioned standards

of justification, but there is also lack of resources to explain why that failure took

place at all, such that rational enquiry is effectively brought to a standstill unless the

tradition undergoes a significant conceptual enricfunent. rs For it is onJy insofar as

,.¡rrOnthestagesofatradition,seeMaclntyrc,whoseJustice?WichRarionatiry?,360-361:ThreeRivat
veßrons oJ Morat Enqutry, l16: "Relativism, power, and philosophy,'.407.

-. 
rr2Mzclntyre, "Relarivism, Power, a¡d philosophy, " 402. Sr" also Maclntyre, "Episremorogical

Crises, Dranatic Na¡¡ative and lhe philosophy of Sc'ieióe, " 453-454-.

- -rr3Maclntyre, .144!o se Justice? wich Rarionaliry?, 3s5, 362. see also Maclntyre, "The Relationshipof Philosophy to its Past," 44.
rraMaclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 120.
r¡sMaclntyre, "Relativism, Power, and philosophy," 407.
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a tradition can come to understand why it was unable to avoid the onset of an

epistemological crisis that it can be in the position to resume its role as a vehicle for

rational enquiry. But even then it is no guarantee that an epistemological crisis will

be resolved.

What, then, according to Maclntyre, are the possible outcomes of an

epistemological crisis, and how is such an occurrence significant to the account of

rational justification among rival and incommensurable traditions of enquiry that he

advances? It is in providing an answer to this first question that we shâll be in a

better position to answer the second. According to Maclntyre, a tradition can itself

successfully overcome an epistemological crisis if there is a substantial innovation in

the tradition's conceptual resources such that the following three conditions are met.

First, the revised resources must afford a solution to the systemic contradictions and

incoherences which had previously rendered the tradition sterile.116 Second, the

newly enriched tradition must also provide an explanation of the deficiencies that had

led to the onset of the crisis in the first place.rr? And third, these first two

requirements must be satisfied in such a way that the¡e remains a "fundamental

continuity of the new conceptual and theoretical stn¡ctures with the shared beliefs in

terms of which the tradition of enquiry had been defined up to this point.,'[8 Fo¡ if

the problems which cause a tradition to lapse into a state of crisis cannot be solved

and explained, or even if they can be solved and explained but only at the cost of

rr6Maclntyre, Wose Jusîice? lyhich Rationatity?, 362.
rrTIbid.

IrElbid.
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introducing new concepts which are not in substantial continuity with the preceding

history of the tradition in question, then not onJy is the tradition not in a position to

provide an adequate 
.response 

to the crisis, but there are actually grounds for its

rejection.rre Thus, in addition to the successful resolution within a tradition, a

second possible outcome of an epistemological crisis is that of the defeat of the

tradition which suffers the crisis, which can be further divided into two sub-

categories. First, it is possible, albeit somewhat unlikely, that the crisis-causing

problems of a tradition cannot be solved or explained, period, in which case the

tradition simply remains sterile and can subsequently be pronounced dead.r20 In by

far the majority of cases, however, the defeat of a tradition is brought about by a

conflict with an alien tradition of enquiry which ls able to both solve and explain the

problems of contradiction and incoherence suffered by the tradition in crisis.

Nevertheless, because it does so from a genuinely alien standpoint, this new tradition

fails to satisfy the third criterion of continuity, such that the epistemological crisis

cannot be adequately resolved ftom within the original tradition.r2r In such a case,

Maclntyre claims, the tradition in crisis must acknowledge not or y its own defeat,

but also and more importantly the superiority of the rival tradition, precisely insofar

as it is able to achieve what could not be achieved by the original tradition alone.122

However, whether in fact they actually do so is, of course, another question entirely.

_ ¡relbid., 365. - On the requiremenr of continuiry, see also Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral
Enquiry, 116, 158; "The Relârionship of philosophy ro Irs pasr," 42:

r2h4aclntyre, Whose Jus ce? Which Rationality?,365.
r2rlbid.

tz2lbid., 362,265. See also Maclntyre, Tlree Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry,, 146.
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On the basis of such an examination of the phenomena of epistemological

crises and their possible outcomes, Maclntyre develops a theory of rational

justification among competing tradirions of enquiry. At the outset, it is important to

recall that Maclntyre's task is that of providing a theory of rational justification

which, like the relativist, insists on a denial of neutral, tradition-independent standards

of justification, but which nevertheless avoids the relativist conclusion that claims to

rational superiority are therefore impossible in principle. In other words, despite his

claim that standards or first principles of justification are internal to particular

traditions of enquiry, Maclntyre argues that it is nevertheless possible that one such

tradition may be judged decisively superior to another.r23 As we have seen,

Maclntyre appeals to the notion of an epistemological crisis in order to show that

even though a tradition possesses internal and particular standards of justification,

these standards do not serve to provide a basis for the eternal self-justification of the

tradition in question as the relativist would claim. Râther, the minimal outcome of an

epistemological crisis is precisely for a tradition to recognize on the basis of its own

standards of justification that it can no longer be sustained. Further, since such crises

are most often, though not always, brought on though conflict with rival and

incommensurable traditions, Maclntyre claims that it is incumbent on any tradition of

enquiry to render itself maximally vulnerable to the strongest arguments which can be

brought against it by competing standpoints, whether real or imagined,r2a such that

r23For this way of stating his project, see Maclntyre, "The Relationship of philosophy to Its past, " 43.

.. '?aO¡ thg imPortânce of ''philosophical imagination" as that which "enables us to inhabit temporarily
a dlverslty ol systems other than our own, and thus to participate both in the criticism of rival systèms anii
of our own as though we were extema.l critics," see lüaclntyre, "Are philosophical p¡oblemíhsoluble:
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it remains permanently open to the possibility of ¡efutation both from its own point of

view and from that of its rival.r2s It is in the context of such a process of

dialecticalr2. interchange between competing traditions of enquiry that Maclntyre

develops his criterion for the justification of the rational superiority among them.12?

First, one such tradition must be in a position to refute another by providing an

identification and explanation of problems resulting in contradictions and incoherences

which are irresolvable according to the ståndards of the latter tradition. In addition,

the former tradition must be able to provide a solution to such problems, a solution

which, although furnished by the former tradition, is nevertheless recognized as a

solution by the latter. In such a case the latter tradition must acknowledge, even on

the basis of its own previously accepted standards, the rational superiority of the

forme¡ tradition. To generalize, therefore, Maclntyre claims that if and insofar as a

tradition has emerged victorious from its dialectical encounters with all other relevant

standpoints, we may then conclude that its rational superiority has been decisively

established. when such a situation occurs, it may be concluded that the standards

internal to the victorious tradition are the best so far in the history of the subject

matter in question, and will thereby remain nornative unless and until they

The Releva¡ce of System and History,,' ?8.

_ ]?alþ!yrg, .Three Rival Versions _of Morqt _En_qliry, 125, t8l; ',Are philosophica.l problems
Insoluble? The Relevance of Sysrem and Hïstory,', .17 -7'g. '
- _ D6lt is imponant ro note at this poinr rhat the terminology of "dialectic,' is Maclntvre,s. See. e.s.
VaclrLryrc,.whose Justice? wich Ràüonatiry?, 3!.0.; Three'Ííivar ve;lions oÍ rtiom[ Èíài¡iy, lls: , iî01,Fint Principles, Finat Ends, and contenpoíary rníiosopiicat tisuãs tvilwãui<èè:'ùa¡rÍLi;iíe' ú;i;.;iry
Press, 1990), 44; "Are Ph osophicar pro6lems insolubrei Thó Reievanòe of sysie; unã È i;i;-ry-,:rli;-; Ä
Paniat Response ro My Critics, " 297.

.rnFor Maclntyre's own various attempts at stating a criterion ofrational superio¡itv amons com¡etinp
tradirions of enquiry. from which the follôwing accouît is gteaned, see tvlaclniire. 

-M¡'o lijüi¡iãi iryitliä,
Ralionatity?, 362-i65: rhree nnat viiiiàni'o¡-uãrär'87,';ri,t:'iíé.' iïi"íåãì 1li¡Ë'nËiåiiå"rúií'iír
Phrlosophy ro lrs Pasr, " 43; "Relarivism, powei, and philosôphy, " 40ti-409i 'Aré philosophical svsiems
Insoluble? The Reteva¡rce of Sysrem and History, " 78-79; "Ä p'a;1ial n.rpôi'sd lã tøî cilãïi,r{ía-îsi .
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themselves suffer defeat at the hands of a still superior, but as yet unknown, rival

tradition. O¡, to put it in slightly different terms, the first principles which, among

other things, provide the justificatory standards of such a tradition have themselves

been justified, not as epistemologically self-sufficient and self-justifying, but rather

only retrospectively, insofar as they have vindicated themselves as superior to their

rivals by surviving the process of dialectical questioning,r2s

In addition to the process of dialectical justification among competing

traditions, however, there is also a second level of justification which is central to

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. As we have seen, systematic traditions of

enquiry are justified insofar as they enjoy success in the process of dialectical

questioning at the hands of competing traditions. Within such a system, however,

Maclntyre claims that any particular judgment may itself receive justification insofar

as it can be shown to be deducible from the standards which serve to define the

tradition in question.rze That is, whereas Maclntyre characterizes the first level of

justification as arguing fo first principles, the second, deductive or demonstrativer3'

level of justification is to be seen as arguing from first principles which have already

been justified though the dialectical encounter between competing traditions at the

first level.r3r Thus, although the beginnings of a particular tradition of enquiry are

t¿ðMaclntyre, Whose Juslice? Which Rationatiry?. 359-360: Tlree Rival Versions ofMoral Enouin.84
88, ll9; Fi¡si Principles, Finat Ends, and Conteitp'orary rniøsopniòolittir;,- 8:i: t;,5-t6-,7i4".- ''- '

r2elvfaclntyre, First Principles, Finat Ends, and Contenporary philosophicat Issues, 43-44.
.._ 

¡æAs in the case of "dialectic" (see supra, n. 126), ir is importanf to note that the terminology of
*9emonstration_" is also Maclntyreis. sèe, e.g., First pinc'ìples, Final Ends and cànientp'oíar|
Philosophical Issues, 43; "Are Pliilosophical P¡oblems Insoluble? îhe helevance of System and Hiitory,'"
75.

_. r3rMaclntyre, First Principles, Fina} E¡tds, and Contenporary philosophical Issues, 43 -44. See also
Maclntyre, Whose Justice? lihich Rationaliq,?, Bi Ihree Rival 'iersions óf Morat Enqitry, tt,
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always a matter of historical accident and contingency,'i, Maclntyre argues that it is

nevertheless possible, within a tradition-constituted approach to rational enquiry, to

establish a logically interrelated, deductively and hierarchically ordered scheme in

which necessary conclusions may be justified on the basis of a chain of arguments

which eventually terminates in the already established first principles.t33 However,

in order to be in a position to apply such a process of demonstrative justification, the

prior and much more difficult task of dialectically justifying a particular tradition of

enquiry as superior to its rivals must have already been accomplished.

In summary, then, Maclntyre claims that the existence of incommensurable

traditions does not lead to the conclusion that the relativist claims to be able draw

from it. For, even though there are incommensurable traditions, each with its own

internal standards of justification, the process of dialectical conflict among competing

traditions will in time lead to the justification of one such tradition, if only because of

its ability to withstand the problems which ultimately lead to the deterioration of all

other traditions, each of which fails, of course, according to its own internal standards

of justification. Nevertheless, having shown that rational superiority among

competing traditions can be judged in this way, Maclntyre goes even further, claiming

that the justificatory standards of the victorious tradition may themselves be taken as

normative, thereby providing a basis for further theses to be justified demonstratively,

insofar as they are deducible from such standards according to the systematic and

.._r32Maclntyre,-.ll4roseJustice?WhichRationaliry,354,360;ThreeRivalVersiottsofMoralEnquiry,l16;
"Traditions and Conflicrs, " 9.

-- rrrMaclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, 88; Filsr Principtes, Final Ends, and.
Contenporary Philosophical Issues, 43-44 .-
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hierarchical framework proper to the victorious tradition.

Implicit in this two-tiered theory of rational justification, however, and about

which we have so far remained relatively silent, is Maclntyre,s defense of the role of

truth in tradition-constituted enquiry. As has been mentioned in our discussion of his

notion of tradition in general, it is the concept of truth which ultimately figures to be

the most important aspect of Maclntyre's account of philosophical methodology.

Therefore, in order to complete our interpretation of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry, it is to a more extended examination of his conception of truth that we must

now turn.

2,4 Truth in Tradition-Constituted Enquiry

Insofar as it is possible to treat the question of rational justification separately

from that of truth, as we have done so far, it appears that there is relatively little

misunderstanding regarding Maclntyre's theory of rational justification by those who

have attempted to interpret his work. on the question of truth, however, substantial

misinterpretation abounds, not only with respect to its role in tradition-constituted

enquiry, but also, even among those who appear to have recognized its proper

function, concerning the conception of truth that Maclntyre advances in general.

Further, when such serious distortions of Maclntyre,s theory of truth have been

identified, not only are there serious questions raised about the apparent adequacy of

the generally agreed upon interpretation of his theory of rational justification, but it

becomes evident that his overall programme of developing an account of philosophical

methodology as a tradition-constituted enterprise has been profoundly misunderstood.
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Thus, in order to finally complete both our interpretation of his theory of rational

justification and our interpretation of his account tradition-constituted enquiry in

general, we shall now attempt to provide a more adequate understanding of

Maclntyre's theory of truth, first by more generally examining its role in tradition-

constituted enquiry, and second, by looking at the conception of truth that Mâclntyre

develops in o¡der to perform such a role.

Perhaps the paradigmatic representâtive of those who have misunderstood the

¡ole of truth in Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology is Robert stern.

According to Stern, Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is best understood in

comparison with the conception of methodology developed by Larry Laudan in the

context of the philosophy of science.r3a Making Maclntyrian-sounding noises,

Laudan hopes to construct an alternative both to relativism, represented in the

philosophy of science by the work of Paul Feyerabend, and to the equally problematic

"irrationalist"r3s position represented by Thomas Kuhn, by developing a conception

of scientific rational enquiry in which there can be no appeal to standards extemal to

particular scientific theories, but which can nevertheless capture the ideas of progress

and rational justification with respect to theory-change.136 In order to do so,

l,audan argues rhat rational justification is to be identified with scientific progress,

- .rvRobeñ.Stern, "Maclntyre-and Hisl.oricism, " in After Machtryre: Critical perspectives on the Work
olAlasdair Maclnty.¡¿, cd. Joh¡ Horton-and Susan Menðus (Notre Dame: University'of Notre Dame Press,
1994)' l5l. see also Robert stem, "Hegel and rhe New Hisroricism, " Bulterin óÍthe Heget sociery of
Great Britain 2l -22 (1990): 6t-63.

- I3sFor I¿uda¡'s characterization of Kuhn's irrationalism, as the position according fo \.vhich the
determination of rational progress is impossible in principle, seé La¡ry Làudæ, progress a'n¿ ts prøteins
(Berkeley: University of ^caïromia pieli, tdiUZ. -'''-'--- --''
^ 

r36For this g€-n-eral characterization of Laudan's project, see Latdan, progress and Its problens, l-g.
See also Stem, "Maclntyre and Historicism," l5l; I'Hégel and rhe New Hist'oricis m,,' 61-62.
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where progress does not depend on "such transcendental properties as truth,',r37 but

is rather to be understood in terms of "advancement in problem-solving capacity.,,r38

It is at this point that Stem locates the significance of the comparison between

Maclntyre and l,audan, claiming that "like Laudan Maclntyre abandons any talk of

such transcendental properties as universal validity or timeless tuth."t3e It is

important to notice, however, that Stern's interpretation of the role of truth in

Maclntyre rests entirely on the recognition that his conception of dialectical

justification among competing traditions of enquiry bears many similârities to

l¿udan's conception of scientific methodology.rao What it is not based on is an

examination of Maclntyre's discussion of truth, for as stern sees it there is no such

discussion. That is, according to Stern, truth has no role to play in Maclntyre,s

tradition-constituted enquiry.

It is not unconìmon to find the kind of interpretation of Maclntyre that Stern

advances, whereby it is claimed, on the basis of Maclntyre's position that there are no

standards of rational justification which are not internal to some particular tradition,

that tradition-constituted enquiry therefore functions without any kind of ¡eference to

the concept of truth.r4r However, despite the apparent similarity between Maclntyre

__ 
Itl-audan, "A P¡oblem-Solving Approach to Scientific progress,' in Scienrific Revolutiotß. ed. lar

Hacking (tondon: oxford universiry prèss, l98t), 145; æ quo¡ðd ilbt""r. ;uáóiitìvt. 
"ìtã 

H-iii,l¡"i.Ål'r5l. . See qllo L_a!dp. progress-and lts probiems,' 22:ni and no¡Àir ó;Ãüíö-Crsräiliiü-'i,ila
Knowledge (New York: Routledge, 1989), 89.

r36Stern, "Maclntyre and Historicism," 15l.
__. "'lr9-, "Maclntyre and Historicism,', 152 (emphasis added). See also Stem, ,,Hegel and the New
Historicism, " 62.

¡€See Stem, "Maclntyre a¡d Hisroricism,', 15l-153.
_ _totFo! others who have made Ìvhat amounts to the same interpretation as Stem, see, e.g., Gordon
Graham, "Maclnty¡e's Fusion of History and Philosoohv, '' in After lilaclnnre: Criticai PerinecTiies on the
work or Ahsdair Maclntyre, 168; Paul sanrilli, "Maclntvre ón Rationalitv a¡d rradiriori." L\cen 1t1
(19E9): l2 Others are not as explicil as Stem, but nevenheless provide aí interçrretation óf Mactnryre'i
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and l¿udan on the question of the rational justification among competing traditions

that Stern appeals to, a closer reading of Maclntyre reveals that he has quite a

different conception of the role of truth in enquiry than the one that stern attributes to

him. In fact, far from having abandoned it, the idea of truth is to be found at the

very heart of Maclntyre's account of philosophical methodology. As we have already

mentioned, truth is an essential component of Maclntyre's teleological conception of

tradition in general, being that which provides a tradition with its /¿/or. Thus,

although different traditions may be variously supported by appeal to rival and at

times even incommensurable standards of ¡ational justification, Maclntyre claims that

each tradition of intellectual enquiry presents its own key theses as true.ra2 Further,

it is precisely because traditions share such a commitment to the truth of their own

claims that the encounter between rival traditions can give rise to progress in enquiry,

such that the kind of rational superiority of one such tradition over another can be

unambiguously asserted. For when the incompatible claims to truth made by two

rival traditions of enquiry confront each other, what the adherents of each of the

lradition-constituted enquiry which leaves out any mention of the role of truth whatsoever. concentratins
soleìy on hìs theory of rátional jusrificarion amon¡i compering tradirions. As such, they sive rÈ ñila;ilEoI tne Rlnd ot rnterpretation thal. stem much more clearly provides. see, e.s.. Juliã Ãnnas. "Machtvre
on T_raditions," Philosophy and public Affairs l8:4 (1989i: 388-404; LiieliE. cady, "Foúndarions ís.
Scaffolding: the Possibilìty ofJustificatio¡iin a¡ Histo¡ìcist Ápp¡oactl to ¡r¡ic s." Ilnio¡t'i¿ninan ouartertt,
Rev¡e\) 41:2 (1987)t 45-62, see esp. her proposal thar a gieãter respect for rhe role of trutÉin-enouirí
proudes ar altemative ro Maclntyre's approach, 57-60; Peter J. Mèhl, "ln rhe Twilisht of Mode¡ilitv:
Maclnryre a¡d Mjtchell on Moral Traditiriris and Their Assessmenr, " Joø¡[a/ o f Retipiouí Ethics l9 ( l99l'):2l-)4' see esP. the section "Tradition-Constituted and Tradirion-Constitutivd Ratiõnalirv. " 33-36.' Fo¡'a
Tucn more apPropriate interpretation of the role of fruth in Maclntvre's tradition-constitlted enouirv. one
thal is similar to our own interpretation thar will be provided in whär follows, see Doody. "Maclhtvié and
Habermas on P¡acrical Reæon," 143-158, esp. l5i-152: John Halda¡e. "Maclntv¡e's-fhomist devival:
what Nexr?" in Afler Maclnlyre: Crilical Peispectives on the Work of Àlasdair triaclnnre (Norre Dame:
university-of Notre Dame Press, 1994), 9l-l0i; Milbaîk, Theoloeybnd social rheory: Bàond secutar
Reason, 339-34-7; and, to a cenain extenr, Hibbs, "Maclnryre, Tra-dÍtion, and rhe chrisiian Étritosopnei,"
2ll-233, esp. 213-214.

ra2Maclnlyre, 'A Partial Response to My Critics,,' 295.
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respective traditions know is that at least one of them must have been mistaken about

the status of its own key theses. In other words, what the problems resulting in a

tradition's lapsing into epistemological crisis make known, among other things, is that

the tradition's claims to truth can no longer be sustained.la3 Further, if the tradition

were not committed to the truth of its own key theses, such problems would not

furnish a reason either to try to ¡esolve them or, if resolution proves to be impossible,

to seek out new alternatives provided by other traditions. Consequently, it is

important to recognize that the concept of truth as a telos is not only presupposed in

Maclntyre's account of the important phenomena of epistemological crises, but it is

also central to the theory of rational justification among competing traditions that

Maclntyre develops in order to finally overcome the problem of relativism.

We are now in a better position to appreciate the contrast between Stern,s

understanding of the role of truth in tradition-constituted enquiry and Maclntyre's own

understanding of the role of truth. Based on what appears to be a similar emphasis on

p¡ogress in the ability to solve problems, Stern argues that Maclntyre, like Laudan,

appeals to the concept of progress as an alternative to that of truth. However, fo¡ the

kinds of reasons discussed above, Maclntyre explicitly contrasts his own conception

of philosophical methodology with that of l¿udan, claiming that progress itself cannot

be properly understood without ¡eference to truth,r44 and that ,,any attempt to

eliminate the notion of truth from that of enquiry [is] bound to fail. "r45 Thus,

ra3Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Whích Rationality ? , 356.
¡aMaclntyre, "A Partial Response to My Critics," 297.

'451bid,,298.
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despite the appearance of similarity on the surface, the attempt to interpret Maclntyre

on the basis of a comparison with Laudan's philosophy of science is gravely

misleading. Rather, insofar as he takes his tradition-constituted enquiry to be related

to contemporary philosophy of science at all, it is with Imre l¿katos that Maclntyre

prefers to compare it.ra6 Like l¿udan, lákatos attempts to provide an alternative to

both the relativism of Feyerabend and the irrationalism of Kuhn.raT However,

although his theory of rational justification among competing traditions or "research

programmes, " to use Lakatos's own terminology, is to be understood in terms of

p¡ogress or degeneration in respect of "problemshifts, "ra8 l,akatos does not stop

here as l¿udan does. Rather, for låkatos, progress and degeneration in respect of

problem solving are themselves only intelligible by reference to the concept of

truth,r4e Thus, it may be suggested that it is Lakatos and not Laudan to whom

appeal may be made in order to unde¡stand the role that truth plays in Maclntyre,s

lradition-constituted enquiry.r50 However, it is important to register a note of

caution at this point. Maclntyre himself has become increasingly hesitant to speak of

his tradition-constituted enquiry in the context of contemporary philosophy of science,

most likely because of his awareness of the serious threat that the problem of point of

view poses to the consistency of his overall programme. Although the comparison of

r6Maclntyre, "Episremological Crises, Dramatic Na¡rative, and the philosophy of Science, " 46g.
ra?See, e.g , Imre Lakalos, The Melhod.olopy ofScientifrc Research Propranntes: Philosoohical Paners.

Volwne 1, ed. John Wonall and Gregory Curiíe (Cambriäge: Cambridge üniversity presi,iSfSl, 9,-fi.
'¡EIbid.,33-34,.114.
'4rlbid., 8-9, 100-101, 155-159.

. . .rsoOn the imponance of comparing Maclntyre with Lâkatos for the purpose of rescuing him from the
kind of confused interpretation provided bv Stern, I aÌn indebted [o ãn unpublished oaõer bv Nancev
Murphy, "Religion a¡d the Methbds of Sciénce," delive¡ed at rhe 1994 Annúal Meeting oi the Âmericañ
Academy of Religion, Chicago, November 20, 1994.
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Maclntyre with l¿katos provides a needed alternative to the serious misinterpretation

of Maclntyre provided by stern, it is primarily with the tradition of Aristotle that

Maclntyre places his own allegiance. And while this does not mean that there cannot

be significant overlap between Aristotelian and l¿katosian themes, we must be careful

not to let the comparison with Lakatos take Maclntyre out of his preferred

Aristotelian context. In order to thus be in a position to examine the continuity of his

understanding of truth with that of Atistotle, we shall move beyond our look at

Maclntyre's understanding of Íhe rote of truth in enquiry to a mo¡e detailed

examination of what he says about the nature of truth.

Perhaps the most basic claim that Maclntyre makes about the nature of truth is

that it is timeless and universal in scope.r5r In fact, it is precisely insofar as truth is

timeless and universal that it is so indispensable to Maclntyre's conception of

dialectical justification, a role which stem and others have failed to appreciate.

However, it is important to recognize that Maclntyre distinguishes between truth as

The telos of enquiry and our basis for testing claims to truth in the p¡esent. It is as

fhe telos of enquiry that truth is to be understood as timeless and universal, and

therefore independent of and external to any particular tradition of enquiry.

Accordingly, Maclntyre maintains that "any claim to truth involves a claim that no

consideration advanced from any point of view can overthrow or subvert that

--'flMaclntyre,whoseJustice?whichRationatiry?,9,363:ThreeRivalversionsofMoralEnauin'-65-ó6; "lncoÍnnensurability, Truth, and the Conve¡sâtion Berween Confucia¡s and Arisrotelians Áuoii rh.
Vinues," I13.
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claim. 'i 
r52 However, although the timelessness and universality of truth as a telos

does give it a positive function in Maclntyre's conception of philosophical

methodology, it is not the case Maclntyre has introduced a tradition-independent

standpoint from which to judge such claims, thereby violating his own prohibition.

Rather, the evaluation of any claim to truth in the present is a matter of subjecting it

fo the kind of dialectical testing which takes place through the confrontation with rival

systems of thought.ls3 Since claims to truth are taken to have timeless and universal

application, any ability to show that they are not so applicable is sufficient to defeat

them. Thus, Maclntyre concludes that "what can be justifiably claimed as true is

what has sufficiently withstood the dialectical questioning and framing of

objections. "r5a But more importantly for our present purposes, it is the conception

of the nature of truth as a timeless and universal f¿los of enquiry that Maclntyre

develops in order to maintain such a conception of rational justification.

It is at this point, however, that we must consider another common

misunderstanding of Maclntyre's theory of truth. on the basis of his description of

truth as the telos or goal towards which enquiry is directed, it has been claimed by

some cotnmentators that Maclntyre's conception of truth is to be understood in terms

of the pragmatist notion of warranted assertibility. For example, Joan Franks has

argued that Maclntyre's claim that "as a result of dialectical testing and the framing of

r52Maclntyre, "Incommensurability, Truth, and the Conversation Between Confucians and Aristotelians
About the Viiruds. " I t3.

¡5rMaclntyre, Wose Justice? Which Ratio alitv?. 358; "lncommensurabilitv. Trurh- and rhe
Conversation Between Confucians and Aristotelians About the Vinues," ll2.

rs{Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Wtlich Rationatiîy?, 3SB.
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objections, the claims to truth lbecome] more and more appropriate, ',rss is

reminiscent of Dewey's claim that ". . .the distinction between 'true' and 'false' is to

be found in the relation which propositíol?r, as means of inquiry, have to ... those

existential consequences which ... satisfy (meet, fulfill) conditions set by occurrences

that constitute a problem.... "156 Similarly, Thomas Hibbs has claimed that

Maclntyre's account of truth as the goal of enquiry is to be understood in terms of the

"modest" notion of warranted assertibility, which, having recognized the "limits of

human discourse, " sees truth as something towards which we can only advance by

degrees.rs? In other words, both Franks and Hibbs interpret Maclntyre,s account of

truth as the goal of a contextualized or tradition-dependent conception of ¡ational

enquiry as having tempered the concept of truth by equating it to that which can be

legitimately asserted on the basis of the standards which inform a particular tradition

of enquiry.tss

In response to the "warranted assertibility interpretation, ,, however, it must be

recalled that it is insofa¡ as he describes truth as a telos thaf Maclntyre understands it

to be timeless and universal. Thus, while such an interpretation app¡opriately

recognizes his characterization of truth as the goal of enquiry, what is problematic is

that it does not sufficiently appreciate Maclntyre's claim regarding the timelessness,

rs5Joan M. Franks, "Aristotle or Nietzsche?', Lístening 26:2 (1991): 159.

- -- 
rs6John Dewey, "Propositions, Warranted Assertibility and Truth.,, Jounnl of philosoDhy 38 (1941\l

352; as quoted by Franks, "Arisrotle or Nierzsche?" 159-(he ellipsei are Franls"'s).
rs?Hibbs, "Maclntyre, Tradition, and the Chrisria¡ philosophãr, " 213.
r58This summary statement of the interpretation of Maclntyre's conceotÍon of truth in rerms of

waranted assenibility, which, I think, adequaiely reflects the geneiaì thrust ofthe intemrerations orovided
Þy both Franks and Hibbs, is simila¡ to oñe rhar has been mãde by Michael p. Maxúell, "A Dialecrical
Encounter Between Maclnryre and t¡ner^gan on the Thomistic undeistanding o fRarionaliti," INe;;ni;nal
Philosophical Quarîerly 3j:4 (1993): 38"8.
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universality, and tradition-independence of truth. As Maclntyre himself has

recognized, the concept of warranted assertibility, at least insofar as it has been

attributed to him by the likes of Franks and Hibbs, always has application only from

the point of view of and according to the stândards of some particular tradition of

enquiry.rse But for Maclntyre, as we have seen, what is significant about the

concept of truth is that it is independent of any point of view whatsoever.ro Thus,

to understand Maclntyre's conception of truth in terms of warranted assertibility is to

have missed precisely those aspect that he takes to be so central to it. In addition to

their having overlooked his position on the timelessness and universality of truth, the

wârranted assertibility interpretation has introduced a further misunderstanding of

Maclntyre's account of the nafure of truth, which must also be corrected, namely that

as a result of dialectical testing the claims to truth become more and more

appropriate.16r Although such an interpretation does seem plausible given the

description of truth as fhe telos or goal of enquiry, Maclntyre himself is not as

optimistic about the unidirectional and ever-increasing nafure of progress towards such

truth as Franks and Hibbs take him to be. Rather, as his account of epistemological

crises is supposed to show, a tradition's pursuit of truth is always fallible in the sense

that it is always possible that it may be discovered at some future time that its key

.^. 
r5lr4acþtyre, Wose Justice? Which Rationali,y?, 363, 3gg; Three Rival Versions of Moral Enauin,-

!21.; Firsr Principles, Final Ends, and contenporáry phitosopiriiiat ¡ssa¿r, 3z; nelãt¡üi;;,'Þ;;;;';,i
Philosophv_, " 39ó; "Inconmensurábiltry, Truih,'andìúe-c;;v;;!ålion rier*eein cóntu¿i;;¿ll¿ Aiirirråi";;
About the Vinues." I13.

... rdMaclnryre, 
.w?! ose Justice? which Rationality?, 963., Three Rival versions of Moral Enauin. 65-66:lnc¡nmensurablllty, lrulh, and the Conversation Between Confucians and Âristoteliani Abour t¡é

Virtues, " I13.
rórThis gloss-on Maclntyre's conccption of lruth as a t¿los is stared most clearlv by F¡a¡ls. but also

seems.to be lmpllclt.¡n Hibbs's.claim that we must " advance to truth by degrees"- (Hibbs, "t\iaclntyre,
tradltron, and rhe Chrisrian Philosopher," 213; italics added).
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theses do not have the timeless and universal application that they were previously

thought to have.162 That is, on the basis of his conception of truth as timeless and

universal, Maclntyre develops a doctrine of fallibilism according to which it is

possible that present claims to truth are actually inadequate in an way that has not yet

been discovered, and which is therefore incompatible with the conception of truth as

mere adequacy according to the best standards of one's particular tradition, since such

standards are always open to the possibility of future rejection.ró3 In summary,

then, while it may be appropriate to recognize that both Maclntyre and those who

understand truth in terms of the doctrine of warranted assertibilfy speak of truth as

the goal of enquiry, it is nevertheless Maclntyre's insistence on the timeless and

universal nature of truth as something beyond any particular tradition of enquiry that

makes his position very different from the doctrine of wananted assertibility.

Although it is in the context of the timelessness and universality of truth that

the crucial difference between Maclntyre and the doctrine of \.varranted assertibility is

best understood, closely related to this is a further aspect of Maclntyre,s theory of

truth that any adequate interpretation must consider, namely the notion of truth as

correspondence to reality. As we have already seen in our examination of his

conception of philosophy as a craft, Maclntyre builds a kind of realist distinction

'ó'?On fallibilism, see esp. WTrose ,/astice? Which Rationality, 360-361.

- . '634 similar point has been made by Porter, "Opemess and Conslraint: Mo¡al Reflecrion as Tradition-
Cuided Inquiry in Alasdair Maclntyre'! Recent Works, " 520. In faimess to Dewey. it must Ue recòenijeà
that his account of the doctrine of war¡anted assenibility is sensitive to rhe kind o'f îdlibilism repreiented
by Peirce and which is not altogether unlike the concept of fallibilism which is so ceniia io uäcl-tälü:l
tradrtron-constituted enquiry (see John Dewey, Lopic: The Theory of Inauim (New york: Henrv Holi a¡d
çompany, 1938),40; and Dewey, "Proposirións, Warra¡red Asse-ni6iliri, a:id Truth," l?2). Neíenheless,
insofa.r as the doctrine of warranted aslenibility has been atrribured to Maclntyre, 

'especíally 
by Frar:ks,

it implies a kind of progress_towards the tmth without serbacks, which Maclntyre'i ac'counr ôf iaiiulinm
is expressly developed to rule out.
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between seems and ¡s into the very notion of a craft in general.rs And when the

craft is philosophy as a tradition-constituted enterprise, it is in the context of truth that

the question of realism becomes relevant. For according to Maclntyre, although any

claim to truth witl be advanced from the point of view of some particular tradition of

enquiry, "what is then claimed is not that this is how things appear in the light of the

stândards of that point of view (something which the adherents of a ¡ival and

incompatible point of view need have no reason to deny), but how ihey are, a clatrn

in terms of fundamental ontology. "r6s In other words, Maclntyre defends a version

of the correspondence theory of truth, according to which judgements of truth or

falsity are made by ¡eference to a conception of reality or what ls which is external to

the tradition in which such claims to truth are uttered, and which is therefore beyond

the standards which provide the tradition with its criteria for war¡anted

assertibility. 16 However, since he goes to great lengths to distinguish his version of

the correspondence theory from what he claims is all too often generically referred to

as tåe correspondence theory of truth, such a general description of truth as

correspondence does not yet provide an adequate understanding of Maclntyre's theory

of truth. Thus, in order to gain a better understanding of Maclntyre's own theory of

truth, we must examine how he differentiates it from such an alte¡native account.

Perhaps the best way to approach this task is, as Maclntyre himself has

taSee supra, 6l-62.

_ r6Maclntyre, "lncommensurability, Truth, a¡d the Conversation Between Confucia¡s a¡d Aristotelians
A^bout the Vinues," ll3; italics Maclrityre's. See a.lso Maclntyrc, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry,
t2l-122.

_ ^ _ 
16ì4aclntyre, Wnse Justice? Which Rationality?, 356, 363: Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry,

121-122.
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suggested, to provide an answer to the question, "What is it precisely that corresponds

or fails to correspond to urhat?'r167 According to the contemporary epistemological

version of the conespondence theory with which Maclntyre contrasts his own

account, truth consists in the relationship of correspondence between a judgement or

assertion of some kind, on the one hand, and a non-linguistic item, typically a "fact,,,

on the other.r68 To put it in Maclntyre's own words, this version of the

correspondence theory is based on a conception of "a realm of facts independent of

judgement or of any other form of linguistic expression, so that judgements or

statements or sentences could be paired off with facts, truth or falsity being the

alleged relationship between the two. "r6e For Maclntyre, on the other hand,

although the relationship of correspondence is expressed in terms of judgements, it is

not the case that judgements themselves correspond to anything. Rather, judgements

and all other relevant linguistic expressions are to be seen merely as "secondary

expressions of intelligent thought which is or is not adequate in its dealings with its

objects, the realities of the social and rational world. "r70 In other words, Maclntyre

understands the relationship of correspondence, not as one which holds between

abstract judgements and facts, but as a relationship of adequation which holds between

'61bid., 356.
¡dMaclntyre, Wose Justice? Which Rarionali\?. 356-358. Accordine to Maclnrvre. this concenrion

of the correspondence theory received its canoniial statement by the liÍes of Benia¡ã Russell,'F.p.
Rgm¡gy, and the early Wittgênstein, but its begin¡ings may be (raced back to rhe "epistemological tum"
of philosophy represènred 6y the work of Dðscanei (lbiil., 356-35?; Three Rivai Versions- of Moral
Enquiry, 69).

¡6elbid., 357-358.
r7olbid., 356. See also Maclntyre, Three Riugt Versions of Moral Ertquiry, 68, ll0.
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an embodied mind and the objects with which it is engaged.rTr

Having said this much, however, there are th¡ee central features of

Maclntyre's account, namely the mind, the reality which is its proper object, and the

relationship of adequation, which we shall examine in turn in order to further clarify

his conception of truth as conespondence and exactly how it is to be distinguished

from the contemporary conception noted above. First, Maclntyre distinguishes the

conception of mind presupposed by his own version of the correspondence theory

from that which he takes to be more compatible with the contemporary version of the

correspondence theory discussed above. According to such an account, which he

refers to as the "solipsistic," "egoistic," and "self-sufficient" Cartesian conception of

mind, the mind is itself capable of achieving knowledge "from within, " so to speak,

somehow able to grasp the realm of facts which is wholly external to it, even if it has

not actually engaged them in any significant way.r12 For Maclntyre, on the other

hand, the mind is essentially active, "engaging with the natural and social world in

such activities as identification, reidentification, collecting, separating, classifying,

and naming and all this by touching, grasping, pointing, breaking down, building up,

calling to, answering to, and so on."173 Further, as Maclntyre conceives it, the

mind is not self-sufficiently able to attain that knowledge which results from its

having reached a level of adequation with its objects. Instead, it is to be seen as

¡TtMaclntyre, llhose Justice? Wz¡ch Rat¡onatit't ? . 356-35T iThree Rival Versions of Moral E¡touin'- 68-
1Q9; First Principles, Final Ends, and Contenpoiary Phílosophical Issues,43-44.

.-. 
r?2Maclrtyre, -114r ose Jusrice? Wich Rationatitl,?, 356; Three Rival Versions of Moral Ettquiry, ll0;

First Principles, Final Ends, and Conîenporary Philosophical Issues, 12.
f?3Maclntyre, Whose Justice? Which Ratio atiry?,356.
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beginning from initial stages in which knowledge is partial and inadequate, capable of

moving teleologically or intentionally towards "completing itself by becoming

formally identical with the objects of its knowledge, "I7a but nevertheless not

infallibly assured that such a goal will ever be reached. Finally, his account of mind

is not developed in egoistic, "first-person', terms, but rather from a ',third-person"

point of view, according to which any conception of rry mind is to be recognized as

only "one among many," and therefo¡e as something which must be incorporated into

an account of teleologically ordered minds in general.r?5 In fact, it is this point that

Maclntyre builds on in order to distinguish his tradition-constituted enquiry from the

more nanow conception of philosophy as an epistemological enterprise that has

become dominant since the time of Descartes. Whereas he takes contemporary

epistemology to be essentially a first-person project, in which the quest for the

certainty of my own knowledge becomes the central task required in order to respond

to the sceptic, Maclntyre characterizes his t¡adition-constituted enquiry as a third-

person enterprise, according to which the idea knowledge as one's own is a secondary

phenomenon, "to be understood in light of the objects of knowledge and not vice

versa. " 
l7ó

A second aspect of Maclntyre's version of the conespondence theory that must

be considered is that of the mind's so-called objects, or the question of what kind of

.^ IraMaclntyre, First Principles, FinalEnds, and contenporary philosophical Issues,12. seealsoibid.,13,45.

'?5lbid., 12, 45.

__..ltYggllql-., Three Riual ,Veniotts of Moral Enquiry, 69. See also Maclntyre, First principles, Fitnl
Ends, atú Conrenpora.ry Philosophical ßsues, ll-i2.-
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realism it is that is involved in his account of truth. As we have already mentioned,

Maclntyre distinguishes his conception of realism from that which sees reality in

terms of a realm of facts. Whereas such facts are to be seen as highly specified

atomic items which may be paired with specific judgements, the conception of reality

that Maclntyre appeals to is to be understood in much more general terms. Rather

than a conception of reality as divided up into clearly specified atomic facts to which

appeal can be made in o¡der to evaluate the truth or falsity of judgements,

Maclntyre's conception of reality, like that of truth in general, is better understood as

that towards which the mind is directed. Although it may not always be appropriately

represented by us, especially in the begiruring stages of enquiry, there is nevertheless

an awareness of reality as it is with which the mind is engaged, and towards an

adequate representation of which the mind hopes to be progressing. However, to say

that Maclntyre's conception of reality is best understood in such general terms does

not mean that he does not have any definite commitments regarding the conception of

realism. Perhaps most importantly he describes the version of realism that he defends

as "externalist" or metaphysical in contrast to the theory known as "internal realism."

According to Maclntyre, the doctrine of internal realism states there can be no reality

external to a "web of beliefs" of the "overall community of enquiry, " since in order

to compare our judgements to any reality external to that web "we should have to

already have beliefs about lthat reality] and have understood certain of oul concepts
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as having application to it. nr77 Further, not un¡elated to his rejection of the

conception of truth as wananted assertibility, Maclntyre claims that once the idea of

an "overall community of enquiry" has been rejected in favour of the existence of

rival and incommensurable traditions of enquiry, the doctrine of internal realism leads

inescapably to the kind of relativism that he has already shown to be an unjustified

conclusion from the admission of significant incommensurability. Thus, although

rep¡esentations of reality can only be made from within some particular tradition, it is

a conception of reality itself as independent of and external to each and every

particular tradition that is central to Maclntyre's correspondence theory of truth.

Finally, we must examine the relationship of adequation between the mind and

reality which is necessary for truth. Briefly stated, Maclntyre claims that ,'the mind

is adequate to its objects insofar as the expectations which it frames on the basis [of

its engagement with the natural and social worldl are not liable to disappointment and

the remembering which it engages in enables it to return to and recover what it had

encountered previously, whether the objects themselves are still present or not. "r?8

That is, the mind forms representations of the objects--reality--with which it is

engaged, which may or may not be adequate representations of that reality.

However, it is not the case that there is a kind of privileged access to reality which

allows for the determination of whether such expectations or representations are

¡TMaclntyre, Whose Justice? Which Rationatity?, 168-169. Maclntyre attributes the rheorv of intemal
realism primarily to Hilary Putnam, who coined the terminoloev. bur claims that it can be átrributed to
gegel and T. H. Green as well. For Putnam's account of in-témal realism, see, e.g., Hilary purnam,
Reason, Tnfih and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 1981).

r?EMaclntyre, Whose Justice? Wltich RationaliÌ,?, 356.
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adequate, although it has been argued that such access is required for the version of

correspondence theory in which there is a kind of one-to-one picturing between

particular judgments and facts. Rather, the determination of adequation is a matter of

the kind of dialectical testing that we have already discussed in our examination of

Maclntyre's account of rational justification in tradition-constituted enquiry. When a

scheme of the mind's representations proves to be unsusceptible to the problems of

incoherence and internal contradiction, and, further, can both explain and provide a

solution to such problems in rival schemes of representation, it may legitimately be

concluded that the mind is adequate to the reality it claims to represent, and thus that

such a scheme is true. On the other hand, the failure of the mind to represent reality

can be determined by its inability to withstand dialectical testing, at which point

falsity, that is, the inadequacy of the mind to its objects, has been established.r?e

Notice, however, that since reality is to be understood according to the doctrine of

external ¡ealism discussed above, falsity always ¡epresents a failure of the mind and

not of its objects, and that it is the mind which stands in need of correction.rsO

Thus, despite his acceptânce of the doctrine of fallibilism, Maclntyre maintains that it

always remains possible that error may be overcome by the mind's eventually

becoming adequate to its objects, such that the relos of truth may finally be achieved.

In summary, we have seen that the role of truth is essentiâl to Maclntyre,s

tradition-constituted enquiry, and that his account of philosophical methodology as a

tradition-constituted enterprise is significantly distorted if the importance of truth is

r7elbid.,35?.
rEoibid.
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overlooked as it has been by some interpreters. Further, the conception of truth that

Maclntyre develops is to be seen as fhe telos of enquiry which is timeless and

universal in scope, and thus cannot be simply equated with the notion of warranted

assertibility. Finally, truth is to be understood in terms of correspondence with

reality, or more specifically in terms of a relationship of adequation which holds

between an active mind, on the one hand, and reality--the so-called object of the

mind--on the other. Nevertheless, claims to truth are to be justified by their success

in the kind of dialectical encounter that takes place between rival and even

incommensurable traditions of enquiry. In other words, whereas truth, being the

object of enquiry, is timeless, universal, and external to any particular point of view,

the method of enquiry always operates within the context of some particular

tradition.rsr For, according to Maclntyre, it is only insofar as philosophical enquiry

begins within the context of some particular t¡adition of enquiry that it can approach

that truth which is the timeless and universal adequafion of the mind to the reality

which constitutes its proper object.

. rErThis. way of understanding Maclntyre's tradition-consl ituted enquiry in terms of a distinction between
the.method-of enquiry and the óbject of enquiry has appropriately bêen'advanced by John Haldane. sei
Halda¡e, "Maclntyre's Thomisr Revival: WïaiNexr?'' i04.



3
Aristotle's Conception of

Philosophical Methodology

An objection commonly raised against Maclntyre is that his account of

tradition-constituted enquiry, which we examined in the previous chapter, violates his

own claim that there are no standards of rational justification to which appeal can be

made in adjudicating between rival traditions which are not themselves internal to

some particular tradition of enquiry. For example, Peter Mehl has argued that a close

examination of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry reveals that despite his

incessant claims to the contrary, Maclntyre himself appeals to tradition-independent

standards, such as coherence, consistency, comprehensiveness, and explanatory

power, in developing his account of the rational justification among competing

traditions of enquiry.¡ Similarly, Terence Irwin has maintained that Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry is not as tradition-dependent as he himself claims it is,

since in his attempt to avoid relativism, with which he admittedly shares some initial

premises, Maclntyre covertly appeals to objective standards which are independent of

'Peter J. Mehl, "ln the Twilight of Modemity: Maclntyre and Mitchell on Moral Traditions and Their
Assessment," Journal of Religious Ethics 19 (1991): 33-j6.
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traditions, the very thing which he elsewhere claimed to have rejected.2 There does

appear to be some minor disagreement between Mehl and lrwin in their respective

interpretations of exactly what the standards are that they accuse Maclntyre of

illegitimately appealing to.3 Nevertheless, what these two objections share is the

more general claim that Maclntyre develops a conception of rational justification

among competing traditions of enquiry which, despite his fundamental claims to the

contrary, rests upon the existence of universal standards that can be applied to any

particular tradition and are therefore, by Maclntyre,s own criteria, tradition-

independent. a

Despite its seeming popularity, however, such an objection to Maclntyre,s

tradition-constituted enquiry is somewhat misdirected, or at least significantly out of

date. In fact, it actually betrays a significant misunde¡standing of Maclntyre's overall

project in its more mature expression.s lVhile it is correct to recognize that

Maclntyre's account of rational justification among competing traditions does appeal

to standards of coherence and consistency which can be applied in the process of

evaluating any particular tradition of enquiry, what the objection overlooks is the fact

that these standards themselves are defended by Maclntyre only insofar as they a¡e

..^^lerence lrwin, "Tradition and Reason in the History of Ethics," social philosophy and policy 7:1(1989):56-57.

. 
3At least, lrwin is not æ willing as Mehl is to offe¡ a mo¡e sÞecific characterization of what the

universal standards ofjustification thãr Maclntyre supposedly appeaÅ to ionsiJiin. -_ -- - - -'
aFor further statements ofthis common objection to Maclntyre;s tradition-constituted enquiry, although

somewhat less developed than the two we ïave considered. see. e.e.. susan Feldma¡.' "óúiectivitî
Pluralism a¡d Relariviim: A critique of Macrntyre's Theory ót virtueT;'sõilleri j;,;;r;i or püt;;;iítl
21;] (1986)t 316; Ernily R. Gill, "Mactnryre, Rárionaliry, ó¿ itre ii¡"i¿ Tradition." potiy'24t3 'lgöz\l
4)Õ-4)7;.. and lan Markham, "Faith and Reæon: Réflecrions on Maclntyre's Traditión-conirirutéd
Enquiry, " Religious Studies 27 (1991): 265-266.

, .,sSee ,supra,..31 '55. for our attempt to distinguish Maclntyre's early work from his more mature
phrlosophlcal etlons which have been the focus of our present study.
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situated wilhin the context of a particular tradition of enquiry, namely that of

Aristotelianism. That is to say, it is not the case that Maclntyre is appealing to the

abstract notions of coherence and consistency as such. This way of putting it would

not be an inappropriate description of a tendency which is implicit in much of his

early work. But that was before he became aware of the extent to which such a

position was plagued by the so-called problem of point of view, as we have seen in

our examination of Maclntyre's intellectual development in the previous chapter.

Rather, Maclntyre's more mature position, which is what we have been concentrating

on, is that the conception of philosophical methodology which is to be attributed to

the tradition of Aristotelianism itself emerges as rationally superior to the other

relevant traditiòns of enquiry, in that it can provide an explanation of as well as a

solution to not only what is problematic with such traditions, but also to that which

such alternative accounts take to be problematic with it. Although he appeals to the

concepts of coherence and consistency in an attempt to provide an account for the

evaluation of the rational superiority between some one tradition and any other

relevant position with which it competes, it is not the case that such an account is in

direct violation of his claim that philosophy takes place though the vehicle of

particular traditions of enquiry, as the objection suggests. Thus, perhaps the most

important question with which to begin an evaluation of Maclntyre's tradition-

constihrted enquiry is not so much whether Maclntyre has contradicted his own claim

that philosophy is essentially a tradition-dependent enterprise, but whether his account

is an adequate expression of the tradition of Aristotelianism which he claims to
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represent. It is such a question that has been raised in one way or another by each of

the four objections to the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry

to which our overall study is an attempt to provide an answer. For if Maclntyre's

conception of philosophical methodology does not adequately reflect the approach of

Aristotle, then it might after all be the case that Maclntyre has been unable to

overcome the problem of point of view, thereby violating his own conception of

philosophy as a tradition-constituted enterprise. At the very least, he may be charged

with misunderstanding the Aristotelian tradition that he claims to represent.

Having provided an interpretation of Maclntyre's conception of philosophical

methodology as tradition-constituted enquiry in the previous chapter, we turn in this

chapter to a consideration of the conception of philosophical methodology that may be

attributed to Aristotle.6 Once again, it is important to reiterate that the primary goal

of our study is an evaluation of the adequacy of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry as an Aristotelian concept. Accordingly, as in our examination of Maclntyre,

our examination of Aristotle will to a certain extent be guided by the kinds of issues

raised by the four objections to Maclntyre's Aristotelianism outlined in chapter 1.

For once we have completed such an interpretation of Aristotle, we will be in a

6lt is appropriate, at this point, to offer a word of clârification on our refe¡ence to Aristotle's
conception of "plilosophical melhodology" or "philosophicaì enquiry. " We a¡e nor assuming thar there
is an equivalent Greek term used by Aristotle tbar may simply be translated as "philosophical methodology"
or 'phìlosophìcal enquiry." Raíher, this terminoÍogy ìs-used as a means'of refèrring to Aristot-lé's
equivalent of the three ¿entral components of Maclntyre-'! conception ofphilosophical metho--doloey. namelv
di-alectical justification, demonstrâtive justifìcation, and truth.^ Thus, in ¡eferiing ro rhe task olôir¡ stuAí
as an exarnination of the relationship rif Maclntyre's conception of philosophicã methodology to that oÏ
Aristotle, we mean that it is a compaiison of MaðIntyre's noiions of<iialectidal justification, dði¡onstrative
justification, and truth are compaìible with the way they are cha.racterized aird employeá in A¡isrotle's
work. However, it will often be more convenient if;throilghout our interpretation ofAristotle, we simply
refer to Aristotle's conception of "philosophical methodology" instead òf listing each of the individì¡ál
components that this is meant to refe¡ to.
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position to return, in the following chapter, to a more explicit discussion of the four

objections in orde¡ to finally settle the question of the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry.

1. Aristotle and the Question of Relativism

In our discussion of Maclntyre in the previous chapter, we suggested that his

tradition-constituted enquiry may be seen as an extended attempt to provide an

alternative to the problem of relativism. In a similar way, the question of relativism

turns out to be an imporlant one for Aristotle as well. However, while Maclntyre

was forced to deal with the problem of relativism because of his argument in favour

of the phenomenon of incommensurability, Aristotle's discussion of relativism is not

similarly motivated by the acceptance of an incommensurability thesis of any kind.

Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that there is such a diffe¡ence of motivation in their

arguments against relativism, Maclntyre claims that Aristotle's philosophy provides

the resources required to respond to the problem of relativism as it is raised by the

various theses regarding existence of incommensurability.T Further, just as we saw

to be the case with Maclntyre, Aristotle's discussion of relativism is essentially

related to his account of philosophical methodology in general.s Thus, it will be

worthwhile to briefly consider Aristotle's discussion of the problem of relativism

?See, e.g., Maclntyre, Three Rival Versions of Moral Enø¿¿iry (Notre Dame: Universirv of Not¡e Dame
Press, 1990), 122, where Maclntyre attributes ihe questiori of iÀcommensurabjlitv to the Iikes of such
contemporary thinkers as Gaston Bachelard, Thomás Kuhn, paul Feyerabend, aíd Donald Davidson.
Although this claim is made in the context of a discussion of'the relevánce of Aouinas to the ouestion of
incommensurability, an analogous posirion regarding the releva¡ce of Aristotlè is clea¡ly iinplied by
M_aclsl.yre's more general claim lhat his account of tradition-consrituted enquiry is based on the philosophy
of A¡istotle as well as on rhat of Aquinas.

-. ^tTllr^glflq hus been made by J. D. G. Evans, ,'Aristotle on Relarivism,,' philosophical euartert¡'24:96 (1974): 193.
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before we move on to a more direct examination of the conceptions of justification

and truth that he provides as an altemative to it.

We may begin by recalling that although he ultimately claims that his tradition-

constituted enquiry is able to resist the slide into what we have referred to as "full-

blown relativism, " Maclntyre recognizes that his position is in at least partial

agreement with that of the relativist.e In a similar manner, it has been argued by

Evans that although Aristotle rejects relativism in its extreme form, there are

nevertheless certain aspects of the relativist position with which he is in agreement.r0

In fact, Evans claims that Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology is best

seen as a via media between the extreme relativism represented by Protagoras and the

extreme realism of Plato, since he does not defend one position over and against the

other, but rather accepts the relative merits of each, a position which Evans elucidates

by an appeal to Aristotle's discussion of the object of wish (ro boulëton).tt Central

to Aristotle's analysis of the faculty of wish (boulësis) and its objects is the logical

distinction between the qualified and unqualified forms of a concept, such that he can

claim that " the true and unqualified object of wish is the good, but fhe object of each

eSee supra,7l-72.

_. .'oEyans,,- ",Aristotle on Relativism," 192-203, esp.20l. See also Evans, Aristotle's Concept of
Dialectic, 62-63, 6'l -68, 7 1-'13.

__ ffry-Egns, "Aristotle on Relarivism," 193, 2Ol Evans, Aristotle's Concept ofDialectic, 62-63,67-
68,71-73. Evans does not restrict his interpretation of Aristotle's treatment of reiativism to-the accbunt
of the principle of non-contradiction in Met. l, which would be the most obvious place to look. Rather,
he claims that a proper understanding of Aristotle's position on relativism doés well to look at his
discussion of rhe object of wish (åotl¿sis) in EN t-4 (1113a15-lll3b3) (see Evans, ',Arisrorle on
Relativism, " 196-202: Aistotle's Concepr oÍ Dialecîic, 53-61), whose relarionship to the principle of non-
contradiction account is indicated by a c-ential passage from t'íe Topics (Top. 141a26-142à16) (ìee Evans,
"Aristotle on Relativism," 202-20i; Aristotle\ Concept of Dialectic. 68-73). Eva¡s's intemreration of
Aristotle's response to the problem of relativism is'thuõ preferable to thát of lrwin, whô ¡elies too
exclusively, 

-l 
think, on the account of the principle of non-contradiction (see T . H. bwin, Aristotle's First

Principles (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 189-196).
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man's wish is what appears good to him. "12 Having introduced such a distinction,

Aristotle can agree with the realist claim that the object of the faculty is independent

from any particular exercise of it, without going to the extreme position of completely

divorcing the object from all exercises of the faculty.13 Rather, as is indicated by

his claim that it is characteristic of the object of wish that it be the object of the good

person's wish,Ia Aristotle recognizes that there is an important connection between

the faculty and its objects. However, he does not go as far as the extreme relativist

does, "making the exercise of the faculty a defining criterion of its object."rs In

summary, then, Aristotle objects to the extreme realist position by claiming that we

camot adequately discuss the object of wish without reference to role of the faculty,

but maintains that this does not mean that the exercise of faculty itself determines its

object, as the extreme relativist would have it.16

Although Evans's interpretation of Aristotle's position on relativism with

respect to the object of wish is valuable in its own right, what is more important for

the purposes of our study is the fact that Evans uses such an analysis to clarify

r2Evans, "Aristotle on Relativism," 198.
r3Evars, "Aristotle on Relativism," 201; Aristotle's Co cept oÍ Diatectic, 67.
tlEN lll3a25-26. Fo¡ a mo¡e exrended interpretation of this passage by Evals, see ',Arisfotle on

Relativism, " 201; Aristotle's Concept of Dialectic,' 56-59.
rsEvans, "Aristotle on Relativism," 201.
¡óAdditionâI light may be shed on Evans's interpretation by conside¡ing the disrinction between

successful and unsuccessful exercises of a faculty. Accörding to Eíans. Aristoile recognizes that both the
extreme ¡elativist and the extreme ¡ealist oblite¡âte the com¡ñon-sense 'idisrinction betúeen the successful
and unsuccessful uses ofthe faculty of wishing" (Evans, "Arisrotle on Relativism," 197). The realist, by
simply identiSing the object of wi;h wlrtr ttre locìd, hæ no basis for recosniilns riar aníoni wtro trãoíe-ns
to wish something that is not in fact the good ñay be said to wish at all. The re'Íativist, ôn the other händ,
identifies the good with what appears goõd ro eaih person, and thus makes all wishes elually good (ibid.).
In o¡der-to.solve this problem, Iivans õlaims that Aiistorle introduces the distinction betlweei {udifiìo ana
unqualif,ied forms of a concept, which neither rhe extreme relativist nor the extreme realist had^recoenized.
As such, by^stating, in Evans's paraphrase, that "the true nd unqualified object of wish is the goõd, but
the object of ¿acå nrn 3 wish is whai appears good ro him" (ibid.; 196), Arisiorle may be seen aí offérinp
a¡ accôunt which avoids the pitfaJls of ôôth ex"uemes, ano in ihJproóesíi iãinüãiãi liìã ¿lJtiñiÍo" ù;i;;;;
successfu I and unsuccessfu I ivishing.
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Aristotle's position on relativism as it pertains to his accounr of philosophical

methodology in general. As in his interpretation of Aristotle's analysis of the object

of wish, Evans claims that it is the general distinction between the qualified and

unqualified forms of a concept that is central to Aristotle's account of ¡elativism with

respect to philosophical methodology. In the case of philosophical methodology, the

crucial distinction is that between what is intelligible relative to us and what is

intelligible absolutely, which may be found in a passage from the Topics,l1 and, is

developed in the context of a discussion of the notions of definition and essence which

form the basis of Aristotle's argument for the principle of non-contradiction as an

alternative to the relativism of Protagoras in the Metaphyslcs.Is As is the case with

the object of wish, neither the extreme relativist nor the extreme realist incorporates

such a distinction. Rather, the extreme relativist focuses on the fact that what is

intelligible to one person may not be so to another, and goes on to identify a

definition with "any account which happened to instruct some individual, irrespective

of the success with which it portrayed the nature of the thing concerned. ,'re The

extreme realist position, on the other hand, is based on the other half of Aristotle's

distinction, namely that which is intelligible absolutely, and thus claims that ',the

person who is not in complete contact with reality is not in contact at all.,'20

However, by constructing an account which incorporates intelligibility relative to us

_..nT^op. l4la26-142a16. See also, Påys. l84at6-21; DA 4t3an-t4: Met. 992b30-993at, 1029b3-12;
EN l095bl-3. See Evans, "A¡istotle on tielativism," \OZ-ZO3i and Arisiotte's Co cept oÍ Diälectic, 69-73
lor a more extended discussion of the relevance of the Iapics passage to Aristotle's þosiiion on relativism
with respect to philosophical methodology.

tESee Met. 1005ba34-1007b 18.
reEvans, "Aristotle on Relativism," 203.
20Ibid.
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and intelligibility absolutely into a single methodological framework, Aristotle is able

to avoid both of these unsatisfactory extremes. He does so by claiming that essences

or definitions, which are intelligible absolutely, may be approached only by a gradual

process of rational discovery, a process which begins with that which is more

intelligible relative to us.2r Therefore, although his conception of philosophical

methodology remains undeniably realist, Aristotle is able to preserve the relativist

insight regarding the role of the cognitive subject in discussing how things are, yet

without going to the extreme relativist position of concluding that such subjects

determine how things are.22 Since it can thus be argued that he is in agreement with

certain aspects of a characte¡istically relativist position, even though he claims to have

refuted full-blown relativism, Aristotle, at least insofar as he is interpreted by Evans,

appears to offer an account which is compatible with the anti-relativistic position

developed by Maclntyre. However, before we can reach a final verdict on the

question of the continuity of Maclntyre's approach with that of Aristotle, we must

undertake a more extensive analysis of Aristotle's conception of philosophical

methodology, by examining his'conceptions of justification and truth as we did for

Maclntyre. It is to such an examination that we may nor,v turn.

2. Aristotle's Conception of Rational Justification

In the previous section, we claimed that an examination of Aristotle's position

on relativism is important because it provides insight into his conception of

"lbid.,Ibid.
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philosophical methodology. Central to his discussion of relativism is the general

distinction between the qualified and unqualified forms of an object, which, in the

context of his discussion of relativism with respect to philosophical methodology, is

expressed in terms of a distinction between what is intelligible relative to us and what

is intelligible absolutely. However, not only does Aristotle appeal to this distinction

negatively, in o¡der to discredit the position of the extreme relativist, it also has an

important positive role, in that it forms the basis of the conception of philosophical

methodology that he himself defends. As we shall see in the present section, the

distinction turns out to be central to his account of rational justification as well,

insofar as the basic distinction between dialectical and demonstrative justification is

itself to be understood in terms of the distinction between what is intelligible relative

to us and what is intelligible absolutely. Briefly ståted, the ideal of scientific

knowledge outlined by Aristotle in the Posterior Analytics is that of a demonstrative

system of necessary truths derived from first principles (archai), and is thus to be

understood as dealing with what is intetligible absolutely.23 The justification of the

first principles themselves, on the other hand, is indemonstrable, and can only be

achieved dialectically, by considering the appearances Qthainornenn), or that which is

intelligible relative to us.2a In other words, demonstrative justification functions to

establish conclusions within a science, and deals with that which is intelligible

absolutely, while dialectical justification is a preliminary activity which serves to

2rsee, e.g., A¡t. Post. 73a21-74a3, 74b5.
2¿See, e.g., An.Post. 72b5-73a20; Top. 101a37 -101b4.
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justify the first principles on which a science is based by dealing with that which is

intelligible relative to us.25 In what follows, we shall elaborate on this cursory

interpretation of Aristotle's conception of rational justification, first, by offering a

more extended analysis of his concept of dialectic, as that which provides the starting

point of philosophical methodology, and, second, by providing an examination of his

concept of demonstrative justification, focusing specifically on the question of its

relationship to dialectical justification.

It is only very recently that intelpretations of Aristotle have adequately

recognized the important positive role that dialectic plays in his account of

philosophical methodology.26 That there has been a major shift in interpreting the

role of dialectic in Aristotle's philosophical methodology is clearly seen when such

recent interpretations are considered against the background context of an older view,

according to which Aristotle's method of dialectic is not only in conJìict with, but is

inferior to and in fact superseded by that of demonstration. Such a position is nicely

summarized by W. D. Ross, who claims that Aristotle "has himself shown a better

way [than dialectic], the way of science; it is his own lnalytics rhat have made his

Topícs oult of date. "27 Similarly, Friedrich Solmsen has claimed that, for Aristotle,

-. _ãThis helpryl interpretive distinction between demonstrarion as justification wühin a science a¡d
dialectic asjustification o/a science (dialectic) is adapted from Evans, lflsro tle's Concept oÍDialectíc,21.
.. .zîhere are several helpful surveys which chronicle the break berween rhe oldei view, which sees
dlalectlc as an inferior method which conflicts with demonstration, and the mo¡e recent view, which
recognizes that there is a positive ¡ole for dialectic as a comDanion to demonst¡ation in Aristofle's accounr
of philosophical methodólogy. See, e.g., Robert Boltoni "The EpistemoÌogical Basis of Aristotelian
Pi¡-ççtiS,^^i^l B!o_l9gi9,logiq-ue et métap-hysique chez Arisiote, ed. Þ. Pellegrin and D. Devereux (paris:
CRNS,.l9-90), 185-!87; lván¡, Aristotie;s Concept of Dialeciic, t-3; and õ. W. Hanlyn, ',A¡isrdtle on
Dialectic," Philosophl'65 ( 1990): 465-466.

27W. D. Ross, Aristotle, sth ed. (tondon: Methuen, 1964), 59.
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"analytics supersedes dialectic, "28 while A. H. Ch¡oust states that the Topics ,'is

most certâinly affected by the dialectics of Plato's late dialogues, Such a dependence,

however, in no way detracts from the achievements of Aristotle who must still be

credited with having progressed from (Platonic) dialectic to (Aristotelian)

syllogistics. "2e In contrast to the older view, recent interp¡etations of Aristotle's

philosophical methodology maintain that Aristotle's method of dialectic is not to be

seen as a method which conflicts with and is superseded by demonstration, but rather

as an essential preliminary to demonstrative justification, insofar it serves to establish

the first principles on which demonstration is based. One of the more influential

early defenders of the compatibility of dialectic and demonstration is G. E. L. Owen,

who claims that "after all the Analytics shows interest not only in the finished state of

a science but in its essential preliminaries; it describes not onJy the rigorous deduction

of theorems but the ldialectical] setting up of the archai, the set of special hypotheses

and definitions, from which the deductions proceed. "30 More recently, Jonathan

Barnes has claimed that Aristotle "nowhere suggests that any other method will lead

_ . 
28F. Solmsen, Die Entwicklung der a storelische_Lo-gik .un.d Rh_etorik (Bedin, 1929), 26, as quoted by

Bolton, "The Epistemological Bas-is of Aristotelian DialËctic,,' l85nl.

^ . l:+r-tl. chroust, "Therirst Thirry Years of Modem Arisrorelian scholarship, " classica et Mediaevalia
24 (1963), 55 Eva¡s claims rhar-even earrier generarions of Arisroterian' ;choi;shiD. 

"a;ril;h h;
explicitly cites Alexander and Pacius æ examples,-offered a more adequàiè ini".piãiuìió'oijtr" iãià ãi
dialectic in Aristotle's philosophicat methodológy, a¡d rraces the shifl aivay from äiaticiic anã ir'e iop¡ãs
towards an excesslve locus on demonstration aîd the posterior A,nlyrics to T. Waitz, as well a! to
1ub-lequent chronological studies of the Arisrorelian corpus by H. Maiei., ¡. l. Sìocfi,-W-. õ. il;r, dà
E. Hambruch (Evân s, Arisrorle's concept of Dialectíc, l12). see, e.g., T.waitz, Aristoietis orpanon.vol.
l:Ltpzig, IEa6), esp.439; H. Maier, Die,Sy.ttogiyik des ,4rßtotelel (Tübingen, t896_1900); J:L. Srócks,
J he comlosirion ofAristorle's Logical works,' classical euarterly 27 o9lÐ: l15-124;Ross, Aristotle's
Pnor and P,osterior 4nalytics (Oxford: Oxford University press, 1949); Ross, Aristotle,56; and E.
Hambruch, Logische Regeln der platonischen schule in deiaristotelischei Topik iBerlin, 1904),'esp. 33.

,. 30G,E. I:..Owen, "Tithenai.ta phainonena," in Arisrote et les problènes àe méthode, ed. S. Màsion
(I-o.uvain: Publications universitaiies de l,ouvain, l96l), 83-84. Eva¡s mentions J. M. i'-e Blond and E.
weil as other-early cornmeJìrarors who, along with oweï, departed from rhe older view bt dlf;ãintrhe
imPortance of dialectic in Aristotle's philosophical methodolosy (Evans. Aristotle's Conceot of Dialãcfic-
!).. S_ee, 9.9., J. M. læ Blond, lngiþue et i'Iéthode chez Ariiíoie (Pari,s, 1939); and ¡. Weii, "l-i piacå
de la l-ogique dans la Pensée Aristotélicienne," Revue de Métaphysique et de Morale 56 (1951): 2g3-3'l5.
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to results which conflict with, or go beyond, the results achieved by the [dialectical]

Method of "Ezôofa fendoxal."3\ In summary, it is claimed that far from being

independent of and incompatible with his account of dialectic, Aristotle sees

demonstration âs taking place only after the dialectical establishment of first principles

has already been completed.32 However, while it is now generally agreed that

dialectic plays an important positive role in Aristotle's conception of philosophical

methodology, there still remains significant disagreement beyond that as to what

Aristotle's conception of dialectical justification âmounts to. Therefore, we must

undertake an examination of Aristotle's concept of dialectic itself in order to fully

understand what it consists in as the preliminary stage in Aristotle's philosophical

methodology.

In general, A¡istotle describes dialectic as a method of question and answer

which seeks to argue certain claims and to defend them from any relevant objections

3¡Jonathan Barnes, "Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics," Revue Internationate de la Philosophie 34
(1980): 495. Other recent defenders of the compatibility of dialectic and demonstration are mentiôned by
Bolton. See, e.g., Miles Bumyeat, who claiñs that Âristotle "establishes science on the basis of thã
qpinions ,of 'the_ majority' and 'ihe wise' ... He arnounces time and again that the way to the truth is
through the study of'reþutable' opinions [i.e., through dialectic]" (Milãs F. Bumyeat, nGood Repure,"
Lonlon Revietv of Borkr (Nov. 6, 1986), as quoted by Bolton, "The Epistemologicâl Basis of Aristótelian
Di4ectic," 186; see also Miles F. Burnyeat, "Arisrorle on Understaiding lhõwledge, " in Aristotle on
Sc.ience,.ed. E. Berti (Padua: Anrenore, i98l), 97-139), and Michael Fredé, who sratés rhar "[a]s wfh aI
other sciences, one a¡¡ives at [the] starting points lof metaphysics] dialecrically" (Michael Fride, "The
Vnity of Special and General-Máaphysic-s,"' chap. in Essþi in încient Phiíosòphy (Oxford: óxford
University Press, 1987), 95, as quotêd'by Bolton,'"The Episiemological Basis of Äriítoielia¡ Dialecric,"
186n2). For a funher discussion bf those who defênd the còmpatibiliíy of dialectic and demonstration, sée
Robert Bolton, "Definition and Scientific Method in Aristotje's Poiteior Analytics arld Generation oÍ
Aninals," n Phílosophical Issues in Aristotle's B¡ology, ed. A. Gotrhelf andl. tæn¡ox (Cambridgri:
Cambridge Universiti Press, 1987), n. 4. Similarly, irwin and Nussbaum, whom we discussed in õur
introductory chapter, are both, albeit very differenily. may be placed in the mo¡e recent tradition of
Aristotelian schoiarship, insofar as they siress the ióponaice oî dialectic in Aristotle's conception of
philosophical me-thodology. For a helpful discussion-of Irivin and Nussbaum as heirs to the ground-
breaking work of Owen, see D. W. Haùrlyn, "Aristotle on Dialectic," 465-476.

32For a simila¡ discussion of these very different interpretations of Aristotle's conception of dialectic
ard its reþlionship to demonstration, see ioha¡¡es Mo¡siík, "The Mndate of Topics li 2," Apeiron 16
(1982): 102-128.
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that might be raised to against them.33 In this sense, Aristotle notes that dialectic

may be compared to the concept of rhetoric. For at the beginning of the Rhetoric,

Aristotle claims that

Rhetoric is the counterpart of dialectic. Both alike are concerned with
such things as come, more or less, with the general ken of all men and
belong to no definite science. Accordingly all men make use, more or
less, of both; for to a certain extent all men attempt to discuss
stâtements and to maintain them, to defend themselves and to attack
others.3a

In other words, Aristotle's general conception of dialectic is not that of a scientific

procedure dealing with that which is intelligible absolutely in the context of a

deductively ordered system of necessary truths. Rather, like rhetoric, it works with

that which is intelligible relative to us, and consists in a much less rigid method of

considering both sides of a case which is cotnmon in everyday experience. However,

although Aristotle does identify a similarity between his general conception of

dialectic and the practice of rhetoric, such a comparison must not be taken too

literally, since a closer examination reveals that there are significant differences

between the two. In o¡der to clarify his general reference to rhetoric as a non-

scientific exercise, Aristotle defines it as being concerned with the modes of

persuasion.3s Likewise, Aristotle also makes his general conception of dialectic

noted above more precise by distinguishing between three different species of dialectic

on the basis of its usefulness in th¡ee different areas, namely intellectual training or

_ .33Top: 155a38-155b16, 160a12-13; SE 17 tb1-2, 183a16-l83bll. See also Bolron, ,'The
Epistemological Basis of Aristoteliân Dialectic," 189i Eva.lirs, Arístotle's Concept of Diatectic, Zl:ZZ, 31,
75.

vRhet. 11354a1.-6. See also Nrct. l355ai4-35, 1355b8-9, 1356a30-35, t356bt-2, 1358a10-12,
l359bi0-16, t359bl3-14.

1sRhet. 1355a5, 1355b27 -35.
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mental gymnastics, casual encounters, and philosophy.36 Once these distinctions

have been made, it turns out that the use of dialectic for intellectual training and

casual encounters is basically compatible with a conception of rhetoric as a non-

scientific exercise conce¡ned with modes of persuasion, but that the use of dialectic

for philosophical purposes is significantly different. For while the attempt to

persuade one's opponents is an important aspect of dialectic as used for philosophical

purposes, Aristotle claims that it is truth and not mere persuasive ability that is the

object of such a conception of dialectic.3T Similarly, although ir is true that the

philosophical use of dialectic is non-scientific in the sense that it is not to be equated

with Aristotle's conception of scientific or demonstrative knowledge, it is not the case

that it is merely non-scientific like rhetoric and the other species of dialectic. Rather,

it is pre-scientific in the sense that it is tfuough this philosophical species of dialectic

that the first principles which provide the foundations of particular sciences are to be

established.3s Thus, although they do share some general characteristics, it \.vould be

misleading to simply identify Aristotle's concept of dialectic ,.vith that of rhetoric,

since there are some species of dialectic that are more compatible with rhetoric than

others. Further, since it is the philosophical kind of dialectic that is relevant to our

present examination of Aristotle's conception of justification, we must be careful not

to distort it by confusing it either with the mote rhetorically oriented species of

36Top. 101a25-l0lb4. See also SE 183a3?-183b6.

- 
3lTop. l0la35-37 i Met.996a16-17; EN 1146b7. See also Cooper, "Review of The Fragitity of

Goodness by Ma-rtha Nussbaum," Philosophical Revieru 97 (1988): 562-564; Reeve, Practices ofAedsoì:
Aristotle's Ñicomachea¡ Erhics; 45, 56. '

_ t'Top. 101a37-l0lb4. See also Evans, Aristotle's Co cepr of Dialectic, 5l-52; Reeve, Practices of
Reason i Aristotle's Nicomachean Erhics, 32-33.
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dialectic or with his concept of rhetoric itself. Having said this, it is to an

examination of Aristotle's conception of dialectic for the philosophical purposes of

establishing first principles that we now turn.3e

It is generally accepted that the paradigmatic account of the nature of dialectic

given by Aristotle is that which is provided in his discussion of weakness of will

(akrasia) in Book 7 of the Nicomachean Ethics:Ao

As in [all]at the other cases we must set otJt lhe phainomena and flr:st
of all go though the aporiai. In this way we must prove the endoxa
about these ways of being affected*ideally all fhe endoxa, but if not
all, then most of them and the most important. For if the aporiai arc
solved and the endoxa are left, it will be an adequate proof.a2

Briefly stated, the method of dialectic described by Aristotle in this passage is

comprised of th¡ee basic stages or components. The initial stage consists in the

setting out of the phainomena (tithenai ta phainomena). Secondly, we are required to

go though (diaporeín) the aporiai which exist among the phainomena set out in the

initial stage. Having done so, Aristotle tells us that the method of dialectic is

3eln order to avoid confusion regarding the va¡ious species of dialectic, all references to "dialectic"
throughout the remainde¡ of our dilcussio''n of Aristotleis concept of dialéctical jùsrification ale to be
unde¡stood.as referring to the philosophical species of dialectic ieferred to iî Top. 101a25-l0lb4 and
discussed âbove, unless otherwíse indiôated. '

- _ 
4This claim has been made explicitly by Reeve, Pract¡ces oÍ Reasotl: Arisro e's Nicomachea¡ Ethics,

?1:_f.l; qlrd Jghn tut . Cooper, Reason anil Huntan Good i Arisrúte (Carnbridge: Harvard University press,
1975),69. Furthermoré, such a claim is imolicit in the works df ma¡v õthers. as is indicated'bv rhe
prominence this passage is given by those enlaged in the task of interpieting Aiistorle's account o'f the
nature of dialecriè. Se-e, e.g., Bamés, "ArisroÍe-a¡d rhe Merhods of Ethics, "?90, 494: Owen, "Tithe ai
ta phainonena,".85-86; Nussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness, 240ff; Kurr prirzl, "Obinions as

$ppearances: Endoxa in Arisrotle," Ancient Philostiphy 14 (1994):43,47; nd also, to á cerräin extenr,
lrwin, Aristotle's First Principles, 29-30, 37 ,288, 34i .

-_. 
arFollowing the translation of Bames and Reeve. Seeesp. Reeve, Practices of Reason: Aristotle's

l,.li.9o.mqchean F4hics, 34n52 for a justification in reading the irnqualifiéd ton attanin universal rerms as
"all. " See also Bames's revised translation of the Nicoma-chean Ethiu in The Conplete Works of Aristotle,
ed. J. Bames (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1984), 1809.

a'zEN ll45b2-7; Irwin's translation, with Bames and Reeve. In order to avoid beeging the question
of the interpretation of this passage, the key terms have been transliterated, and will 6õ ad''dresséd more
fully in the following interpietation of A¡isiotle's concepr of dialectic.
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completed by proving (deiknunai) the endoxa. Although the overall tripartite

structure of dialectical justification depicted in this passage is relatively

straightforward and uncontroversial,a3 interpretations of the central terms and of the

three stages themselves often vary significantly. Because of this, any adequate

examination of Aristotle's method of dialectic must go beyond an account of its

general structure to provide an interpretation of the individual components which

together constitute his conception of dialectical justification.

While it is clear that the first component of Aristotle's method of dialectic

consists in the setting ov of rhe phainomena, there is a long history of debate over

what exactly Aristotle means by "phainomena." There are several instances,

especially in the context of his discussion of astronomy, in which Aristotle uses

" phainomena" to meân something akin to empirical observations or perceptual

evidence.ø For example, in De Caelo Aristotle states that " the evidence ol the

s¿nses further corroborates this [i.e., that the earth is spherical]. How else would the

eclipses of the moon show segments shaped as we see them?"as Apparently

influenced by such passages, Ross stresses the factual and objective character of

- -. 
a3See_ Bames, "A¡isto-tle and rhe Methods of Ethics, " 490ff; and Reeve, Practices oÍReason: Aisþrle's

N-icomachean Ethic-s, 34ff. See also Irwin, Aristo e¡s First Principles, 37-47; Nuss-baum, The Fragitity
oJ Goodness,245-248.

aFor several helpful surveys ofthe inte rpretation of phainome a as eñpiúcal observations, see Bames,
"Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics, " 490-491 ; hw\n, Àristotle's First Pr'ìnciples, 29-3 1 i Nussbaum, It¡¿
Fragility oJ Goodrtess, 240-241; Pritzl, "Opinions as Appearances: Endoxa in Aristorle," 4t-42; Réeve,
Praclices oÍ Reason: Arístotle's Nicomachean Ethics, 34:35; Ovteî, "Tithenai ta phainomena," 83-86.

-. o'Cgg!. 297b23-25 (emphasis added). Seealsol¿.P¡.46a17-22:Cael293a23-30,297a2-6,306a5-t't;
Me|. l0'13b32-10'14a5. While such a method may be at home in Aristotle's astronomical aná bioloeicaÍ
works, Owen claims, following Mansion, thal it ii ¡a¡ the method which is central ro the Påysics, rfhere
"in general everything comes ilown to more or less detailed conceptual alalyses - analyses ôflen guided
and illustrated by, raìher than founded upon, empirical data (4. -Mansion,' 

Introduction à Ia plíysique
aristo,élicienrc (Inuvain, 1946),211, as i¡uoied by Owen, "TÌthenai ta phàinotnena," 84-85).' ' '
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phainomena in the akrasía passage (EN 1.145b2-7) by rendering it as "observed

facts. "46 However, that Ross's interpretation of phainomena in this passage as

"observed facts" is mistaken has been conclusively demonstrated by Owen.aT Most

importantly, for our present purposes, fhe phainomena that Aristotle abtually sets out

in his subsequent discussion of akrasia are not objective empirical or perceptual

observations, but rather endoxa, which he also refers to as the things that are said

(legomena)A8 or as beliefs or opinions (doxa).ae Thus, although it would be equally

inappropriate to take such an intelpretation to the opposite extreme that Ross does, by

identifying phainomena with endoxa in all cases in which Aristotle uses the term,so it

is nevertheless clear that in addition to empirical observations endoxa are tobe

cotnted as phainomena as well. However, in spite of the fact that there may be two

senses in which Aristotle uses the term "phainomena," it is on the lalter, endoxic

sense of the term that his concept of dialectic is based. First, in both his descriptions

of dialectic and his own employment of the method of dialectic, the phaínomena that

Aristotle refers to are not perceptual data, but endoxa. Most importantly, Aristotle

actually defines a dialectical syllogism as one that "reasons from endoxa."sl

a6See Ross's tra¡slation of the Nicomachean Ethics ir: The Basic Worl<s oÍ Aristorle, ed. Richa¡d
McKeon (New York: Random House, 1941), 1145b2. See also I 145b28; M¿f. 986b31, 1073b36, 1074a1.

a?Owen, "Tithenai ta phainomena," 85-86.
48EN 1145b22.

. aeSee_ Barncs, "Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics," 490; Reeve, Practices oÍ Reason: Aristotle's
Nicomachean Ethics, 35.

soAristorle himself warns us against this inferprefation in Top. 100b25-26, where Aristotle states that
"not every phainornenon is an -endoxon" (as tianslated by É.eeve, Practices ol Reason: Aristotle's
Nicomachêair Erhics, 35).

stTop. 100a20-30. See also An. Pr.24b1O-15; Top. l}lbl-4, 159b17 -23: SE 165b1-4; Met. 995b23-24:
EN ll45b2-7. Funher, at Phys.208a32-34 and Mer. l009a38-1010ú, the pha¡ onena arc expl\c\tly
contrasted with "the observed fãcts." For Aristotle's own employment ofihe mlthod of dialectic, sèe esp.
the analysis of place in Phys. 208a27 -2I3a10 and the discussion of akrasia in EN 1145b8-21, where tñe
phainontena that Aristotle actually does ser out clearly fall into the class of endoxa rather tha¡ perceprual
data. Further, in the histo¡ical iurveys rvhich preíace the many of his systematic t¡earises,' A¡iirorle
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Secondly, the basic methodological principle that we must begin with that which is

rnore intelligible ¡elative to us and proceed to that which is intelligible absolutely,

which we have argued provides the key to understanding the place of dialectic in

Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology, also appears to be expressed in

terms of endoxa rather than perceptual data.52 Thus, when Aristotle describes the

first stage of dialectic as the setting out of the phainotnena, it is lo endoxa and not to

any kind of perceptual data that he is referring. However, in order to come to a more

complete understanding of what it is that is set out in the first stage of the method of

dialectic, it is to an interpretation of Aristotle's concept of endoxa that we now turn.

Much of the debate concerning Aristotle's conception of endoxa centres on the

problem of finding an adequate translation for the term. Following Boethius's Latin

translation of " endoxos" as "probabílis," some early interpreters render " endoxa" as

"probabilities. "s3 However, it has been objected that such a translation is in conflict

with Aristotle's "officiat" account of endoxa in fhe Topics, where he defines them as

"opinions ... which are accepted by everyone or by the majority or by the wise--and

of these [i.e., the wise], either by all, or by the majority or by the most notable and

undertakes a dialectical examination of the opinions ofv ious previous thinkers on the subject. See, e.g.,
Pftys. 184b15-192b5; DA 403b20-405b32; iç{et. 983a24-993a26; Pot. 1260b25-t274b27 .'
_ -- l]S.ee- esp. Iap. 159b8-15. See also Påys. l84al6-184b14; DA 4l3all-31; Met. 992b29-993a1; EN
1095b1-9. Perháps this is because such enipirical observationi. beine factual a¡d obiective. could ãnlv
belong to a later stage in the order of learniirg. But regardless of the-reason, what ii impoirant for oui
pulposes is that the Sasic methodological distiñction betúeen that which is more intelligiblè ¡elative to us
and that which is more intellieible a5solutely helos to eslablish our oosition thar ít is wlth ohainonena as
endoxa anð, not as perceptual?ara that Arisiotle'i method of dialeciic begins.

s3Barnes, "Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics," 498. For Boethius's tÌanslation of " endoxa" as
'probabilis," see his translation of tbe Topics in Aristoteles Latiìtas, ed. L. Minio-Paluello (Paris, l9ó9).
For a more modem, Boethiar influenced tianslation of "¿ ndoxos" as "probable, " Barnes referì to J. Tricoi,
Ar¡store 

-- Organon V - Les Topiques (Paris, 1965); J. M.l-eBlorLd, Loâique et méthode chez Arisfor¿ (Paris,
1939),9-17. For a helpful suñey of some of the ea¡lier t¡ansl ations of " endoxa," see Evans, Arisiotle's
Concept oJ Dialectic, i7-78.
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reputable of them."sa The problem, according to Evans, is that "probabilities exist

independently of the views which people may hold about them, "5s whereas the

definition of endoxa clearly includes a reference to people's views.s6 Having

accepted this criticism of the translation of " endoxa" as "probabilities, " most modern

cornmentators render it either as "received opinions"sT or "common opinions, "ss on

the one hand, or as "reputable opinions, "se on the other. However, Aristotle's use

of " endoxa" includes boTh rcceived or common opinions, namely those accepted by

everyone or the majority, and repuøble opinions, or those of the wise, and not

merely one or the other.o Therefore, none of these coÍtmon contemporary

translations is suitable, since each of them classifies as the whole of endoxa wbaf is

really just a part.6r Rather, in order to adequately translate " endoxa," if, in fact,

. ,.toTgp. l00b2}-22, following the translation of Reeve and Evans, which is clea¡er ¡han most in
indicatiñg Ihat "them" is to be un-de¡stood as referring to the wise, and tÉus that the second clause is to be
seen as a clarificatory remark, modifoing the referenõe to the wise in the first part of the definition. See
Evans, Aristotle's Cirncept of Dialecíic, i9; Reeve, Practices oÍ Reason: Aristò¡le's Nicomachean Ethics
35.

ssEvzns, Aristotle's Concept of Dialectic, 78. See also Barnes, "Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics, "
498.

56Top. l00b2j-22, 104a9-ll; SE 170b6-8; EN 1098b27 -28; EE 1214b28-1215a2., Rher. t3S6bZ8-35.
sTBames cites Pickard-Cambridge (Oxford translation) and Forster (Loeb tra¡slarion), as well as J.

Brunschwig Arisrok: Topiques 1-1V (Paris, 1967); and G. Colll, Aristoteles: Organon (n.p., 1955) as
roughly belonging to this camp. See Barnes, "Aristotle a¡rd the Methods of Ethica," 498n1¡i.

ssOwen, "Tithenai ta phainomena" ,85-86, translates " endoxa" as "common conceplions on the subject "
or_ as "what would coJnm'only be said on the súbject, " and is followed closely by Nusäbaum , Trhe Fruáilífy
oJ Gogdnesg, 243, who tranalates it as "commoñ conceptions or beliefs on tñe íubject. " lrwin, ¿risñtte\
First Prínciples, 37-38, offe¡s a tra¡slation of " enloxal' as "common beliefs, " buielsewhere qialifies this
to common beliefs "held by fairly reflective people after some reflexion."

_. _"Sç., esp.-!arnes,. "Aristotle and the Methods of Ethics," 499-500; and S. Raphael, "Rhetoric,
Dialectic a¡rd Syllogistic Argument," Phronesis 19 (1974): 153-16?; and cisela Striker, "Review of
Aristotle's Fitst Priìtciples by T. H. lr,t¿in," Journal of Philosophy 88:9 (1991): 490n1 . Relared to rhis is
Bolton's translation of " endoxa" as "nored or accrediied beliefs " 

'(Bolton, 
"The Epistemological Basis of

Arisroteliân Dialectic," 189). Cf. Prirzl, "Opinions as Appearances: Endoxa ln- Aristotle l1' 43 . For a
funhe¡ discussion of Barnes's translation of- "endoxa" as""reputable opinions," see Buáyeat, "Good
Repute. "

@ln addition 1o Top. 100b20-22, see EN 1098b27-28, where Aristotle states that "some of these views
are traditiona.l, held by many, while others are held by á few repurable men. "

órA similar objecrion to the conimon contemporary translations of "¿¡?dalz" has been raised by Reeve,
Practices of Reasítn: Arístotle's Nicomachean Érnics, ¡0.
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there is an adequate English translation of endoxa at all, a third, more generic

alternative is needed, to which both reputable and received or common opinions can

belong. It is precisely such an alternative that has been provided by Evans's

translation of endoxa as "representations of someone's view, "62 since both received

or common opinions and reputable opinions may be seen as extensions of

rep¡esentations of someone's view. Nevertheless, despite the fact that there are three

specific sorts of opinions which can each be more generically classified as endoxa,

some scholars have suggested thaf endoxa are to be understood in terms of a rank

ordered scheme, in which there are various levels of importance ascribed to each of

the specific kinds of endoxa.63 Consequently, if we accept this view, in order to

fully understand Aristotle's conception of endoxa, we must further determine whether

endoxa as a whole are ordered according to levels of relative importance, and, if so,

which of the three kinds of endoxa is to be seen as the most important. Of particular

importance to our examination of the continuity of Maclntyre with Aristotle,

especially in light of the authority objection, will be the role that the opinions of the

wise or authoritative experts play in Aristotle's conception of endoxa.e

That Aristotle himself proposes a scheme in which endoxa are ordered

6zEva¡s,.Aristotle's Co1tcgpt of Dialectíc,78. Mo¡e precisely, Evans offers "representative of
someone's vieu," as a translation of " endoxos," but our grariunaticai alteration of this trànslation to fit
endoxa is in keeping with the general spirit of Evans's inierpretation.

6See, e.g., Bolton, "The Epistemologicaì Basis of Aristotelian DiaJectic,, 205-ZlZ.
sThat Aristotle understands the wise as "authoritative experts" is clea¡ from Top. l}4al2-37, with

104a14-15, where Aristotle refers to the opinions of the wise ás the "views held by thbse who have'made
a study of things. " See also EE 12l5al-4, where Aristotle distineuishes between-the manv a¡d rhe wise
on account of the fact that the former are insufficiently experienceã in argument and reasoning. For more
on.the notiol of expen 

-in 4ristotle's concept of diâeciic, see Boltonl "The Epistemologicat Basis of
Aristotelia¡ Dialeclic, " 209; Evans, ,4zs totle'i Concept ofDialectic, 66,72,80,82,101 ; Reéve, pracrices
of Reason: Aris,otle's Nicomachean Erhics, 35-36. -
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according to levels of importance is supposedly indicated by his claim that dialectic

reasons from what is "most endoxon" o¡ from what is "as endoxon as possible.',65

Which of the three kinds of endoxa, then, does Aristotle take to be most endoxon?

One answer to this question is offered by Robert Bolton, who suggests that the proper

rank ordering of endoxa is precisely the order in which they are introduced in

A¡istotle's official account of endoxa in Topics 10Ob2O-ZZ. According to such an

interpretation, the most important endoxa for the purposes of philosophical diatectic

are those which are accepted by everyone. In the absenee of those, A¡istotle is said

to turn to what is accepted by most people. Finally, it is claimed that if neither

universal nor majority views are available, dialectic may begin \'/ith the views of the

wise. While there are others who have offered a similar interp¡etation,6 the

strongest defence of such a position is that of Bolton, who bases his argument on

Aristotle's claim that fhe endoxa which are most. endoxon are those which are "held

most of all, " which he further interprets as being accepted by the greatest number of

people,67 an interpretation which he claims is further suppofed by Aristotle's claim

. 6This claim is_made_by Bohon, "The Epistemological Basis of Aristotelian Dialectic,,, 205-20g, withtE l,lppgn of An.Post.8lbl8-20; Top. 159b8-9,159-bl3-15, a¡d 160a12-16. See atso iop. l6tbj437:
SE 183a37-183b7-

6A similar positiol c_al glso be found in lrwin, who, having recognized rhat endoxa includes borh
lqme!¡ing that is widely held and also something that is respecta'ble Olwllrl, Aristotte's First Princinles
49-4n42) it'so tends to eíuate endoxa vrith commõn sense, as'in tris clâim tt'ãr ;'oiàinuw ãiaécii"ä-iãiri
ot argumenr ....show_how things seem to coìtnþn sense, not how they really are" (ibíd., l6-17). For a
crjticismof lrw_in on thi-s point, ìee RÌchard K¡aut, "Review of l¿s¡o¡ld's Firsi principles úy T. H. Irwin,,'
Plilos.ophical Review l0I:2 (1992):367. For others whohave by implication construèd A¡iÉtorle's account
oÌ endora rn rerms of common sense, see Henry Sidlwick, The Merhods of Ethics (l_nndon, 1907¡, xix_xxi;
and J_ohn Rawls, A Theory oÍ Jusüce (Oxford-: Oxford Universiry press; 1972), 51, who'both iiace t¡élr
own "commo-n sense philosophy" back to Aristotle. However, fór a convincin! argument that Aristotle's
conception of etidoxa is not io be understood in terms of the common sense pñitoloptry of Sidgwick and
Rawls, see Barnes, "Aristotle and the.Yethods of Ethics,,' 495-497; and, to i somewlhai b¡ieferl although
no less significant extent, Burnyeat, "Good Repute," 11.

. . 
ó?BoJlon, "The Epistemological Basis of Arisrolelia¡ Dialectic," 208. SeeTop. t82b3Z-183a4 for rhe

Aristotelian source that Bolton ¡efe¡s to.
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that "anyone would grant what is accepted by the wise if it is not opposed to general

opinion. "68 Thus, since the wise constitute only a relatively small number of people,

Bolton concludes that dialectic considers the opinions of the wise only as a sort of last

resort, when no universal or majority views are readily available.

Against the kind of position defended by Bolton, however, others have argued

that opinions of the wise figure much more prominently in Aristotle's conception of

dialectic. One of the more significant of these is Reeve, who takes issue \ryith the

interpretation of Topics 100b20-22, on which Bolton's account is based, ârguing that

there is good reason to think that Aristotle does noT mean that it is only when they are

not opposed to the views of everyone or the majority that the views of the wise count

as endoxa. First, Reeve claims that Bolton's account overlooks the important passage

of Topics 104a33-37 , where Aristotle makes the same claim regarding the importance

of the views of the wise without adding the qualification in favour of the views of the

many that Bolton fastens on.óe Second, Reeve refers to Aristotle's distinction

between dialectic in general and dialectic for the philosophical purposes of

establishing first principles,?0 and argues that although the opinions of the many

might have precedence over the opinions of the wise in non-philosophical uses of

dialectic, such is not the case in philosophical dialectic, in which the opinions of the

6Top. l04all-12, as quoted by Bolton, "The Epistemological Basis of Aristotelia¡ Dialectic," 209.
6\eeve, Practices of Reason: Aristotle's Nicomachea¡ Ethics. 35. 36n5?. See ToD. IO4^33-3'l l

'people are likely to asseñt to the views held by those who have made a study of thines. e. e.. on a ouestion
of medicine they vill agree wirh a docror, dnd on a question of geometi.T with ihé geãmetriciàn; and
likewise also in other cases. For ¡efe¡ences which equarê what Arisótle herê refe¡s to al "those who have
made a sfudy of things" with "the wise," see, e.g., EN l14la9-20.
. 1019e supra, 112-l15, for a more extended discussion of this. As we have indicated, it is dialectic for

the philosophical purpose_of establishing first principles that is releva¡t to our present examination of
Aristotle's conception of dialectical jusrifi cation.
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wise seem to be dominant.tr Thus, while he does not go entitely to the opposite

extreme of Bolton, by developing a rigid scheme of rank ordering in which the

opinions of the wise would come first, followed by those of the majority, and finally

by those opinions accepted by everyone, but rather that the opinions of the wise are to

be placed alongside the other kinds of endoxa, Reeve concludes that the opinions of

the wise have a much greater standing in Aristotle's method of dialectic than they

would if they occupied the final position that they do in Bolton,s scheme.?2

In the final analysis, however, the debate between Reeve and Bolton may

remain somewhat inconclusive, since much of it consists in each of them citing

apparently confiicting passages from Aristotle which are taken to support one of their

respective interpretations and discredit that of the other. As such, further evidence

must be considered in order to settle more satisfactorily their debate regarding the

relative importance of the various kinds of endoxa for the purposes of dialectical

justification. For the following two reasons, we shall see that it is Reeve, and not

Bolton, who provides the more adequate account of the endoxa. First, Reeve's

attempt to rescue the views of the wise from Bolton's denigration of them is

strengthened by examples taken from Aristotle's actual practice of dialectic. For

example, in the historical inquiries with which he prefaces many of his systematic

treatises, Aristotle undertakes a dialectical examination of the opinions of various

ltReeve, Practices of Reason: Aristoîle's First P¡inciples, 36n57.

. ^ 
?'¡A simil defence o-f the imponance of the opinions of the wise against those who treat them as

iJferior.to the opinions of everyonè and the majoriti has been advanced b! Evans, Aristotle's concept of
Dialectic, 82, who recognizes'that "Aristotle -freqúently 

speaks of quesríons on which there is coi¡llici
between the views of the sava¡ts [i.e., rhe wisel aird thé o¡dina¡v mais of oeoole" ,cltiÍp ToD. 104b4-5:
SE 173a22-2.3), but argues that "it is not clear thãt the views ofthê savants hãvd any Ìess ilaim to be called
views sinpliciter than do rhose of lhe mass" (citing Top. 104a15-15; EE l?lsal:'Ð.
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eminent or famous philosophers, which he sometimes simply equates with "the

wise. "?3 Elsewhere in his historical surveys, Aristotle speaks simply of "schools,, or

"systems, " which group together various well-known philosophers who represent

roughly the same position.?a Further, in his important discussion of akrasia,

A-ristotle considers the views of Socrates on akrasia as endoxon, and goes on to

discuss them at great length, even though he recognizes that they are almost

universally opposed to the views of the many.?s Thus, although the seemingly

conflicting passages cited by Reeve and Bolton against each other may be grounds for

claiming that there is a significant amount of ambiguity regarding the relevance of the

wise in Aristotle's accounts of dialectic, in his own employment of the method of

dialectic Aristotle quite unambiguously puts great weight on the views of the wise.

_ t]Sç", e..g., Pl1ts, 184b15-192b5; DA 4O3:D2O-4OSï3Z: Met. gï3a}4-gg3a26; pot. tà60b25-1274b27 .
I'or Aristotle's subsritulion of eminent or famous philosophers for "the wise, " sêe Top. lo4bl9-2g: Met.
987a2-3. This association of the wise with eminènt o¡ iamous philosophèri, ar lããít, iJ tãc,jenij.ä-6y
Bolton, "The.Epjsemological Basis of Aristotelian Dialecric," zÔ9. t¡e'vennèless, sóiton õuèitóbÏr rñ.
relevance of the historical surveys in his denigration of the views of the wise in Aiistotle's conceDtion of
endoxa. Thal Alistotle's historical inquiries are to be understood as dialectical is clea¡ from their'seneral
structure, .i.e., rhat the opinions of preïious thinkers are set out in o¡de¡ to p¡ovlOe itre üani¡ie-;;ftrd fot
philosophical discussion. see esp. rhe general methodological remarks ar Þl¿F. lg4al0-tg+"¡Í+, w¡ictr
prerace Aflstotle_ s.hlstor¡car survey; see also D,{ 403b23; Met 983a32-983b5, 993b1l-19. The dialectical
nature ofAristotle's historical inquiries has been emphasized bv H. F. chemiss (see. e.s.. H. F. cherniss
"characteristics and Effects of Piesoc¡atic philosop'hy," lourínt of thà m;¡"rì-"j'ù¿ãiL ¿lbtil,-j2õ:
321).. However, Cherniss takes this to be a mark alaínst aristotle äs an historíaräf phitoiõpirv, siícè ¡it
c_¡iticisms of his predecessors a¡e "biæed" in the se-nse that they rake place from ttre s'ranApóinicif nis ôürn
th-eory, and are nol bæed in an accounl of the "historical factsn (see H. F. Cherniss, Ariitotte's Cri¡iiist¡t
oI Presocratìc Philosophy (Baltimore, 1935), 196-209: see also J. B. McDairmid. "TheoDhrasrus on rhe
Presocratic .causes, " Harvard classical studies 6l (1953): 85-86, for a view which is symbatheric ro that
of chemiss)- Needless ro say, however, from rhe point of view oî Maclntyre, t¡is woui¿ òãuni as ã pãiit
in Aristotle's favour. Fo¡ an argument againsl 

'Cherniss in defence oi the legitimacv of A¡istótle,s
historical inquiries and the dialecriä a¡d ptritosoptrica.l pumoi., *¡iclt¡"v i.*ãiiëäw] r.'i.'öîirìüe.
'Arislotle asã Historian of Philosophy: soine prelimina¡ies ,\ Journat of Hiúei¡c siua¡is ll¡-1sil\|i'-ií'.
See- a.lso Evans, ,4ristotle's Co cepî oÍ Dialectic, 13, 8l; Irwin, ..4nslo¡le's Fir principlff, ì56_157, 495_
486.

?aSee, e.g., Met. 986a22, 986b2-8, gï7aZg.

- 
lsEN 1145b2t-l146a9. See also pot. l265al0-t l, where Arisrotle rematks thar ,,ftlhe discourses of

socrates are never commonplace; rhey always exhibit lrace and originality a¡d thoughi.; Elsewñer;, in
hrs¡ralecticaÌ analysis ofplace ín Ph¡'s. 208a27-213a10, Aristotle laments the fact thai "we have inherired
nothing from previous thinkers" (Phys 208a33), implying that the opinions of previous philosophers would
have been the preferred place to begin such ar inquiry had they bèen available. Funher, deipire havins
made this claini, in issue! ¡elated to ñis analysis ofplacê, the opiíions ofsuch nórauiJp¡iioiJp¡ãiiriÞtäi8
and Zeno loom quite large (See phys.209^23-Zl0b3l).
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Secondly, we may question Bolton's interpretation of the passage which

constitutes the basis of his overall account. In spite of the importance he places on it,

Bolton does little to defend his claim that by "held most of all" Aristotle means

"accepted by the greatest number of people. " If anything, he attempts to justify this

reading by turning to Aristotle's claim that "anyone would grant what is accepted by

the wise if it is not opposed to general opinion. "?6 However, in light of the

alternative passage cited by Reeve, in which Aristotle also recognizes the importance

of the views of the wise, but without adding the qualification regarding the views of

the many, the passage that Bolton relies on can hardly be taken as providing

conclusive justification in favour of his intelpretation. In fact, it is possible that "held

most of all" is not to be understood quantitåtively at all, in terms of greater or lesser

numbers of people, as it is by Bolton, but is rather to be interyreted qualitatively, in

terms of degrees of credibility or intelligibility. Such a qualitative reading is

suggested by the fact that the passages thar Bolton cites in defense of his interpretation

of "held most of all" are those in which Aristotle's distinction between that which is

more intelligible to us and that which is more intelligible absolutely looms large.??

In o¡der for such a distinction to support his quantitative interpretation, Bolton must

read what is more intelligible to us as what is intelligible to more of us. But this does

not appear to be what Aristotle means by invoking such a distinction. For example,

even though they may conflict with what is held by the many, the views of the wise

?îop. l04all-12, as quoted by Bolton, "The Epistemological Basis of Aristotelian Dialectic," 209.
zSee, e.g., Top. 159a32-159b35, esp. 159b13-15; Top. l4lb5-14. For Bolron's discussion of these

and other relevant passages, see Bolton, 
-"The 

Epistemololical Basis of Aristotelian Dialectic," 205-208.
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may be seen as being more intelligible to us, since they are expressed clearly and

backed up with the force of reason and argument, while the views of the many are

haphazard.Ts Further, Aristotle explicitly states that we will not reach what is

intelligible absolutely if we merely attend to the opinions of the masses.?e Rather,

just as in the area of ethics it is what appears to the person of practical wisdom that

really is so,80 so it is in the area of dialectical methodology thât, in general, it is by

following that which is intelligibte to the experts, i.e., those who are in a sound state

of understanding, that we may reach what is intelligible absolutely.st Although

Aristotle does allow that in the majority of cases when we are dealing with ordinary

people who are not to be considered experts, we must meet them on theh own terms

by beginning with what is more intelligible to them (i.e., the non-experts), he further

contends that ur ess these untrained masses receive instruction from the wise, they

will not alone be capable of reaching that which is intelligible absolutely.s2

However, for the reasons outlined above, this does not mean, as Bolton apparently

takes it to, that the opinions of the non-expert majority are therefore more valuable

for dialectical purposes than the those of the authoritative experts.

lïSee Top. lo4b27; Met.982al3: EN t095a3}; EE llt4b33-1215a2.

-1.eTop. l4lbl5-142a13. See esp. 142a9-12, where Aristotle claims that "what is familiar without
gualrlrcalron_ is whar is fa'll.tliar, nol to all, bùt to those who are in a sound state of understanding"(emphæis added).

æEN lli6at6.
EtTop ' l42all . Although he does identify beine of a sound state of understandins wirh the wise. ir is

not the case that all those eminent philosophérs whõ have the repuration of being wi# will be in a sbuni
stâte of understâ¡ding (see, e.g., Top. loob2o-21 "not every oôinion that seemi to be ¡eoutable actuallv
rs reputable"). In other words, therè are exceptions to this lenêral rule as well, which wè shall examinË
Delow.ln dlscusslng the idea of ranÌ ordering in generaJ. NeveÍheless, Aristotle does claim, as a qeneral
rule, that il. is with the autho¡itative expens-that -we must begin in orde¡ to proceed towards that *-hich is
i¡telligible absolurely.

-._ fS-ee, g.8., Top. 14lb16-19. See also, M¿f. 982a5-9 on the characreristics of the wise person. esD.
982a19, whe¡e Ariitotle notes thar "he [i.e., the wise person] must not obey another, bur rhe leis wise muir
obey hin."
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Finally, we may conclude our discussion of the first stage of the method of

dialectic by considering the question of the rank ordering of endoxa in general.

Although we have argued that the opinions of the wise figure far more prominently in

Aristotle's method of dialectic than Bolton's interpretation allows, this does not

necessarily require a scheme in which the opinions of the wise are regarded as the

most important in a scheme of rank ordering among three distinct levels of endoxa.

Rather, there is reason to believe that approaching the question of endoxa from the

standpoint of rank ordering, as Bolton does, is a potentially distorting mistake from

the very outset. First, in none of the passages cited by Bolton is Aristotle,s reference

to dialectic as reasoning from what is most endoxon stated in the context of

distinguishing among the th¡ee classes of endoxa which are to be set out in the first

stage of the method of dialectic.s3 On the contrary, the main passages cited by

Bolton appear in the context of a discussion of testing or examination, which, as we

shall see, belongs not to the first stage of dialectic in which the phainomena (endoxa)

are merely set out, but rather to the second stage of dialectic, in which the aporiai

that exist among the vaúots endoxa are worked through.sa Further evidence against

Bolton's conception of a rank-ordering among endoxa is suggested by a canvassing of

those views that Aristotle refers to as endoxa without adding any kind of further

qualification regarding levels of importance. Aristotle does state that some opinions

83See To-p. 141b5-14, 159b8-9, l59b l3-t g, l5gb25-29, t6}at2-16; SE lï2b37 -tÌ3a4. For Bolron's
treatment of these passages, see Bolton, "The Epistemologica.l Basis of Aristotelian pialectic,;' zos-jos.

uSee Top' 159a33-34. Although Bolton himself ¡efer to dialectic as used fo¡ "testing," he does not
recognize that this does not belong to the first stage of dialectic. but rather to the second iíase. in which
the aporiai which exisr among various endoxa u{dealt with. see Bolron, "The Epistemologftal Basis of
Aristotelian Dialecric. " 205. "
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count as endoxa simply because they are universally accepted.ss However,

elsewhere he indicates that he is not terribly optimistic about the existence of such

universally accepted opinions,s6 and even goes so far as to claim that propositions

which are universally agreed upon are not relevant to dialectic, since they admit of no

doubt.87 Further, Aristotle notes that some propositions may be universally accepted

when stated in general terms, but that serious disagreement becomes evident when

such propositions are stated more specifically.ss Regarding the opinions of the wise,

it is possible that they are generally compatible with the views of the many, but are

nevertheless relevant in and of themselves since they are expressed more clearly or

exactly and are backed up with the force of argument.se In other cases, however,

the views of the wise differ greatly from the views of the many, but must still be

considered as endoxa precisely because they come from a reputable or experienced

soulce.Ð Given these various sorts of views that Aristotle clearly recognizes simply

ssee, e.g., EN 11'13a2: "we say that thar which everyone thinks really is so."
86See esp. Po\..1337 a35-,3.6: "As úings a¡e there is disagreement about the subjects. For men are by

no means agreed about the things to be taught. "

- t'Top. 104a5-8. See also Iop. 105a8. Elsewhere, at EE l2l4b33-1215a2, Arisrotle states thar "we
have not to conside¡ the views ofihe multitude (for they talk without conside¡atiôn about a.lmost anything,
and most about happiness). "

. ttq_ee, e.g., EN l}95al7 -21, where Aristotle claims thar "[a]s far as its name goes, most people
virtually agree labour whal rhe good is], since borh rhe maiy- and rhe culrivaredcali it hapþinèss
(eudaínonia), and suppose fhat livìng well a¡d doing well a¡e thé same as being happy (eudainoni. B'tt
they disagree about wliat happiness ií, and the manv-do not sive the same anslie¡ ai'rñe'wise. " Sée also
Pol. l3?.1ú.3.-1323b 19, wliire Arisrotle nores thát cenain- propositions about the good "ate almosl
universally acknowledged as soon as they ate uttered " (Prl . 1323a34-35), e.8., "that no oie would maintain
that le is h?fpy (eudaimon) who has not in him a particle of courage or teñrperance or justice or practical
wisdom, who is afraid of every jnsect which flutteis past him, and -will comiút any cririle, howevèr qreat,
in ordei to gratify his lusr foí meìt or drink, who úill sacri'fice trir d..Ëü riiãni rä;ì-li.;A; õi fi¿ii;
farthing, and is feeble and false in mind as a child or a madman" (Pol. 1323a26-34), but thar people "differ
about the degree of relative superiority of this or that good" (Pol. 1323a35-36).

- - teOn clarity and exactness of expression as a characte¡istic of the views of the wise, see, e.8., Met.
982a13. On tlie views ofthe wise as being backed up by reason or argument, see, e.g., fop. iOqÉi7; nw
1095a30.

. sOn the imponance of philosophical reputation, see, e.g., Top. 104b20. For the relevance of the
views of those with much experience, see, e.9., EN ll43bll-14; and P/rys. 191a25-27, which refers to
earlier philosophers having 6een misied úy tlhéir inexperience. 

'See 
alsó Reeve, Practices of Reason:

Aristotle's Nicômachean Eihics, 36-37 for á helpful disl,:ussion of these points.
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as endoxa, without qualification, it would seem that when he refers to the setting out

the phainomena (endoxa) as the first stage of the method of dialectic, he is not

suggesting that we first look to opinions accepted by everybody as most importanr,

then to those accepted by the majority, and finally to the views of the wise. Rathe¡,

an opinion may be considered as endoxon if it belongs to any of the thee categories

he lists. It is onJy later, once the aporiai which exist among competing endoxa have

been identified, that we can begin to distinguish between certain views as being more

endoxon than others. If anything, it is at this later stage that the opinions of

authorities turn out to be more important than the other kinds of endoxa, since the

history of dialectical practice shows that the opinions of such authorities, like the

work of a skilled master craftsman, generally turn out to be more trustworthy than the

opinions of the uneducated majority.et Thus, in order to complete our examination

of Aristotle's conception of dialectical justification, we must examine the two stages

that take place after the endoxa have been set out, namely the surveying of the

aporiai, which Aristotle requires us to go fhough (diaporeln) in the second stage of

the method of dialectic, and the process of providing an account of their resolution,

which he refers to as the "proving (deiknunai) of the endoxa," and which constitutes

the final stage of dialectic.

In general, the aporiai referred to in the second stage of dialectic may be seen

as puzzles o¡ difficulties that are raised by the endoxa which were collected in the

erAt least this seems to be suggested by Aristolle's own practice of dialectic, since he consistently tums
to a consideration of the opinio-nI of autho¡itative philosoþhers such as Plato, and, even if he dóes nor
ultimately agree with themi incorporates what is reievant ii th€m into his own account.
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first ståge.e2 In addition to its place in the general tripartite description of dialectic

that we are examining, it is quite clear from many other passages that Aristotle

attaches great philosophical importance to an examination of the aporiai. For

example, he claims that it is the ability to go through the aportaí that leads to the

discovery of first principles.e3 Further, in the Metaphysícs, Aristotle lists three ways

in which an explicit formulation of the aporiai is required in order for philosophical

advancement beyond a mere survey of the various endoxa. First, having identified

progress itself as consisting in the resolution of the aporiai, Aristotle claims that we

must set them out precisely in order to have a clear understanding of what is required

of further dialectical enquiry.ea Second, a careful and explicit formulation of the

aporiai allows us to see more clearly what an appropriate solution will consist in, so

that we do not prematurely accept a solution which does not completely solve the

problems it was supposed to provide an answer to.e5 Third, we will be in a better

place to construct a position on a particular matter if we have listened to each of the

arguments for both sides of the case.e6 However, in addition to what we have so far

¡eferred to as a general conception of the aporiai as puzzles or difficulties, Aristotle

also distinguishes between two kinds of aporiai. One category of aporiai occur when

e2See Bames, "Aristotle a¡d the Methods of Ethics,,, 491n2.

.^_''Top. 29bt7 -26,, 
-!0 !a37,-¡qr qeg-als9 Cd¡. 8b23-24; An.Post. 90a35-37; Top. t}ta34-37, 104a3-5,

lo^s^gt--!:_!ny-s-. 2t7b2,9-31, 2s3b30-32, 266b25-28; Ca¿t. 277b27 _29, 291bi4-i8i GC 32tbi1_t3: DA
!91\29!?; I!!!._e]8.b\8_-?9,-295a24-99sb4, ee6ai6-17, r179b12-22:, 1.086a17-2't; EN 1146b6_7'; EE
t2l4at0-t1,.12t5a3-4, t2t5a20_25,1225b19,1245a27_29t: Rhet. 1356bj3_1357 at: po. t462bl7 _19, \r;hích
qlqq ¡çq witness to the imponance Aristorle places on the task of working ihrough the puziles oi
difhculties, though not specifically as that whicfi leads to rhe discovery of fìrsiprincip"les.

YMet. 995a28-34.
%Met.995ø35-995b2.
%Met.995b2-4.
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the collection of endoxa set out in the first stage of dialectic turns out to be

incoherent, as a result of straightforward contradiction or inconsistency among various

endoxa. For example, in his examination of akrasia, Aristotle identifies it as an

aporia that "some say that [the akraticl earnot have knowledge lat the time he acts], "

while others say that this is impossible, since "no one ... supposes while he acts thar

his action conflicts with what is best; our action conflicts with what is best only

because we are ignorant [of the conflict]. "e7 Thus, when contrâdictions or

inconsistencies arise, it becomes evident thaT the endoxa as a whole are incoherent,

and will therefore have to be revised in some way. However, Aristotle also

recognizes that the puzzles or difficulties that arise among the endoxa need not be so

severe. In addition to problems of contradiction and inconsistency, Aristotle claims

that other aporiai may arise from endoxa which are vaguely or ambiguously

expressed, or are simply in need of further explanation, and that these can in turn

contribute to the appearance of contradictions and inconsistencies characteristic of the

first kind of aporiai.ea For example, after having surveyed fhe endoxa which give

rise to the aporiai about "what is decent, "e Aristotle claims that "they are all

, eiEN ll45b21-27. See also D.4 4l6a2g-32, where Aristotle identifies it as an aporía that "[o]ne ser
of thinters assert that like is fed, as well as increased in amount, by like, " while "[a]nôther set ... inäintain
the very reverse, viz. that what feeds and what is fed a¡e cont¡a¡v to òne anothè¡." Similarlv. at P,lrvs.
208a3-4,.A¡isrotle charges previous thinlers with inconsisrency, sìnce, having identified the iñúnite úith
matter, tt ls lncons¡stent in them to make it what contains, ald not what is contained. " See also the list
of aporiai cited in M¿L 995b5-1003a16, esp. the initial survey of the aporiai at 995b5-996a17. For srill
more examples ofapo¡iai as the existence ofcont¡adiction o¡ in'consistenôv betw een endoxa. see. e.e.. ToD.
99b21-26,145b17 -20,l62al7; Phys.185bI I - 15, 208a32 -33,2t1b29-Zt\al\i Caet.291b24-9: GCíl5blþ-
24t Met.996a12-15; EN 1099b9-'17, ll00al0-31; EE 1214a10-25, I2I5'àO-ZS, tZZ5b19-1226a16.

esSee Bames, "Aristotle and the Methods of Erhics," 492.
eEN I 137 al0-113'lfi6.
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correct in a way, and none is contrary to any another.,,rm Thus, although in the

majority of cases aporiai arise because there is genuine conflict among the endoxa,

Aristotle also recognizes that such conflict will sometimes only be apparent, resulting

from endoxa which had not yet been insufficiently understood. It would be a mistake,

therefore, to interpret Aristotle too narrowly, as though his conception of aporiai is

restricted to that of a genuine conflict among endoxa, where we are required to

choose in favour of one or the other. For this seems to be tied to the conclusion that

Aristotle requires a solution to tbe apor¡ai merely on the basis of what we have

already been presented with.I0r Rather, as we shall see in our discussion of the

third stage of dialectic, the resolution of fhe aporíaí may also require a kind of

conceptual innovation which allows us to retain positions that were previously viewed

as incompatible.r02

. t.câEN ll3'7b6-'t. Sirnilarly, at EE 1235b13-18, which we shatl discuss funher in our examination of
the thlrd_stage of dialeclic, Aristotle claims that certain difficulties and contradictions will in the end stand
lÏ an.explanation can be provided which shows that they are both "held wjth some show of ¡eason, " therebv
makrng rt clear that certarn aPoria¡ are not genuinely contradictory or inconsistent, but only have thê
aPpearance ot contradlction or inconsistency. see Bames, " Aristotle and the Merhods of Ethics,.' 492-493 ,for a helptul .discussion of this passage.in th-e conrexr óf rhe second category ot aþòiài. i.or n nitãt
passages in which vague, ambiguous, ór_ insufficiently ex plained endoxa aricoúnted as aporiaí , see, e.g.,
Po|...1276a23-24, wie¡e Arisiotle explains that a'cenäin apoi¡ài- atises because ',thé word ,sráre'-is
ambìguous;".Mel. 998b19-31, where Àrisrorte characterizes ôenain difliculiies ãi a¡iJing f;;;;;;ioi;
thinkers' positionstecause rhey are incomplere and do nor inquire far enough; rnys. iøøiíl-zoiai, ileie
[e.gives an examPle of ut aporia in which it is unclear whai is to follow-fróm á panicular etdoxón: and
DA.417ø2-6, which counts as an aporiai simply because funher explanarion ís required in o¡dêr to
understa¡d the releva¡t endoxa.

- .'-o'19r, e.g., Nussbaum, The FragÌlity of Goodness,248, who claims that consistency reouires us to
declde wìat âppearance:s. to keep and what to throw out," as ifthis is the only option. seealso'ibid.,246.
t'urther, the overly simplistic interpretation of aporiai (i.e-, aporiai as restiéted to genuine contradiciions)
tbat ts lmplied by such a statement is closely ¡elated to her claim rhat Aristotle teqùires us to stick closeli
to the phainome a rhar were originally prelented to us (ibid., 24?).

- . ro2Although we have suggested, referring to Nussbaum as an example, that a narow intemretation of
Aristolle's conceplion of aporiai as restricted to genuine conflicr is liiked to a view which ieglects the
place of conceptual innovation in Aristotle's conðeption of dialectic, the connection between íhese two
vlews must. not be exaggerated. Even Bames, who emphasizes that a second class of apariai must be
¡ecognized in.Ar¡stotle, namely those resulting from vaguè or antbiglous endoxa, also tendó to assume that
lhe.endoxa will eithe¡ be aba¡doned or presewed, and ihus does noi take the ideá of conce¡tual innovarion
seriously enough. S,ee, e.g., Barnes, ",{risrotle aird the Methods of Eälcs,; +Þl 

-Ëunïèii 
À *---;iüli;;;

in our discussion of the third srage of dialectic, fhe resolution of the fiist class of aporiai, i.e., those
resulting fiom Senuine conflict, is not to be seen as necessarily taking pl ace vithout conéeptual'in¡rovation.
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Once the examination of all the vaúous aporiai has been completed, Aristotle

tells us that we may proceed to the third and final stage of dialectic, which he refers

to as "proving" (deiknunai), but which he fufher clarifies as consisting in the solution

of the aporiai.to3 We may begin by examining what it is that Aristotle takes to be

proved in the final stage of dialectic. Although Aristotle does refer to this stage as

"proving the endoxa,"tu it is best not to take such a passage too literally. First, as

Pritzl has noted, the notion of proof is commonly understood as establishing, but it is

not the case that fhe endoxa need to be established or certified, because their

epistemic status has already been secured by the mere fact that they belong to one of

the th-ree groups mentioned in our examination of the first stage of dialectic, i.e., all

people, the majority, o¡ the wise.ros Second, given Aristotle's general claim that

the purpose of dialectic is the establishment of first principles,rm it would seem to

follow that the third and final stage of dialectic should constifute a proof, not of

endoxa, b\t of first principles. However, it need not be the case that this particular

reference to proving the endoxa contrâdicts Aristotle's more general claim that the

primary philosophical task of dialectic is to prove first principles. For example,

Nevertheless, when aporia are understood to include only genuine conflicts, many impofant passages in
whi,ch A_ristotle most èlearly refers to the importance of cónieptual innovation a¡e'ove¡ìooked, 'since"these
tend to be associâted with the second caledom of aooriai. i.e.. those aona¡ent conflicts resultinp from
vague, ambiguous, or inadequately expressã eitdoxa'. In addirioir to this éiegetical reason, rhe samë point
can öe made on purely argu-mentátive grounds as well. For while the ¡esol-ution of confiicring opiilions
need not involve any significantly new insights, the resolution of those apoia which result frõm-vague,
amÞiguous, or inadequately expressed endoxa seem, by delinition, to require at least some ki¡d of
conceptual innovation. Thus, what we are claiming is thafa proper understandìng of Aristotle's conception
of aporiai must distinguish between rhe two clas-ses of apòriai, and that wheñ rhis is done, rhe riik of
misunderstanding Arisrotle's conception of how such àporiai arc to be ¡esolved by neglecring rhe
imponance of conceptual innovation is lessened.

to3EN 1145b4-7. See aJso plrys. 2lla6-11; EN lt46b6-'t.
'o¡EN I145b4-5.
¡øPritzl, "Opinions as Appearances: Endoxa in Aristotle," 47-48.
t6See supra, n. 24.
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insofar as lhe originøl endoxa strvive the process of aporiai-based testing, it is

appropriate to speak of them as having been proved. But in such a case fhe endoxa

are proved, nof qua endora, but rather qua first principles. Further, it is important to

recall that Aristotle describes the situation in which it is the endoxa that remain once

the aporiai have been solved as an " adequate proof, "r07 but not as the only

legitimete kind of proof . white it may indeed be preferable that dialectic concludes

with the endoxa remaining to take on the status of first principles, we must not let this

identification of the ideal outcome of dialectic cause us to overlook another importânt

case, in which it is not the original endoxa that are eventually proved to be first

principles, but rather some new position that was devised in order to solve fhe aporiai

that arose among those endoxa.t0s Thus, despite his reference to ,'proving the

endoxa," it is more appropriate to unde¡stand the final stage of dialectic as consisting

in a proof of first principles, with the recognition that these first principles may be

either the original endoxa set out in the first stage of dialectic or some new,

conceptually innovative position that was requirèd iri order deal with the aporiai that

were reco¡ded in the second stage of dialectic.

Having examined what it is that Aristotle takes to be proved in the first stage

of dialectic, we may turn to an analysis of his conception of proof itself. It has been

noted by several commentators that Aristotle's conception of proof is to be understood

r07EN l145bg.

,, rüAlthough it is significant at this point to recognize lhis altemarive to the final srage of dialectic as
"proving the endoxa," ute shatl undenãke a more eltensive discussion of the imDonarie of conceotual
innovation in Aristotle's account of dialectic in the following paragraph, in which'we shall tum froin an
examination of that which is proved in the final stage of dialéiric tõ air ánaysis of Aristorle's concepriòn
of proof itself.
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broadly. For example, P¡itzl has suggested that Aristotle's conception of proof be

understood in lerms of showing or explaining rather than the more coÍtmon

interpretation of the term as establishing. toe However, while Pritzl is correct to

claim that Aristotle does hold a broad conception of proof, his assumption that a

choice must be made between a conception of proving as establishing, on the one

hand, and proving as showing or explaining on the other is somewhat problematic.

Basing his argument on a literal reading of Aristotle's reference to "proving the

endoxa," Pritzl rules out an interpretation of Aristotle's conception of proving as

establishing, claiming that the endoxa do not need to be established.rr0 However, as

we have seen, it is first principles and not endoxa that Aristotle takes to be proved in

the final stage of dialectic, and it is precisely Aristotle's point thât these do need to be

established. Nevertheless, we must not follow P¡itzl in assuming that there is a

dichotomy between proving as establishing and proving as explaining, and thus that

Aristotle's conception of proof is to be understood in terms of one or the other, for

this would lead us to a conclusion which is precisely the mirror-image of that

defended by Pritzl, namely that Aristotle's conception of proof is to be understood in

terms of the notion of establishing as opposed to that of explaining. Where Pritzl

goes wrong is to assume that proving as establishing implies some kind of

foundationalist scheme according to which a position is established if it can be shown

r@Pritzl, "Opinions æ Appearances: Endoxa in Aristotle," 47. As others who have maintained that
A¡istotle's conception of proof is to be understood quite broadly, P¡itzl also cites R. A. Gauthier and J.
Y. Jofif, L'éth¡que a Niconaque, 2d ed. (huvaii and Parii: Publications Universitaires, Beatrice-
Nauwelaens, 1970), vol. 2, 588; and J. A. Stewart, Nor¿J on ,l¡¿ Nicomachean Efhics ofAristotle (Oxfolð,:
Clarendon Press, 1892), vol.2, 122-133,

ffoPritzl, "Opinions as Appeara¡ces: Endoxa in Aristotle," 4?-48.
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to be deducible from some more "basic" belief, and that this is to be contrasted with a

conception of proving as explaining, which functions in the much different sense of

"revealing ambiguity" and "determining the particular sense operative in the endoxa.,'

However, in contrast to Pritzl, we shall see that Aristotle does indeed hold a

conception of proving as the establishment of first principles, but not in the

foundationalist sense assumed by Pritzl. Rather, Aristotle,s conception of proving as

establishing is itself to be understood in terms of the notions of revealing ambiguity

and determining the particular sense operative in the endoxa, which pritzl equates

with proving as explaining.

One of the clearest statements of such a conception of explanation in

Aristotle's account of dialectic is found in a key passage from the Eudemian Ethics.

We must accept the reasoning which will both best explain the views on
these matters and will resolve the difficulties and contradictions; and
we will achieve this if we show that the conflicting views are held with
good reason. For such reasoning will most closely accord with the
phainomena; and it will allow the conflicting views to be retained if the
analysis can show that each is partly true and partly false.lrr

Here Aristotle tells us that the superior position will be the one which is able to

furnish an explanation which not only retains that which served to make the endoxa

collected in the first stage of dialectic initially appealing, but also provides a solution

To lhe aporia which arise among them and which, at least temporarily, serve to cast

doubt on the possibility of their being established as first principles. It does so by

offering a new account which is able to synthesize the original endoxa info a single,

tttaB I235bl3-18, as rranslared by Evans, Aristotte's Concepî ofDiatectic,55
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coherent scheme in such a way that the relative merits of each are retained while their

respective limitations are overcome. However, so as to avoid the charge of begging

the question, such an explanation must be in terms which are intelligible to those who

hold the original position.r12 In other words, the superiority of the new account

consists in its ability to show that a rival account fâils according to its own terms, and

that the new account is able to avoid such problems. One of the best examples of

such an analysis is provided by Evans's account of how Aristotle can be seen as

dealing with the prima facie contradictory positions of realism and relativism. As we

have seen, Aristotle rejects the extreme versions of both realism and extreme

relativism, but only insofar as he is able to construct an alternative position which

synthesizes the two original accounts, providing a different sense of realism and

relativism than that which they are given in their extreme versions. Such an analysis

may be taken to be superior because its new interpretation of the key concepts

involved allows it to explain the problems inherent in each of the extreme positions in

terms which they themselves can identify with, while at the same time avoiding those

same problems itself.rr3 However, while such an account of the ¡ole of explanation

in dialectic is most straightforwardly relevant to the task of providing a solution to

second of the two kinds of aporiai that we discussed above, namely those in which

tt2See Top.14Ib15-22, where Aristotle claims that in dealing with one's opponents, one must "frame
lhe account in terms whióh are more familia.r to them. " Thi; is in keeping' with Áristotle's general
methodological claim lhat we must begin with that which is more intelligible ra us in order to eventually
reach that úhich is more intelligible ab"solurely. See also Evans,,lristo T's Concept of Dialectic, 70, 8i,
for a recognition.of the imponaice Aristotle piaces on responding ro the positions óf oíhers in te¡ins whicÉ
are more rntelllglble ro the t.

rrrSee Evars, Arislotle's Concept of Dialectic, 55-61, who claims that it is Aristotle's analysis ofthe
object of wish ço boulêton), which, he claims, provides a model for unde¡standing Aristotle's discussion
qteellsrn and relativism, that can be seen as thé pradigmatic example of the kind-of analysis outlined in
EE 1235b13-18.
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vague o¡ ambiguously stated endoxa give rise to the appearance of contradiction, the

idea of proving in the sense of providing an explanation is relevant to aporiai in

which there is genuine conflict as well. since the conflict in such cases does not turn

out to be merely apparent, what is required fo¡ a solution here must go beyond a

synthesis of the original endoxa, and involve a choice of one contradictory position

over another, or, if none of the endoxa âre satisfactory, the construction of an entirely

new position. Nevertheless, it is precisely Aristotle,s point that, as they stand, there

is nothing that allows us to choose between such positions. Thus, what is required is

some kind of further explanation of how it is that one such position is able to avoid

the problematic consequences that are claimed to follow from it according to the other

position, as well as an explanation of why the other position is not similarly able to

overcome its own problems.lla

Further, in addition to its illustration of the notion of giving an explanation as

a key to understanding his concept of proof, this key passage from the Eudemian

Ethics furlher confirms the impofance of conceptual innovation in Aristotle's concept

of dialectic, which we have so far only hinted at. As is most clearly suggested in the

case of apparent contradiction resulting from vaguely or ambiguously expressed

endoxa that this passage is directly referring to, none of the original endoxa survives

the process of providing a resolution of the aporiai fully intact. Rather, a new,

, ¡r4This.is exactly what Aristotle does in his resolution of the aporiai regarding the discussion of
akras¡a' As we have seen in our discussion of the second staee of dialectic.-one o-f the ¿¿¿ria which
Arisl.otle conside¡s regarding the idea of a&rasi¿ falls into the cate"gory ofgenuinä contiaoictioí. Hóweuei,
in offering a resolution of this problem a¡d defendine his own cónóeotiõn of akrasia- Arisrorle orovidei
an account which is suggesrive-of a conceprion of prõving as explainìng, i.e., revealíng ambieuiries and
oeternrnrng the particul sense operative in the endoxa. See,EN I145b23-32 fo¡ Arisiotle's discussion
oï he apor¡a in quesrion, and ErV I l46bl5-l 147 a.Z4 for his proposed resolution.
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conceptually enriched position must be developed, which is able to synthesize into a

single, coherent account the competing endoxa which, when left to their own

resources, could not yield a judgement in favour of one position or the other and thus

remained merely contradictory. Again, an illuminating example is provided by

Aristotle's analysis of the positions of realism and relativism. In their original form,

the positions of extreme realism and extreme relativism contradict each other in such

a way that each is denied by the other but is unable to refute it in a non-question

begging manner. However, once Aristotle has provided a ¡evised analysis of the

essential concepts involved in the two extreme accounts, the problems identified by

each of them as being inherent in the other are overcome, and a new position is

developed. Thus, although his conception of dialectic does pay significant attention to

the opinions of recognized authorities, it does not follow that he allows first principles

to be justified merely because of the fact that they are uttered by respectable

philosophical figures. Rather, like any other endoxa, they must survive the process of

dialectical testing by defending themselves against the aporiai that might be raised or

by being revised so as to take the relevant aporiai into consideration. However, if

neither of these alternatives can be accomplished, they must be abandoned in favour

of other, more successful endoxa thaf can be proved as first principles.

The final outcome of philosophical dialectic, then, is the establishment of first

prilciples. However, although this is certainly the most complicated âspect of

Aristotle's conception of justification, both to carry out and to understand, it is

important to recognize that the dialectical justification of fi¡st principles is really only
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a preliminary to a further level of justification, namely demonstration. We shall

therefore conclude our examination of Aristotle's conception of justification with a

brief discussion of his theory of demonstrative justification, focusing primarily on the

schematic question of its relationship to dialectic. In general, dialectic may be seen

as a prescientific exercise which serves to provide the justification of the first

principles on which a science is based, while demonstration provides justification of

the conclusions of science on the basis of those first principles.trs In other words,

whereas dialectic constitutes an argument f¿ the first principles which provide the

foundations of a particular science, Aristotle describes demonstration as an argument

from those first principles.t16 Since the first principles of demonstration cannot

themselves be demonstrated, they must be justified by the process of dialectic which

begins with that which is more intelligible relative to us.rr? However, once they

have been so established, Aristotle regards them as being necessarily true, universal,

and objective.lrs In short, once they have been established, Aristotle characte¡izes

the first principles as being absolutely intelligible.rre It is as such that he takes

them to be suitable as the foundations for a conception of demonstrative justification

-.. "tS.g, e.g_:,- Fvan-sf Aristotle's Concept oÍ Dialectic, 2\ Reeve, practices of Reason: Aristo e,s
Nicomachean Ethics, 3l-33.

. "lfop.l0lâ17-_l0lb_4, 158a31-158b4: Met. l0t2b32-10t3a23, esp. l013at4-16; EN t095a3l -32. See
also Evans, , ristotle's Concep, oÍ Dialectic, 5l-52.

tt'An.Post. 72b5-74a3, See also lr¡. Post. g0b}4-26i Top. I0la37 -t}lb4: phys. l84at-Z:-: Met.
1011aI3.

ttEAn'Post. 7lb20-22. For more on these characteristics offirst principles, see A .Post.71b25,73a21-
24, 73a25-28, 74b5-39, 75?28-33, 75b39. See also Jonath^an Blarnés. "Arisrotle's Théorv of
Demonstration, " 

-Påronesis 
14 (1969): 123; Evans, Aristotle,s Concept oj Dialectic, 51-52; Irwin,

Arisloîle's First Prhrciples,3-4; Reeve, Practices of Reason, S-13.
Itelhis identification of that which is intelligible relafive to us with the dia.lectical process of esrabl ishinr

fìrst principtes and thar which.is inrelligible abiòluìèþ tõ rtte siãrui o'i¡iJipri^óia.', õ"óärñèih;;; Ë;
proved is most clearly stared h Phys.184a10-23.
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which constitutes the ideal of scientific knowledge. According to Aristotle, a

proposition is demonstratively justified if it can ultimately be deduced from such

foundational first principles. In other words, Aristotle's conception of demonstration

may be seen as an "axiomatized deductive system comprising a finite set of connected

apodeixeis or demonstrations 'rr20 in which certain conclusions are justified because

of a special relationship they have with a collection of first principles which have

themselves been previously justified by dialectic. Further, since the first principles

are necessarily true, universal, and objective, the conclusions de¡ived from them will

be so as well,r2r Accordingly, it seems thât Aristotle holds a highly optimistic view

of science, in which the truth of particular conclusions may be determined because of

the fact that they follow deductively from the absolutely known first principles of the

science in question. However, what is perhaps most important to recognize is that

demonstration constitutes an ideal of scientific knowledge, which suggests that the

bulk of the work in Aristotle's conception of justification is carried out by the

prescientific dialectical justification of first principles. Nevertheless, this does not

mean that his conception of demonstrative justification is any less important. To the

contrary, the justification of particular theses as absolutely intelligible which

demonstration ensures is in large part the goal of Aristotle's philosophical

methodology. It is just that once the dialectical establishment of the first principles of

a particular science has been completed, the demonstrative justification of any further

rzoJonatha¡ Bames, "Aristotle's Theory of Demonstration," 123.
t2t4n.Post.75b2l-26.
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conclusions from them is relatively straightforward.

3. Aristotle's Conception of Truth

As in our discussion of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry in the

previous chapter, we have attempted to separate our analysis of A¡istotle's conception

of justification from an analysis of his conception of truth. Even though the two

concepts are essentially connected insofar as they function together to constitute his

overall conception of philosophical methodology, it will be beneficial to treat them

separately for the purposes of our evaluation of the objections to Maclntyre,s

Aristotelianism which we shall undertake in the final chapter. Although most of the

serious misunderstanding regarding Maclntyre's account of philosophical methodology

centres on his conception of truth, with Aristotle the situation is precisely the

opposite. While there is much substantial disagreement regarding many different

aspects of his conception of justification, and in particular those which concern his

theory of dialectical justification, there is comparatively little disagreement regarding

his conception of truth. Nevertheless, there are still some important interpretive

issues that must be sorted out in order to properly understand A¡istotle's conception

of truth. As in our discussion of truth in Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry, it

is appropriate in an examination of Aristotle's concept of truth to distinguish between

the role or place that it has in his account of philosophical methodology in general

and its nature or the characteristics it has so that it can perform such a role.

Accordingly, we may begin our discussion with an analysis of Aristotle's conception

of the role of truth. For it is only after we have reached an adequate understanding

r42
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of its role in his account of philosophical methodology that we will be equipped with

the contextual background required to properly understand his conception of the

nature of truth.

In general, the role of truth in Aristotle's conception of philosophical

methodology is that of a telos or goal towards which philosophical enquiry is directed.

It is well known that Aristotle attempted to develop a teleological ethical theory.

However, while the felos of ethics, for example, is action that will lead to

eudaimonia, the lelos of philosophical enquiry in general is truth. That is to say,

when it is viewed as an autonomous discipline, ethics is directed towards the

attâinment of eudaimonia, but when considered in terms of the theoretical or

philosophical task of establishing ethics itself, its telos is truth.t2z Aristotle's

clearest statement of such a conception of truth as lhe telos of philosophical enquiry is

found in the Metaphysics, where he claims that "it is right that philosophy should be

called knowledge of the truth. For the end (telos) of theoretical knowledge is the

truth. nr23 In a related manner, Reeve has also stressed the importance of

r2¿That Aristotle distinguishes between ethics as an autonomous discipline, i.e., that which p¡ovides an
account ol what we ate to do in a particulù situation, and the theôretiial oi philosophièd task of
establishinS- ethical theory itself, i.e., determining Lhat it i; character-o¡iented and wirái its itre virruãs-aril
y_rges ar9' has been convincingly argued by Reeve. See Reeve, practices of Reason: Aristotle's
Nicomachear Ethics, esp. chapters 2 and 3. Iitile this distinction is simila¡ to thafwhich we have drawn
b€tween demonstralion as a scientific activity and dialectic as a Þrescientific one. it is not entirelv fhe same
since demonstration also conrribures to thé construction of a'theory, even ii'ii i; ;"lt ;ö;¿ñ;d;ïiú
establishing th-e more derivative aspects that may be deduced from thê'firsr principles wliictr cónitiiute tfle
loundations of rhe paniculù science in question..

t8Met. 993b19-20. See alsoEN ll39b12-13; Pol. l2'19b13-15 fo¡ a similar statement of rruth as rhe
r¿la-J.o-f lhilosophical enquiry. Funher, in a foÍlow-up statement ro his methodoloeical rema¡fi ai r¡¡
t t45b¿:l , which tormed the basis of ou¡ examination ofhis conception of dialecrical juirifìcation, Arisrotle
qakes. it clea-r rhar rhe "discovery of rhe trurh" constirures the tôlos ot goal of phitôsophy (Eñ fi46bi).
llsewhere,-.Aristotle even suggésts that humans have a "natural incliñation tòwards'ttíe ìruth" 1Hlei.i355al5-16)as well_as a "naturã disposition ro attain it" (Rhet. l355a|6i see also EE 30-31). goièver,
in spite of this, he also adds that "no one is able to attain ìhe tmth adequâtely, " atd therefoíe claims ttrãi
the Pursuit of truth must be a collective enterprise (Mel. 993a30-993b7), and ñrnher claims that any narural
disposition fo¡ grqsplng rhe rruth is to be rêfined by experience (EN'il43b6-9), which again súes.tii ã
comparison with fhe kind of skilled expenise posses-sed 6y a mastèr craftsman iá a panicuä re chíã - For
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recognizing that truth constitutes the telos of Aristotle's conception of dialectic,

insofar as the primary tåsk of dialectic is that of establishing the truth of first

principles.r2a However, it could be added that truth is to be seen as the telos of

demonstration as well. For, while dialectic serves to justify the truth of first

principles, demonstration allows us to derive the truth of further claims on the basis

of such first principles. The understanding of truth as a telos, therefore, does not

belong either to dialectic or to demonstration, but to philosophical enquiry as a whole.

While a particular theory must be justified by the two-stâge process of dialectic and

demonstration, once it has been so justified, it may be taken as true, and this, as we

shall see in our examination of the nature of truth, means that there are certain other

important characteristics which may be associated with such a theory.

Aristotle's general conception of the role of truth in philosophical

methodology, then, is that of a telos which speculative or theoretical philosophy

aspires to attain. However, although it is located at the end of philosophical enquiry,

it is not the case that Aristotle's conception of truth is therefore merely passive.

Rather, it is precisely insofar as it is a telos that Aristotle's conception of truth may

be seen to have a more active role in his conception of philosophical methodology.

For according to Aristotle, since truth is the t¿los of philosophical enquiry, it follows

that if and insofar as it can be determined that a particular theory is incapable of

a_helpful discussion of these issues and their relationship to Aristotle's conception of truth as the telos of
pltiloso_phy, see Bames, "Aristotle and the Methods of EÌhics," 508-510. Cf. Reeve, Practices ofReason:
Aristotle's Nicomachea¡ Ethics, 45-46.

l2aSee Reeve, Practices of Reasot¡; ,{ris¡o¡l¿ 's Nicomachean Ethics, 45, 56. See also Barnes, " Aristotle
and Lhe Methods of Ethics," 493, who claims that it is at EN 1146b6-8 whe¡e Aristotle suggests that the
"discovery of truth" is the telos ór goal of dialectic.
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being true, such a theory must rejected, or at least revised, in favour of another, more

potentially truth-conducive theory. Perhaps the most straightforward example of such

an active role for truth in philosophical enquiry is suggested by Aristotle,s account of

the principle of non-contradiction, and its application at the level of dialectical

justification.r25 Itselfjustified by dialectic,r26 the principle of non-contradiction

states that it is impossible for contradictory statements to be true of the same subject

at the same time.r27 Accordingly, it follows that since only one of two such

propositions can be true, only one of them can be an object of study,r28 Therefore,

if it can be determined which of them is untrue, we may eliminate it as a plausible

candidate for reaching the telos of truth, and thus of philosophical enquiry in general,

and proceed to consider other alternatives to the one which survived this initial

dialectical encounter. In addition to such an application of the principle of non-

contradiction, Aristotle also makes a more explicit statement of the active role of truth

in philosophical enquiry. In his examination of the positions of his predecessors in

the Metaphysics, Aristotle claims that when a certain position has been found to be

inadequate, we are "forced by the truth itself,' to enquire further in order to reach a

- .tðTh.at the principle of non-contradiction functions at the level of diaìecticat rather than demonstrative
Justilicatlon is suggesled by Aristotle's general claim that one of rhe main funclions of dialeclic is to
consrder conl¡aries, o¡_opposite sides of the case. See M¿t. 995a24-996a17. See also Evans, Arisîotle's
Concept of Dialectic, 25-29. In terms of the lhreefold scheme of dialectic, contrarv or opDosíte oositioni
would Senera.lly .be _ 

introduced as aporia in the second stage of dialectic. Thai the ^c'onsideiation of
contrarles ls not ln this sense a part of demonst¡ative iustification is clear from the fact that its task is to
deduce funher conclusionsfon first principles, and no't to reason fary¿rds them by considering the relativà
melts of various conflicting positions.

t26Met. l}05b34-7006a28. See also Evans, Arislotle's Concept of Dialectic, 48-49; Irwiî, Ar'sîotle's
First Princíples, 179-188.

t21Met. l007bl9. See atso M¿¡. 1005b34-1006a1, t016b32-34.
'2EThis application of the principle of non-contradiction to Dhilosoohical enouirv is helofullv recosnized

by Evans, Aristotle's conceft oJ Dialectíc, 27 , a¡d is suggeited by'Arisrorle'hiríself iri ,D/ isa30:18b5.
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more adequate position.r2e That is, since it has become obvious that such a position

is untrue, we must reject it and move on in our search to find the one which is

ultimately able to reach the telos of truth. Thus, although truth is something that is

realized at the end of Aristotle's conception of philosophical enquiry, it is

nevertheless the case that, as a telos, it can also be seen as indirectly involved in the

rejection of those positions which are unable to reach it. However, this is not

because there is any kind of access to the truth at the preliminary stages of enquiry,

so as to have a basis for comparing the competing positions with each other. Rather,

in addition to its being seen as the relos of philosophical enquiry, it is because of the

characteristics which make up Aristotle's conception of the nature of truth thaf truth

can be seen as having such a role. Thus, we may now turn to ân examination of

Aristotle's conception of the nature of truth, not only because it will provide a

necessary supplement to our examination of his conception of the role of truth, but

more importantly because it will enable us to understand precisely what it means

when Aristotle refers to a particular statement or theory as being true.

Although he does not really offer an extensive and systematic discussion of the

nature of truth, it has been suggested by many interpreters that Aristotle's conception

of the nature of truth may be understood in terms of the concepts of absoluteness,

objectivity, universality, and timelessness. r30 It is absolute and objective in the

t2eMet. 984b9-l}.
lsSee, e.g., Richard Campbell, Truth and Historicity (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 120-126;

Cooper, "Review of The Fragiiíty of Goodness by MafhaNussbaum," 546-547: Abrahanr Ed¿i, Aistotl¿
and.His Philosophl, (Chapel Hill: The Universiryof Nonh Carolina Press, 1982), 239-244, esp.240-241;
!!v!n, 4ri-stgilg\ First Piinciples,5-7, I 18, 128, 149; Kraut, "Review oflris¡o¡l e's First Principles by ^f.
H. Irwin," 369; and C. C. W-. Taylor, "Arisrotle's Epistemology," in Epistemology, ed. Stepheri Everion,
116-142, Companions to AncieniThóughr Series, nó. t lNew:iôrk: C'ambridgeïiriversity Press, 1989)j
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sense that it is not relative to any particular way of viewing the world, but is about

things as they are in themselves, independently of how they may appear to us.

Again, Aristotle's basic methodological distinction between that which is intelligible

relative to us and that which is intelligible absolutely is relevant here. lVhereas

dialectic begins the process of justification by taking into consideration different

positions which are intelligible from various points of view, the truths which are

established by dialectic, namely, the first principles, are nevertheless to be seen âs

absolutely intelligible, as ate any other truths which may derived from them through

the second-order process of demonstration. In other words, although he sees the

justification of or means toward truth as dealing with that which is intelligible relative

to us, Aristotle describes the nature of truth itself as that which is intelligible

absolutely. In a related maruìer, Aristotle's conception of the nature of truth may be

seen as universal, in the sense that it is independent of the stândpoint of a particular

person or group of people. Finally, the concept of timelessness may also be offered

as a description of Aristotle's understanding of the nature of truth. However, this

does not mean that any particular claim to truth holds for all time, for Aristotle allows

that the truth-value of a statement may be required to change.r3l Rather, truth is

timeless in the sense that it is ahistorical, or in the sense that time, place, and other

contextual features do not enter into the notion of truth.r32 For Aristotle claims that

117, 130.
l3rSee, e.g., Cat. 4a22-4b12.
f'See Campbell, Truth aìd H¡srofici¡y, 123. See also Jaakko Hintikka, "Time, Truth. and lhowledee

in A¡cient Greek Philosophy," Anericai Philosophical Quaflerly 4 (1967): t-14, esp. 10, who susgesis
that the Aristotelian idea of "changing truth" is to be distinguished from the more niodem notion õT the
historical relarivity of truth.
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when the truth-value of a particular statement does change, this is not because of any

kind of change in itself, but is rather because of a change in something else, and it is

precisely because he does not relativize truth to any particular historical situation that

Aristotle requires the truth-value of a statement to change in such a situation.

According to Richard Campbell, all of these properties or characteristics of truth âre

"neatly summarized " in the following passage from the Metaphysics:

We cannot know the truth without the cause, Now, each thing which
imparts a certain character to other things itself has that character to the
highest degree (e.g., fire is the hottest, for it is the cause of heat in
everything else); thus that which is the cause of the derivative things
being true is also most true. Therefore, the first principles of what
always are must necessarily be always the most true--since they are not
merely sometimes true, nor is anything the cause of their being, but
they are themselves the cause of the existence of others, so that as each
thing is in respect of being, so it is in respect of truth.r33

However, while this passage is not entirely unrelated to the four concepts we have

used to describe Aristotle's understanding of the nature of truth, its main concern

appears to be with the primacy of first principles, and not with the nature of truth

itself. Rather, as we shall see, it is in the context of Aristotle's realist conception of

truth that such a description of the nature of truth is best understood.

Although the concepts of absoluteness, objectivity, universality, and

timelessness do appropriately capture much of what Aristotle has to say about the

truth, Aristotle himself makes it quite clear that it is in terms of his concept of

realism that the nature of truth is best understood. This is nowhere stated more

clearly than in the "definition" of truth and falsity that Aristotle offers in the

teMet. 993a30-993b7, as quored by Campbell, Tn¿th and Historiciry, 121
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Metaphysics: "to say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is false,

while to say of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not, is true.',l3a He

further demonstrates his contention that truth is to be understood in realist terms by

invoking a distinction between reality and mere appearance, claiming that, "regarding

the nature of truth, we must maintain that not everything which appears is true. ',r35

For, according to Aristotle, if truth is based merely on appearances and not on ¡eality

itself, then anything follows, and we have no basis for distinguishing what is true

from what is false.l3ó Rather, he claims that a statement or theory is true if and

insofar as it constitutes an adequate grasp of things as they a¡e in reality, regardless

of what other appearances may happen to be masquerading as potential candidates for

truth. Nevertheless, as we have seen in our examination of his discussion of

relativism, Aristotle's realism is not entirely dissociated from the appearances as in

the doctrine of extreme realism that we have referred to. Rather, he allows that the

standpoints represented by the various appearances are important as a means toward

reality and truth, but maintains that the notion of truth itself is unitary and

independent of such diffe¡ent ways of appearing. In other words, Aristotle claims

that there is such a thing as reality which is "external " or "metâphysical, "r37 in the

tYMet. l0l1b25-28.

. txMet. 1010b1-2. See also M¿¡. 1009b1-2, as well as M¿r. l05lb6-8, where Aristotle claims that "it
is not because we think thar you are white that you ar¿ white, but because you are white that we who say
this have the rrurh. "

t36Met. 1009a8-9 .

. '3.14 yqrd ofclarihcation regarding our use of the terms "extemal" and ,'metaphysical" in order to
describe Aristotle's conception oI ¡ealiim is in o¡der here. Although these are conc'epis which belong ro
the con-temporary philosoÞhicat discussion conceming ¡ealism, a¡õwere thus not emþloyed by Aristõtle
ntmselt, lt is nevenheless imponant to use them in orde¡ to distinsuish Aristotle's ¡ealism from a¡other
form of realism with which it has recently been associated, as-we shall see in ou¡ examination of
Nussbaum's account of Aristoteliân tealism.-
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sense that it is independent of any particular conceptualization of it, and that a theory

may be identified as true if and insofar as it offers an adequâte grasp of that reality,

but maintains that a consideration of all the relevant appearances is nevertheless

required in order to determine which theory it is that most satisfactorily does so.

Given such a description of the nature of truth, Aristotle is often credited with

having been the first to develop a version of the corespondence theory of truth.

However, Campbell has rightly cautioned against such a tendency to view Aristotle as

the patriarch of the correspondence theory, claiming not only that it is somewhat

anachronistic, but also, and more importantly, that the description of Aristotle as an

early conespondence theorist tends to foster a serious distortion of his conception of

the nature of truth. According to Campbell, standard versions of the correspondence

theory analyze thought or language as being composed of individualized linguistic

items, and similarly understand reality itself as being composed of separate and

distinct non-linguistic items, such as facts. Having done so, they identify truth as

consisting in the relationship of atomic or one-to-one correspondence between the way

linguistic items are put together in various judgements or propositions and the way the

nonJinguistic items or facts occur together to constitute reality.r3s On the basis of

such an interpretation, however, Campbell argues that it is John l¡cke, and not

Aristotle, who is properly referred to as the father of the correspondence theory of

r3sCampbell, Truth a d Hisîoricity, 125,212. Irwin tends to sDeak of Aristotle's conceotion of the
nature of truth in terms ofthe standarð terrninology of correspondenôe. see,e.g., lnvin, Ariitotle's Firs¡
Principles, 5-7, where le refers to Aristotle's theóþ of truth'in terms of a rélatioíship oî conespondence
between statements and facts.
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truth.r3e For Aristotle does not share the standard correspondence theorist's

conception of reality as carved up into a realm of discrete facts to which statements or

theories must correspond in order to be true. Rather, in the context of his account of

truth, Aristotle speaks of reality much more generally, as the objects to which the

mind or intellect is ultimately directed.rao Further, although Aristotle does claim

that truth is properly located in judgements, or, more specifically, in the activity of

combination and separation, rar Campbell claims that it is the objects themselves

which are somehow combined or separated in orde¡ to yield the truth and not any

kind of linguistic representations of them, as the standard version of the

conespondence theory would have it.1a2 Thus, although there is clearly a sense in

which it is appropriate to speak of Aristotle's conception of truth in terms of

correspondence to reality, his is not the kind of correspondence which exists between

two distinct levels, namely linguistic and non-linguistic, but is rather the kind of

correspondence whereby the mind approaches its objects in such a way that the two

may ultimately become identical.ra3 Nevertheless, although we must, for these

reasons, avoid reading back onto Aristotle's theory of truth any concepts that are

more properly situated within the context of the much more recent correspondence

theory of truth, what is perhaps most important for our purposes of understanding

. .r3elbid., 125,212-214. In shon, Campbell claims that ir is Locke's conceprion of truth as consisting
ir the corr€spondence between signi and that which they signify which fo¡ms'the basis of whar we havË
described in ierms of a distinction-between linguistic ald noñliriguisric items. See John l,o cke, An Esssy
Concemíng Human lJnderstanding, ed. P. H. Ñidditch (Oxfo¡d: -Cla¡endon Press, 1975), IV. v. Z. for rhê
passage on which Campbell's analysis is based.

f {See, 
e. g., M et. IOS 1 a34 -1051b5, 1051b33-1052a3.

f¿lDI l6a9-18; Met. lo27bl7 -27 , l05la34-1051b5, l05lb33-1052â3.
¡a'?Campbell, Trurh and Historicity, 125,212, rclying on Met.l05lb2-5.
t4tDA 43lal.
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Aristotle's conception of the nature of truth is the sense in which he takes truth to be

secondary to and dependent on a conception of reality which is not determined by the

mind's attempt to grasp it,r# even if the mind may ultimately reach a point at which

it has become identical with such reality. For it is in this sense that Aristotle's

conception of truth is appropriately described as absolute, objective, universal, and

timeless.

However, such an interpretation of Aristotle's realism and its relationship to

his conception of the nature of truth has itself been the object of ¡ecent criticism.

According to Nussbaum, Aristotle's realism is not to be interpreted in externâlist or

metaphysical terms at all, but is rather best understood in terms of the doctrine of

" internal realism, " which claims to be more sensitive to the limits of human

rationality,ras and which has been made popular by Hilary putnam.ra6 In contrast

to the external realism that we have attributed to Aristotle, the doctrine of internal

realism sees reality and truth as being cornmitted to a particular way of speaking and

thinking.taT Thus, although she grants that Aristotle does hold a conception of

reality to which statements or theories must somehow correspond in o¡der to be true,

Nussbaum claims that, for Aristotle, such reality does not exist ',independently of all

conceptualization and thought, " but is rather dependent on a particular ,'conceptual

scheme" or way of viewing the world.ra8 Or to use more characteristically

raFor a further discussion of the character of truth as secondary to and dependent on reality, see Edel,
Arisþrle and His Philosophy, 241-242.

rasNussbaum, The Fragiliry of Goodness,257.

-^^r6See, e.g., Hilary Putnam, R¿asor¡, Tnnh and llisrory (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
l98l ).

laTNussbaum, The Fragility of Goodness, Z57.

'4Elbid.,253-255.
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Aristotelian terminology, "[a]ppearances and truth are not opposed, as Plato believed

they were. We can have truth only inside the circle of appearances, because only

there can we communicate, even refer, at all. urae As this quote suggests, Nussbaum

defends her internalist interpretation of Aristotelian realism by pointing to the

prominence of the appearances in Aristotle's philosophical methodology, For on the

basis of his conception of philosophy as beginning with the dialectical investigation of

the appearances Qthainomena), Nussbaum claims that Aristotle's overall conception of

philosophy itself, and more importantly for our present purposes, his conception of

the truth to which philosophical enquiry aspires is somehow limited to or confined by

the way in which such appearances constitute the concepfual framework in terms of

which reality must be conceived by us. In other words, Nussbaum claims that

Aristotle's account of dialectic is to be understood as meaning that all

conceptualization, including that of reality itself, is internal to such appearances, and

thus that truth is not absolute, objective, universal, and timeless in the sense described

above, but is rather something that we are essentially involved in constructing.

However, although Nussbaum is certainly correct to point to the importance of

the appearances in Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology, especially in

light of the tendency of previous generations of Aristotelian scholarship to downplay

his notion of dialectic, it is not clear that this wanants her claim that Aristotle is to be

understood as holding an internalist theory of reality and the nature of truth. First, it

is perhaps not merely coincidental that Nussbaum fails to acknowledge those passages

t4elbid.,257. See also ibid., 253.
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in which Aristotle explicitly claims that truth is to be distinguished from mere

appearance.r50 More importantly, however, although she appropriately recognizes

that the appeannces figure prominently in Aristotle's account of philosophical

methodology, Nussbaum is mistaken her interpretation of precisely where it is that

such appearances belong. Foi while Aristotle does claim that philosophical enquiry

mvsl begin with the appearances, he nevertheless claims that the truth which

constitutes fhe end or relos of philosophy is nevertheless is independent of such

appearances. This is perhaps best understood in terms of two central distinctions that

we have referred to thoughout our examination of Aristotle's conception of

philosophical methodology. As we have seen, the process of dialectic which

constitutes the starting point of Aristotle's conception of philosophical enquiry is to be

understood as dealing with that which is intelligible relative to us, namely the

appearances. But that which it proceeds towards, namely the dialectically justified

first principles and the further theses which are derived from such first principles

tfuough the process of demonstrative justification, is to be understood as absolutely

intelligible. However, this basic methodological distinction is itself to be understood

in terms of a further distinction, namely the distinction between the means toward

truth and the nature of truth itself. For together with demonstration, dialectic is an

essential part of Aristotle's conception of justification which constitutes the means

toward truth. And while the appearances form the proper subject matter of dialectic,

and are thus essential to Aristotle's conception of the means toward truth, Aristotle

rsoSee supra, n. 135.
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takes truth itself to be absolute. The problem with Nussbaum's internal realist

interpretation, then, is that, having properly recognized the role of appearances in

dialectic and thus as essential to Aristotle's conception of the means toward truth, she

provides no argument to support her primary claim that the significance of such

appearances extends to Aristotle's conception of truth itself. Rather, she seems to

argue that since the âppearances are essential to Aristotle's concept of dialectic, they

therefore inform his concept of truth as well. But such a move is clearly

unwarranted, especially in light of the two distinctions noted above. Thus, we may

conclude that Nussbaum's interpretation of Aristotle as an internal realist does not

pose a serious threat to the interpretation of his conception of philosophical

methodology that we have provided in this chapter, according to which philosophy

begins with a consideration the various appearances (phainomena) or endoxa which

are representative of different standpoints concerning the subject-matter in question,

and attempts to work though the problems or puzzles raised by them in order to

ultimately reach a position which may be identified as true in the sense that it is

absolute, objective, universal, and timeless,



Conclusion: A Reconsideration of the Objections
to Maclntyre's Aristotelianism

In our introductory chapter, we suggested that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry is properly situated in the context of a recent philosophical movement which

is loosely connected by a common desire to return to the philosophy of Aristotle as a

way of dealing with contemporary philosophical issues. However, although

Maclntyre is recognized by many as being a leading representarive of this school of

thought, there are others who have argued that his involvement in the contemporary

philosophical discussion has actually led him in a direction that is significantly at odds

with some basic tenets of Aristotle's philosophy. Further, given Maclntyre,s

conception of philosophical enquiry as a tradition-constituted enterprise, such an

objection that his philosophy is not genuinely compatible wirh rhe Aristotelian

tradition he claims to represent poses a fundamental challenge to his overall

programme. In fact, it is precisely because such an examination of the question of

the continuity of Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology with that of

Aristotle is so central to the tåsk of understanding his philosophy at all that we have

made it the primary focus of the present study. As a way of setting the stage for such
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a discussion, we began by outlining four different objections which are commonly

raised against Maclntyre's Aristotelianism. However, in order to have an adequate

basis for evaluating the various questions raised, we claimed that a more extensive

examination of both Maclntyre and Aristotle than the often sketchy interpretations

offered by the objections themselves was required. Having completed this

undertaking in the preceding two chapters, we are now in a position to judge the

legitimacy of each of the four objections, and thus to provide a final answer to the

question of whether or not Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is compatible

with the conception of philosophical methodology advanced by Aristotle.

1.. The Particularism vs. Universalism Objection

As we have seen, the basic claim of the particularism vs. universalism

objection is that Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology as tradition-

constituted enquiry is to be understood as an essentially "particularistic " enterprise,

and that, as such, it is fundamentally opposed to the more "universalistic " conception

of philosophical methodology advanced by Aristotle. In defense of such a position,

advocates of the particularism vs. universalism objection typically point to

Maclntyre's emphasis on the sense in which philosophical enquiry consists in a kind

of competition between various historically contingent traditions of enquiry, and claim

that he the¡efore advances a conception of philosophical methodology according to

which enquiry is entirely internal to some particular tradition's version of rationality.

In contrast, it is argued that Aristotle advances a conception of philosophical

methodology which is to be understood in terms of a notion of rationality-as-such
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which is taken to exist independently of all traditions. Stâted in these terms, the

particularism vs. universalism objection to the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry appears quite plausible. However, as we shall see, the

interpretations of Maclntyre and Aristotle that we have provided reveal that their

alleged incompatibility is based on an overly simplistic understanding of their

respective conceptions of philosophical methodology.

It is true that Maclntyre defends an account of philosophical methodology

according to which enquiry must begin within the context of some particular tradition.

However, it is not the case that his account is particularistic throughout, in the sense

that he rejects the notion of universality altogether. In fact, contrary to the

particularism vs. universalism objection, the idea of universality actually turns out to

be central to Maclntyre's account of tradition-constituted enquiry, particutarly insofar

as it is related to his theory of truth. For although his conception of dialectical

justification among competing traditions of enquiry may appropriately be referred to

as particularistic, it is nevertheless the case that once such a tradition has been

dialectically justified as rationally superior to its rivals, its claims may be taken to be

true, and hence to have universal application. In a similar way, Maclntyre's

distinction between dialectical and demonstrative justification is also relevant to the

question of universality in tradition-constituted enquiry. Although he does claim that

standards of justification must themselves be seen as being developed within the

context of a particular tradition of enquiry, Maclntyre nevertheless claims that when a

tradition has emerged victorious from the process of dialectical testing, the standards
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intemal to that tradition themselves become unive¡sally normative, so that further

theses can be justified demonstratively insofar as they are deducible from such

previously (dialectically) justified standârds. In this sense, it does make sense to

speak of the rationally superior tradition as providing standards of "rationality-as-

such, " at least insofar as such a tradition is not susceptible to the fallibilist possibility

of future defeat at the hands of a still more superior, but as yet unknown rival

tradition of enquiry. Having said this, it is significant to note that with respect to the

particularism vs. universalism objection there is a tendency to disregard Maclntyre's

distinction between the admittedly particularistic conception of dialectical justification,

on the one hand, and the unive¡salistic notions of truth and demonstrative

justification, on the other, and to speak of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry in

the more general terms of "rationality" or "rational enquiry.,'' Although it would be

wrong to deny that Maclntyre's conception of rational enquiry is particularistic, it

would be equally wrong to refer to it as merely particularistic, because there are

significant universalistic aspects to it as well. For this reason, it seems plausible to

conclude that the interpretation of Maclntyre which is presupposed by those who

advance the particularism vs. universalism objection is really a misinterpretation

rThis overly simplistic way of refening to Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is most clearlv
represented by Manlia Nussbaûm, "Vinue -Revived, " hnes Literary Supplenent (.1ülv'¡, tSSZI: tO-tt'.
Although lrwìn does appear to recognize that there is an important þlacie' reserved' foí tnirh in íradi¡ion-
constituted enquiry, he nevenheless appears to overlook the ¡élevance that the distinction berween dialectic
and demonstration hæ to the question 

-ofpanicularism 
and universalism in Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry^.^ See Terence Irwin, "Trâdi¡ion and Reason in the History of Ethics, " So¿'ial Phitosophy and Poliq,7:l (1989): 45-68, esp. 55-58. Simila-r ro lrwin's accouni is that óf Roben p. Gäoiee. "Mo¡á
Panicularism,-Thomi¡m, ¡md Traditions," Rev¡ew oÍ Metaphysics 42 (1989):593-605. Finaliy; Michael
\'Iaryelt, "A Dialectical Encounter Between Maclniyre anil innergan òn thê Thomistic Underõtânding of
Rationality_, " International Philosophical Quarterly 33t4 (1993): 3-88, recognizes the imponance of tríth,
but, as we have seen, tends to interpret Maclntyrets account of truth in terrñs of the doctìine of wa¡¡anted
qsseribility, the¡eby understanding-truth itself in pa¡icularjsr terms, rather tha¡ the universalistic concept
that Maclntyre takes it to be.
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which is similar to the kind of misunderstanding represented by Stern. That is to say,

like Stern, the particularism vs. universalism objection seems to have been overly

influenced by the particularistic aspects of Maclntyre's account of dialectical

justification among competing traditions, to the extent that it failed to appreciate the

universalism which is involved in his conceptions of truth and demonstrative

justification.

Shifting our attention to Aristotle, the particularism vs. universalism similarly

turns out to be partly correct and partly incorrect, but the specific sense in which this

is so is precisely the opposite. As in its interpretation of Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry in terms of the notion of particularism, there is a sense in which it

is appropriate to refer to Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology as

unive¡salistic. However, it is just as inaccurate to conclude that Aristotle's account is

therefore entirely universalistic as it is to conclude that Maclntyre's is merely

particularistic. Rather, although his conceptions of demonstrative justification and

truth are appropriately refened to as universalistic, his conception of dialectical

justification nevertheless introduces a substantial element of particularism to his

overall conception of philosophical methodology. This is perhaps most clearly

understood in terms of Aristotle's basic methodological distinction between that which

is intelligible relative to us and that which is intelligible absolutely. Although he

maintains that philosophical enquiry is directed towards that which is intelligible

absolutely in the sense that they are independent of any particular standpoint, namely

the first principles of demonstrative justification and the notion of truth in general,
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Aristotle claims that the onJy way we may proceed towards such a universalistic telos

is by considering the various endoxa, or the opinions which are more or less

intelligible according to various different points of view. Again, the particularism vs.

universalism is overly simplistic, in that it fails to distinguish between the various

aspects which together constitute Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology

and refers to it rather as though it were a single unified method of rationality-as-such.

However, as we have seen, when the various stages which make up Aristotle's

conception of philosophical methodology are properly distinguished from one another

and themselves understood correctly, it appears that Aristotle does hold a conception

of philosophicai methodology which coincides with the one that is implicitly attributed

to him by Maclntyre's claim to be a representative of the Aristotelian tradition,

namely an account which defends particularism as a means to genuinely universalistic

ends.

Against such an interpretation, however, it may be objected that Aristotle's

reference to that which is intelligible relative to us is not to be interpreted in the

particularistic sense that we have interpreted it, but rather as that which is intelligible

to us dJ humans, which has a more universalistic ring to it.2 In order to support such

a claim, it would be argued that lhe endoxa are to be seen as individual theses which

represent typical unreflective human beliefs on a given matter, but not as

2lt would not be uncha¡acte¡istic fo¡ Mafha Nussbaum to advance such an objection to our pa.rticularist
reading of Aristotle's concept of dialectic, giver her predilection for referring to dialectic using such
terminology as "the hunan point of view," "shued hunnn conceptions and beliefs," " human concepital
schemes," " hunan practices," a¡d "huntan language." See Matha Nussbaum,Ihe Fragility of Goodness:
Luck and Ethics i Greek Tragedy and Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 242,
247,253,254, arñ 256, respectively (emphases added). See aìso Mafha Nussbaum "Non-Relative
Virtues: Aî Aristotelian Approach, " Mrdwest Studies i Philosophy 13 (1988): 32-53 for a similar position
which is more specifically concerned wih Aristolle's theory of vinue.
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representative of large-scale traditions which are in conflict with one another. In

response to this objection, we may concede that Aristotle does not have a fully

developed concept of tradition in the sense that Maclntyre does, but we may

nevertheless deny that this in itself is a threat to our claim regarding the continuity of

Maclntyre and Aristotle on the question of particularism and universalism in

philosophical methodology. First, although he does not explicitly develop an account

of a systematic interrelationship of endoxa as constituting something like a large-scale

tradition in Maclntyre's sense, we have seen that in his application of dialectical

justification in his historical surveys, Aristotle does refer to "schools" or "systems, "

which seems to suggest the notion of tradition thât Maclntyre more fully develops.3

Second, in both his theoretical discussion of the process of dialectical justification as

well as his own application of it in the historical surveys which preface his sysrematic

treatises, it is clear that Aristotle's concept of dialectic is particularistic in the sense

that it based on the fact that there are basic differences in human understanding,

which give rise to the existence of certain standpoints or positions which are

substantially different from one another. In fact, if Aristotle's concept of dialectic

were not particularistic in this sense, his account of the setting o:ut of the aporíai

which exist among the vaious endoxa and which constifutes the second stage of

dialectic would have no point. Therefore, although Maclntyre may incorporate a

more ¡efined sense of particularism as based on traditions of enquiry than does

Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology, it is not the case that his

3See supra, 124, n. 74
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tradition-constituted enquiry is fundamentally incompatible with A¡istotle's conception

of philosophical methodology insofar as it concerns the basic issues raised by the

particularism vs. universalism objection.

In summary, then, those who advance the particularism vs. universalism

objection turn out to be partiâlly correct in their interpretâtion of Maclntyre and

partially correct in their interpretation of Aristotle, but they do not provide an

adequate interpretation of either of their conceptions of philosophical methodology in

their entirety. It is appropriate that the particularism vs. universalism objection draws

attention to Maclntyre's particularism, but it goes too far in claiming that his

conception of philosophical methodology in general is particularistic. Rather,

Maclntyre's particularism is restricted to his theory of dialectical justification. His

conceptions of demonstrative justification and truth, on the other hand, are clearly

universalistic. Similarly, although it is appropriate to emphasize Aristotle's

universalism, it is an overstatement to conclude that his conception of philosophical

methodology in general is universalistic. Rather, his universalism is to be associated

with his theories of demonstration and truth. But his conception of dialectic is

essentially particularistic. Perhaps confusions such as these are partially the fault of

Maclntyre and Aristotle themselves, given our observation that most of the debate

concerning Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology surrounds his theory

of truth, while with Aristotle it is his account of dialectic that is the most difficult to

understand. However, questions of responsibility aside, we have shown that a proper

understanding of Maclntyre and Aristotle reveals that they both share a conception of
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philosophical methodology that emphasizes a particularistic starting-point, but which

nevertheless aspires to reach a universalistic goal. Thus, we may conclude that in

spite of the sense in which it is partially correct, the particularism vs. universalism

objection fails in its most basic claim, namely that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry is incompatible with the conception of philosophical methodology defended by

Aristotle.

2. The Incommensurability vs. Realism Objection

The second objection to Maclntyre's Aristotelianism that we identified in the

opening chapter focuses on the concepts of incommensurability and ¡ealism.

According to this objection, the notion of incommensurability is inherently

incompatible with a conception of truth which is realist in natu¡e. As such, it is

claimed that Maclntyre's appeal to the concept of incommensurability in his argument

for the existence of alternative traditions of enquiry is incompatible with his

subsequent defence a realist conception of truth. More importantly for our purposes,

however, Maclntyre's acceptance of the phenomenon of incommensurability is for

these very same reasons tâken to mark a fundamental point of discontinuity with

Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology. According to the defenders of

the incommensurability vs. realism objection, Aristotle's conception of truth is realist

in orientation, and, as such, it is claimed that Maclntyre caffiot consistently defend

the existence of incommensurable traditions of enquiry and at the same time hold an

Aristotelian conception of truth. Accordingly, they maintain that Maclntyre must

either alter his position on incommensurability or renounce his Aristotelianism. And
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assuming that it is his acceptance of incommensurable traditions of enquiry which is

more indispensable to his overall understanding of philosophical methodology than is

his account of truth, they argue that it is Maclntyre's claim to be a representative of

the Aristotelian tradition that must be rejected. In short, the incommensurability vs.

realism concludes that Maclntyre's acceptance of the phenomenon of

incommensurability prevents him from being a consistent Aristotelian, at least insofar

as it concerns the question of truth. However, again we shall see that such an

interpretation turns out to be overly simplistic in that it fails to appreciate that there

are different senses in which the concepts of incommensurability and realism may be

understood, and that when some crucial distinctions are more properly observed the

appearance of contradiction is removed, such that Maclntyre may consistently accept

the existence of incommensurable traditions of enquiry while at the same time

maintaining that truth is to be understood in the realist sense that it was for Aristotle.

As we have seen, there are two versions of incommensurability and two

versions of realism which must each be distinguished in order to properly understand

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. The more familiar conception of

incommensurability is generally attributed to Donald Davidson, even though he

ultimately rejected it, and sees incommensurability as a problem of understanding.

However, we have shown that the conception of incommensurability that Maclntyre

defends is to be distinguished from that attributed to Davidson in that Maclntyre sees

i¡commensurability as a problem of evaluation between rival traditions of enquiry.

Further, we have shown that the conception of truth that Maclntyre defends is to be
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understood in terms of the doctrine of external realism, and is not to be confused with

the significantly different undersønding of truth in terms of the doctrine of inîernal

realism which is typically associated with Hilary Putnam. Returning, then, to the

question of the incompatibility of incommensurability and realism, on which the

incommensurability vs. realism objection is based, it may be noted that the kind of

holism which is presupposed by Davidson's discussion of incommensurability is the

same as that which is central to the argument in favour of internal realism, according

to which everything, including reality itself, is intemal to the web of beliefs which

defines a pârticular community of enquiry. Since it is associated with such a holistic

internal realist understanding of truth, however, the Davidsonian conception of

incommensurability as a problem of understanding is clearly incompatible with the

doctrine of external realism. However, as we have seen, Maclntyre rejects both

internal realism and the doctrine of holism on which it is based. In fact, he actually

âppeals to the existence of rival traditions, some of whieh are incommensurable as a

matter of evaluation, in order to defend a conception of reality which is independent

of and external to any one such tradition. And while the fact that Maclntyre defends

such a position does not alone constitute a conclusive argument for the compatibility

of incommensurability of evaluation and external realism, it does not seem to be

problematic to argue that an external realist conception of reality exists according to

which competing traditions are to be evaluated, even though there may be periods of

time when neither tradition has the kind of grasp of that reality which is required in

order to demonstrate its superiority over its rivals. In any case, what is significant
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for our purposes is the question of whether those who have defended the

incommensurability vs. realism objection to Maclntyre's Aristotelianism have properly

understood Maclntyre's position. And once the distinction between

incommensurability of understanding and incommensurability of evaluation has been

made, it becomes clear that they have not. For although they do seem to recognize

that Maclntyre's theory of truth is to be understood in terms of the doctrine of

external realism, they are nevertheless unâware of the possibility that there might be a

different kind of incommensurability thesis, and interpret him as defending the more

popular version of incommensurability of understanding as well as the doctrine of

holism on which it is based.a But since Maclntyre himself rejects

incommensurability of understanding and claims rather that it is a conception of

incommensurability as a problem of evaluation which is to be combined with his

external realist theory of truth, it appears that the incommensurability vs. realism

objection is based on a serious misrepresentation of these two central aspects of his

tradition-constituted enquiry.

Given that the basic point of such an objection is to compare Maclntyre's

tradition-constih¡ted enquiry with the conception of philosophical methodology

defended by Aristotle, there is another interpretation that we must consider in o¡der to

aColeman's statement of the incomrensurabilitv vs. realism obiection sives the clearest indicarion rhâr
Maclntyre is seen as combining the doctrine of exiemal realism riith the-holistically unde¡stood version
of incommensurability as a problem of understanding. See Janet Colema¡, "Maclntyre and Aquinas," in
After Maclntyre: Critical Perspectives on the Work ofAlasdair Maclntyre (Notre Damé: Universiiy of Not¡e
Dame Press, 1994), esp. 66-10,73-75. However, íhis misinterpretaíion of Maclntyre is eviden[ in others
who have adva¡ced the incommensurability vs. realism objectioir as well. See Jea¡Þoner, "Openness and
Constraint: Mo¡al Reflections as Tradition-Guided Inquiry in Alasdai¡ Maclntyre's Recent Wotks," Joumal
of Religion 73 (1993):520-521; Joh¡ Haldane, Mãclityre's Thomist Reíival: What Next?í' in AJter
Machúyre: Critical Perspectives on lhe Work of Alasdair Mac^ü¡¡yr¿ (Notre Dame: Universiry of Notre
Dame Press. 1994). 95. 104-105.
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complete our assessment of the incommensurability vs. realism objection. Having

pointed to the deficiencies in its interpretation of Maclntyre, we must also determine

whether the interpretation of Aristotle on which this objection is based is itself

accurate. As we have seen in our interpretation of A¡istotle and the question of

relativism, it would be highly anacfuonistic to attribute to Aristotle a doctrine of

incommensurability in either of the two versions we have come across. Nevertheless,

the matter at hand in this particular objection to Maclntyre's Aristotelianism is not

whether Maclntyre's understanding of incommensurability is compatible with

Aristotle's but rather whether Maclntyre's acceptance of the phenomenon of

incommensurability is compatible with his claim to adopt a realist conception of truth

such as Aristotle's. Consequently, regarding the interpretation of Aristotle on which

this objection is based, it is only the question of his realism that we must examine.

However, although the interpretation of Aristotle's realism it is evidently taken to be

relatively straightforward by the incommensurability vs. realism objection, even

Aristotle's realism has been the subject of some significant debate. As we have seen

in our interpretation of Aristotle in chapter 3, it is inappropriate to simply refer to

Aristotle's conception of truth as realist, since it is a matter of debate whether his

realism is best understood in terms of the doctrine of external realism or that of

internal realism. Of these two options, we have argued that it is external realism

which is the more appropriate interpretation of Aristotle's conception of truth. As i¡

the case of Maclntyre, it seems that in referring to Aristotle's conception of truth as

realist, the incommensurability vs. realism objection implies that it is to be understood
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in terms of the doctrine of external realism, and, as such, it may be seen as conect in

its interpretation of Aristotle's theory of truth. However, given the fact that the

doctrine of internal realism has been attributed to both Maclntyre and Aristotle by

various commentators, it could avoid any potential questions of ambiguity by

explicitly defending an interpretation of Aristotle's conception of truth in terms of the

doctrine of external râther than internal realism.

Having thus examined the respective interpretations of Maclntyre and Aristotle

on which it is based, we may conclude that the incommensurability vs. realism

objection, like the particularism vs. universalism objection, ultimately fails to

establish its claim that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is at odds with the

conception of philosophical methodology defended by Aristotle. Again, the main

problem is a lack of appreciation for distinctions which a¡e be made between different

senses in which the key concepts involved in such an objection may be understood,

especially the distinction between incommensurability of understanding and

incommensurability of evaluation. Although it could have done a better job in

contrâsting their conceptions of truth with the doctrine of internal realism, the

incommensurability vs. realism objection is correct to interpret both Maclntyre and

Aristotle as external realists regarding the nature of truth, and it is also correct to

claim that external realism is incompatible with a Davidsonian conception of

incommensurability of understanding. The only problem, however, is that Maclntyre

does not share the more coÍtmon conception of incommensu¡ability as a problem of

understanding as the objection apparently assumes. Rather, the version of
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incommensurability that Maclntyre defends takes incommensurability to be a problem

of evaluation, and, as we have seen, such an understanding of incommensurability is

compatible with an external realist conception of truth. As such, it is a failure by the

incommensurability vs. realism objection to appreciate the distinction between

incommensurability of understanding and incommensurability of evaluation, and the

very different conceptions of inte¡nal and external realism to which they are

respectively related, which gave rise to its misunderstanding regarding Maclntyre.

However, when Maclntyre is properly unde¡stood as advancing a conception of

incommensurability of evaluation, the incommensurability vs, ¡ealism objection is left

without an adequate basis for its claim that Maclntyre's acknowledgement of the

existence of incommensurability prohibits him from consistently advancing an

Aristotelian conception of truth as realist.

3. The Authority Objection

Turning to the authority objection, \rye encounter yet another challenge to the

claimed Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. As we have

observed in our initial presentation of the objections in chapter 1, the authority

objection is based on a conception of authority which is taken to be antithetical to

reason.s Applying this to Maclntyre, in particular, defenders of the authority

objection claim that his defense of the role of authorities in tradition-constituted

enquiry makes his conception of philosophical methodology "authoritarian" in the

sSee supra,27-28. This way of putting it is stated most clearly by Manha Nussbaum, "Recoiling from
Reason," N¿rv York Review o¡ ÉooÈ ZA:ti (Dec. ?, 1989): 40; ãnd'Coleman, "Maclntyre and Aqu"inas,"
87.
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sense that it entirely displaces reason as a basis for philosophical enquiry.ó In other

words, it is suggested that Maclntyre makes ¡eason subordinate to authority and is

thus left with a conception of philosophical methodology which is static and

homogenous, since it is unable to provide any kind of basis for the rejection of such

authorities. And it is precisely at this point that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry is said to be unAristotelian. For according to the defenders of the authority

objection, rather than defending a conception of philosophical methodology in which

authority is primary, as Maclntyre's supposedly does, Aristotle's conception of

philosophical methodology makes authority subordinate to reason. That is to say,

they claim that central to Aristotle's understanding of philosophical enquiry is a

conception of reason which is able to provide the basis for the rejection of

inappropriate authorities that Maclntyre's is taken to be lacking. In summary, then,

the authority objection claims that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is driven

by a conception of authority which is antithetical to reason and thus to any kind of

progress as well, and that it is therefo¡e incompatible with the conception of

philosophical methodology defended by Aristotle, according to which the primacy of

reason enables it to avoid the problem of simplicity and homogeneity, However, as

we shall see, a more nuanced analysis of the concepts of authority and reason which

is based on the interpretation of Maclntyre and Aristotle that we have provided

reveals that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is not as unAristotelian as the

- Ît is Coleman who explicirly refers 1o Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry as " authoritariarì. "
See Coleman, "Maclntyre aird Aquinas," 82. Howeíer, such a description is cleariy iínplicit in others who
have.defended the auihority objectiori against the Aristotelianism bf Maclntyré's tiadition-consrirured
enquiry. See, e.9., Nussbaum, "Recoiling from Reason," 40-41.
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authority objection claims.

Begirning with the question of the adequacy of the authority objection's

interpretation of Maclntyre, we have seen that it is precisely Maclntyre's point to

deny that there is a sharp distinction to be made between authority and reason, just as

he denies that the wider concept of a tradition in general is somehow to be seen âs an

obstruction to the idea of rational progress. In fact, to a certain extent, Maclnty¡e

even agrees with those who have advanced the authority objection, insofar as he

claims that those authoritative texts and voices of a tradition that are static and

resistant to change are incompatible with the idea of rational progress, and must

therefore be avoided. However, when his conception of authority is situated in its

proper context, namely that of a rejection of an excessively abstrâct conception of

philosophical methodology, it becomes clear that it is inappropriate to interpret

Maclntyre as advancing a conception of authority which is antithetical to reason, as

the authority objection does. Rather, the concept of authority which is important to

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is to be seen as that which provides the

substantive or concrete subject-matter which gives rational enquiry a point at which to

begin in the first place. Nevertheless, the status of a particular text or figure simply

as authoritative provides no kind of guarantee within Maclntyre's system that it will

not need to be rejected at some future time in favour of another position which is

taken to be authoritative for some other standpoint. That is to say, Maclntyre's

conception of authority caffiot be properly understood in isolation from his doctrine

of fallibilism, which is based on a conception of truth as the universal and timeless
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telos of enqu'iry as well as conception of dialectical justification among rival

traditions, and which ensures that particular authorities and the traditions they serve to

define always remain open to the possibility of future defeat at the hands of a

potentially superior tradition of enquiry. Given this interpretåtion, however, it is

somewhat puzzling to find that on the bâsis of his appeal to the concept of authority,

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry has been interpreted as ,,simplistic" and

"homogenous" and thus as incompatible with reason.T For Maclntyre does not

appeal to authority as an antithetical substitute for reason, but rathe¡ sees the two as

intrinsically related, such that a conception of reason in which there is no place for

authority is as problematic as a conception of authority which functions as a barrier to

rational progress. Thus, the problem with the authority objection is that it is so

preoccupied with a notion of authority which is incompatible with reason that it fails

to appreciate that Maclntyre is in fact defending an alternative which combines the

two. In other words, the authority objection assumes that there is a necessary

distinction to be made between authority and some kind of universalistic conception of

rationality-as-such, that authorities can be challenged only by a such a conception of

rationality, and, finally, that if there is no such thing as rationality-as-such, then there

is no conception of rationality at all. But this constitutes not so much an objection to

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry as it does a profound misunderstanding of it.

Turning our attention to the authority objection's interp¡etation of Aristotle, we

may identify still more problems of misunderstanding which cast doubt on its general

TThe description of Maclntvre's tradition-constitured enouirv as "simolistic" a¡d "homosenous" has
been advanced by Nussbaum, 'îecoiling from Reæon," 37,'38. See sup:ra,28.
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claim against the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's tradition-constin¡ted enquiry. To

reiterate, the main point of the authority objection is that Maclntyre's defense of the

role of authority in tradition-constituted enquiry constitutes a fundamental break with

the Aristoteliân tradition, since for Aristotle it is not authority but reason which is the

primary aspect of philosophical methodology. However, as we have seen in our

examination of A¡istotle's concept of dialectic, the question of the role of authority in

Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology is the subject of much debate,

which the authority objection fails to acknowledge. While there are some

contemporary scholars who tend to downplay Aristotle's discussion of authority, there

are others who argue that the concept of authority does, in fact, play a significant role

in his understanding of philosophical methodology. Further, having examined textual

evidence which is relevant to such a debate, we have shown that the argument that

Aristotle accepts a positive role for authority in philosophical enquiry is stronger than

the argument against it. More specifically, we have shown that Aristotle takes

authorities to constitute the subject-matter of dialectic, and thus to constitute the

starting-point from which philosophical enquiry can begin in the first place, which is

basically the same way Maclntyre describes the role of authority in his account of

tradition-constituted enquiry. However, it is not enough to show that the authority

objection is therefore wrong to deny that Aristotle holds a positive role for

authorities. Rather, as with Maclntyre, the conceprion of authority that Aristotle

appeals to is itself fundamentally different than the conception of authority that the

authority objection is based on. Fo¡ Aristotle does not take authorities to be static in
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the sense that they are somehow immune from the possibility of rejection. Rather,

the main point of Aristotle's theory of dialectic is that such authorities are justified

only insofar as they survive a process of testing in which they are compared with the

authorities which are representative of other very different points of view. Although

he may not explicitly advance a doctrine of fallibilism in the sense that Maclntyre

does, it is nevertheless clear that the possibility of future rejection is an essential part

of Aristotle's recognition of authorities as the subject-matter of dialectical

justification. Thus, as is problematic with its interpretation of Maclntyre, it is

inappropriate for the authority objection to interpret Aristotle's conception of

philosophical methodology in terms of a preconceived framework which upholds a

sharp dichotomy between authority and reason. For if Aristotle's conception of

dialectical justification is understood correctly, we see that it is precisely his point that

the notion of authority is a f,tndamental part of the process of rational or philosophical

enquiry itself.

At this point, it could conceivably be objected that although Aristotle does take

the opinions of recognized authorities to provide a starting-point for philosophical

enquiry, he also maintains that this function belongs equally to certain opinions which

may be described "non-authoritative, " namely those opinions which are universally

accepted and even those which are accepted by the majority of people. In other

words, although it may be appropriate to see Aristotle as defending a positive role for

authorities, it is suggested that such authorities are merely a part of the overall

collection of opinions which together constitute the starting-point of philosophical
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enquiry, ând that this marks a significant point of divergence from Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry which is more exclusively based on authorities alone. In

response, however, even though Maclntyre does restrict his discussion to the

terminology of authority, he nevertheless recognizes the relevance of each of these

other two supposedly " non-authoritative " starting-points as well. It is just that he

takes them to be ineluded in his conception of authority, since they too may be taken

as definitively representing a particular point of view. For, it is not merely the

question of who it is that advances a particular position that makes it relevant to

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. Rather, it is the fact that it represents a

genuinely alternative approach to the subject-matter in question. Consequently,

Maclntyre's conception of authority is appropriately seen to be somewhat wider than

Aristotle's in the sense that it would recognize each of the three classes of opinions

delineated by Aristotle to be authoritative in his sense of the term. However, this

does not constitute a significant difference between Maclntyre and Aristotle, since

they both include the same class of items as constituting the starting-point of

philosophical enquiry. In any case, what is even more important is that it does not

constitute an objection to our analysis of the authority objection, since both Maclntyre

and Aristotle take these items to be essential components of rationality itself, and not

as somehow antithetical to it, as the authority objection would have.it.

In summary, then, the problem with the authority objection is its basic

assumption that there is a necessary distinction to be made between authority and

reason, where authority is taken to be static and reason is seen as the basis for
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progress. That is to say, even though it appropriately recognizes certain aspects

which are central to the respective conceptions of philosophical methodology defended

by Maclntyre and Aristotle, it distorts them by trying to interpret them in terms of a

framework which both Maclntyre and Aristotle would reject. Thus, as r,vith the

particularism vs. universalism objection, we may conclude that the authority

objections is partially correct in its interpretation of Maclntyre and partially correct in

its interpretation of Aristotle, but that it does not provide an interpreøtion which

adequately captures either of their conceptions of philosophical methodology in their

entirety. Concerning Maclntyre, it is correct to draw attention to his emphasis on the

role of authority in philosophical enquiry. But it is incorrect to conclude, as the

authority objection does, that his conception of philosophical methodology is therefore

incompatible with reason in the sense that it is ståtic and progress hindering.

Concerning Aristotle, on the other hand, it is correct to recognize the sense in which

his conception of philosophical methodology is based on a genuine notion of rational

progress. However, it is incorrect to conclude, as the authority objection does, that

he therefore has no significant role for the concept of authority. Rather, as we have

seen, both Maclntyre and Aristotle defend a conception of philosophical methodology

according to which authorities are required in order to provide a starting-point for

rational progress to begin in the first place. But such a combination of authority and

reason could not possibly be understood conectly from a standpoint which assumes

that there is a basic distinction between the two concepts. In fact, a proper

understanding of their respective conceptions of authority and reason reveals that
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Maclntyre's tradition-constifuted enquiry is compátible with Aristotle's conception of

philosophical methodology at precisely those points where the authority objection

claims to have identified fundamental differences.

4. The Insufficient Historicism Objection

Finally, we turn to an examination of Milbank's insufficient historicism

objection and the interpretations of Maclntyre and Aristotle on which it is based. In

our account of the insufficient historicism objection in the opening chapter, we

remarked that it is not inappropriate to see it as arguing precisely the opposite of what

the particularism vs. universalism objection claimed. As we have seen, the

particularism vs. universalism objection refers to Maclntyre's account of philosophical

methodology as particularistic, and claims that, as such, it conflicts with the

universalistic approach advanced by Aristotle. On the other hand, based on an

analysis of his concepts of truth and demonstrative justification, the insufficient

historicism objection claims that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is actually

to be seen as universalistic, but maintains that this nevertheless marks a point of

fundamental discontinuity with Aristotle, since it takes Aristotle's emphasis on the

relationship between dialectic and rhetoric to indicate that his philosophical

methodology is in fact historicist or particularistic. s However, it is important to

enter a word of caution at this point about the characterization of the particularism vs.

ESee supra,29-30, which summa¡izes the insufficient historicism objection as found in John Milbank,
Theology dnd Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason (Cambridge, MA:-Basil Blackwell, 1990),326-351.
As we have noted in our presentation of this objection in our opening chapter, Milba¡k's use of the term
"historicism" does not difler significantly from the notion ofpariiculaíism ás advanced by the particuluism
vs. universalism objection, and, as such, may be used interchangeably wirh it.
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universalism objection and the insufficient historicism objection as opposites.

Whereas the particularism vs. universalism objection refers to Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry as merely particularistic, the insufficient historicism objection does

not go to the opposite extreme by claiming that his conception of philosophical

methodology merely universalistic. Rather, the insufficient historicism objection

claims that although it is imporrant to recognize the universalism of Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry, there is nevertheless an undeniable particularistic aspect

to it as well, insofar as it is from particular traditions of enquiry that progress towards

universality must begin. Consequently, Milbank's objection to Maclntyre is not that

his tradition-constituted enquiry is n ot particularistic, but tather that it is not

sfficíently particularistic. Regarding Aristotle, on the other hand, it is more

appropriate to see the insufficient historicism objection as the straightforward contrary

of the pârticularism vs. universalism objection. Forjust as the particularism vs.

universalism takes Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology to be unitary

in the sense that it is universalistic throughout, the insufficient historicism objection

also offers a unitary interpretation of Aristotle's philosophical methodology, but as

historicist or particularistic rather than universalistic. In fact, it precisely i¡sofar as

he interprets Aristotle's philosophical methodology as unitary in this sense that

Milbank sees it as conflicting with Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. For

according to Milbank the problem with Maclntyre's conception of philosophical

methodology is that its legitimately Aristotelian particularistic stårting-point ultimately

gives way to a decidedly unAristotelian commitment to universalism. Consequently,
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he maintains that Maclntyre can remain consistent in his claim to represent the

Aristotelian tradition only if he replaces such an aspiration towards universalism with

a conception of philosophical methodology which is particularistic thoughout.

However, although this objection is no doubt interesting to consider in light of its

uncornmon claim that it is Maclntyre's universalism, and not his historicism or

particularism, which marks the point of discontinuity with Aristotle, once again we

shall see that there are problems of misinterpretation which can be corrected to show

that Maclntyre's tradition-constiruted enquiry is much more consistently Aristotelian

than the insufficient historicism objection alleges.

What is perhaps most illuminating about the insufficient historicism objection

is its interpretation of Maclntyre. In examining each of the other tfuee objections to

Maclntyre's Aristotelianism, we have suggested that there are failures of

oversimplification which in one way or another lead to a serious misunderstanding of

his conception of philosophical methodology in general. For example, the

particularism vs. universalism objection, having properly recognized Maclntyre's

emphasis on particular traditions of enquiry as the starting-point of philosophical

methodology, concludes that his account is particularistic throughout, thereby

overlooking the universalism which is advanced in his accounts of demonstrative

justification and truth. Similarly, the incommensurability vs. realism and authority

objections, which we have suggested may be seen as variants of the particularism vs,

universalism objection,e are also guilty of misinterpreting Maclntyre's tradition-

eSee supra, 26, 27
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constituted enquiry as a result of an oversimplification of its particularistic elements,

claiming, on the one hand, that his recognition of the existence of incommensurable

traditions commits him to an internalist conception of reality and truth as being

relativized to some particular tradition or conceptual scheme, and, on the other, that

his emphasis on the role of authorities in rational enquiry leaves him with no basis for

rejecting some previously accepted authority, and thereby no basis for rational

progress in general, both of which interpretations we have shown to be profoundly

mistaken. However, in light of such an overwhelming tendency by contemporary

scholars to misinterpret Maclntyre in this way, what is particularly significant about

the insufficient historicism objection is that it is basically correct in its interpretation

of his tradition-constifuted enquiry. For it should be clear from the extended

interpretation of Maclntyre that we have provided in chapter 2 thaf it is entirely

appropriate for Milbank to describe Maclntyre's conception of philosophical

methodology as one which begins within the context of a particular tradition of

enquiry, but also as one which is nevertheless able, as a result of a process in which

various rival traditions are engaged in a dialectical encounter with one another, to

move beyond its particularistic beginnings in order to reach a point at which the

central claims some one tradition can be regarded as having universal application. In

other words, Milbank has appropriately kept Maclntyre's historicist or particularistic

emphasis on traditions and other related concepts in their proper context, namely at

the beginning of a conception of philosophical enquiry which aspires to reach a telos

of truth which is genuinely universal.
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What remains to be examined, however, is Milbank's interpreøtion of

Aristotle, for it is here that his objection to the Aristotelianism of Maclntyre's

tradition-constituted enquiry begins to fall apart. As we have already mentioned,

Milbank bases his historicist interpretation of Aristotle on an examination of

Aristotle's concept of rhetoric and its relationship, through dialectic, to his conception

of philosophical methodology in general. More specifically, Milbank focuses on

Aristotle's characterization of rhetoric as essentially persuasive, and claims that, in

describing rhetoric as a method of persuasion, Aristotle, at least implicitly, recognizes

that successful rhetorical argument is to be relativized to various particular historical

and cultural situations.r0 Further, given Aristotle's willingness to refer to dialectic

in terms of a comparison with rhetoric, Milbank claims that such a historicist or

particularistic emphasis may be extended to his conception of philosophical

methodology in general. However, on the basis of the examination of Aristotle that

we have undertaken in the previous chapter, it should be clear that Aristotle's appeal

to the concept of ¡heto¡ic in his discussion of dialectic does not support the kind of

thorough particularism that Milbank attributes to his conception of philosophical

methodology in general. For although Milbank is correct to describe Aristotle's

understanding of rheto¡ic in terms of the notion of persuasion, and even to claim that

this requires the participant in rhetorical argument to pay careful attention to the

various contingencies of the particular situation in which such an argument is

conducted, his fundamental claim that such an understanding of rhetoric may be

¡oSee, e.g., John Milbank, Theology and Social Theory: Beyond Secular Reason (Cambridge, MA:
Basil Blackwell, 1993),347. See also søprc, 16-17.
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extended to Aristotle's concept of dialectic and to philosophical methodology in

general is quite problematic. Most importantly, Milbank fails to observe Aristotle's

key distinction between the three different uses for dialectic, namely intellectual

training or mental gymnastics, casual encounters, and philosophy, of which it is only

the latter that is relevant to his account of philosophical methodology. Further,

although it is true that Aristotle offers a kind of general comparison between dialectic

and rhetoric, we have shown that a full-blown comparison between them in terms of

the notion of persuasion must be restricted to the two non-philosophical uses of

dialectic, and could at best be onJy partially relevant to his conception of dialectic for

philosophical purposes, since he maintains that it is truth and not mere persuasive

ability that is the object of such a conception of dialectic. That is to say, since the

comparison between dialectic and rhetoric is at its weakest with respect to the

philosophical species of dialectic, precisely because of the fact that it is not essentially

persuasive, it is inappropriate for Milbank to base his historicist interp¡etâtion of

Aristotle's philosophical methodology on the notion of rhetoric as he attempts to do.

In fact, even if Milbank was correct to claim that the persuasive aspects of Aristotle's

theory of rhetorical argumentation could legitimately be applied to his concept of

philosophical dialectic in order to provide an account which is historicist or

particularist, this would still be insufficient to establish his more basic claim that

Aristotle advances a conception of philosophical methodology in general which may

be interpreted as thoroughly historicist or particularistic. For although we have, in

one sense, agreed with Milbank by suggesting that Aristotle's concept of dialectic may
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be seen as particularistic in the sense that it deals with that which is intelligible

relative to us, we have also shown that when it is properly situated in the context of

his conception of philosophical methodology in general, dialectic is to be seen as

merely the starting-point of an account whose ultimate goal is to reach a level of truth

which is unive¡sal in the sense that it is intelligible absolutely. As such, although

Milbank is correct to describe Aristotle's concept of dialectic as historicist or

particularist, even if his appeal to the notion of persuasive rhetoric indicates that he

has done so for the wrong reasons, what is problematic with his interpretation of

Aristotle is his assumption that Aristotle's concept of dialectic covers the whole of his

philosophical methodology. To the contrary, it has been a central contention of our

exarnination of Aristotle that his conception of philosophical methodology is not

unitary at all, whether in the historicist or particularistic sense attributed to him by

Milbank, or in the universalistic sense suggested by those who have advanced the

particularism vs. universal objection. Rather, Aristotle offers a two-tiered system that

begins with a notion of dialectic which is particularistic, but which eventually gives

way to the concepts of demonstration and truth which are both to be understood in

universalistic terms.

In summary, we may once again conclude that Milbank's insufficient

historicism objection, like the other three objections we have examined, ultimately

fails in its claim that there is a basic incompatibiliry between Maclntyre's tradition-

constituted enquiry and the conception of philosophical methodology defended by

Aristotle. To Milbank's credit, however, it must recognized that the insufficient
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historicism objection fares better that the others in at least one respect, namely its

interpretation of Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry in terms of a combination

of historicist and universalistic elements. Nevertheless, the objection to Maclntyre's

claimed Aristotelianism cannot succeed as a whole, since it fails to see that Aristotle's

conception of philosophical methodology is also to be understood in terms of a

combination of historicist and universalistic elements, and is not merely historicist as

Milbank claims it is. In fact, given his recognition that Maclntyre's trâdition-

constituted enquiry is a two-tiered system, which is atypical in the sense that

Maclntyre is simply seen to be thoroughly particularistic by so many other

commentâtors, it is somewhat surprising that Milbank makes the same kind of mistake

in interpreting Aristotle that he had avoided in his interpretation of Maclntyre's.

Nevertheless, it seems that he has overestimated the significance of rhetoric and

dialectic in Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology, which has in turn

resulted in a failure to appreciate that there is a genuine level of universalism in

Aristotle which can be best understood in the context of his concepts of truth and

demonstrative justification. As such, we may conclude that if Milbank had

understood Aristotle better, he would have seen that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted

enquiry is quite compatible with Aristotle's conception of philosophical methodology

insofar as the questions of historicism or particularism and unive¡salism are

concerned.

5. Concluding Remarks

In the opening chapter, we stated that the primary goal of our study is an
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examination of the relationship of Maclntyre's tradition-constihrted enquiry with fhe

conception of philosophical methodology offered by Aristotle. In order to set the

terms for such a debate, we outlined four standard objections to the Aristotelianism of

Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry. Since the objections themselves tend to be

based on caricatured ¡ather than substantive interpretations of Maclntyre and

Aristotle, it was suggested that a more detailed examination of their respective

conceptions of philosophical methodology was required in order to properly evaluate

the various criticisms made against Maclntyre's claim to represent the Aristotelian

tradition. Having done so, we have found that although there is a limited sense in

which each of the objections is correct, none of them is satisfactory in its entirety.

For in one way or another, each of the objections is guilty of either oversimplifying

various aspects of the respective conceptions of philosophical methodology that we

have attributed to Maclntyre and Aristotle, or of failing to observe crucial distinctions

which are to be made in order to properly understand them, both of which result in

significant distortions of Maclntyre or Aristotle or both. More importantly, however,

they also obscure the fact that there is actually a substantial level of agreement

between Maclntyre's conception of philosophical methodology as tradition-constituted

enquiry and the conception of philosophical methodology advanced by Aristotle.

The conclusion of our study, then, is primarily an historical and interpretive

one, insofar as we have argued that Maclntyre's tradition-constituted enquiry is more

historically accurate in its claim to represent the Aristotelian tradition than is

commonly acknowledged by some contemporary critics of his philosophy. However,
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given the nature of Maclntyre's conception of philosophy as a tradition-constituted

enterprise, there is a more constructive element as well, insofar as it is at least

partially relevant to the task of evaluating Maclntyre's philosophy as such. For, as

we have seen, it is crucial to viability of Maclntyre's overall project that he situate his

work within a distinctive evaluative standpoint which is representative of some

particulâr tradition of enquiry. And we have argued that he essentially achieves this

task by developing a conception of philosophical methodology which is in significant

continuity with the conception of philosophical methodology offered by Aristotle.

However, it is also important to recognize the modesty of this conclusion. For in

addition to the primary question of determining whether Maclntyre is, in fact,

consistent with the tradition he claims to represent, there is much more that remains

to be done in the tâsk of evaluating his philosophy as such. Most importantly, his

philosophy must be engaged in meaningful debate with rival traditions of enquiry.

But that is the project of another study. If we have indicated that Maclntyre succeeds

in situating his philosophy within the tradition of Aristotelianism that he claims to

belong to, such that it is appropriate to move on to this secondary task, then the

primary goal of our study has been accomplished.
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